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This study is an examination of the input data error problem in computerized
information systems. The area of concern is the detection and correction of input
data errors resulting from human recording during the initial collection of the data.

The knowledge concerning error content in most systems is limited to the hard-
ware components of the system, with little regard for the error content of the input
data. Most information system users either (1) assume that all the information pre-
sented to them is error free and use the information as presented, or (2) have a
complete lack of faith in the information and bypass the system.

Missing from current information system procedures and from the literature is
a rationale which provides a basis for intelligent, confident movements toward some
mi•iddle ground. The pros 9ions of that rationale--the development of a structure of
philosophy of the error phenomenon--are the major concern of this paper.

This research attempts to remove some of the mystery surrounding the input
error, problem. A system for classifying errors by type is developed; attention is
paid to the kinds of errors which can be made or introduced at various levels in the
dita generation-data processing chain. More important, these levels and their poten-
tial use to managers and researchers alike provide a conceptual framework in which
intelligent discussions concerning the error process can be formulated. The concept
of data worth alone provides a significant step forward in building an intelligent
-detection and correction process.

The basic means of justifying and evaluating automated information systems has
been a cost displacement criterion--mainly through reduction of clerical costs. New
criteria are being suggested. The basis for the new criteria is associated with the
value or worth of the data in the decision process. The basic concepts needed by the
decision maker for evaluating the worth of his data are covered in the study. The
necessary relationships between data worth, accuracy, and cost are also covered.

The study develops a systematic procedure--a model--for evaluating the various
detection and correction alternatives. The final evaluating of the detection and
cOrrection procedures to be used in the system is based on cost. This is not dis-
placement cost, but cost associated with improved operations through more accurateS~ imformation.

The value of information is the worth of the data, and the worth of the data
is the data accuracy problem. The major contributor to data accuracy is formal pro-
cedures for input error detection and correction. This study has developed these
formal procedures.

With the Office of Naval Research.
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DATA INPUT ERROR DETECTION
AND CORRECTION PROCEDURES

by

Thomas C. Varley

Abstract

This study is an examination of the input data error
problem in computerized information systems. The area of
concern is the detection and correction of input data errors
resulting from human recording during the initial collection
of the data.

The knowledge concerning error content in most systems
is limited to the hardware components of the system, with
little regard for the error content of the, input data. Most
information system users either (1) assume that all the in-
formation presented to them is error free and use the infor-mation as presented, or (2) have a complete lack of faith inthe information and bypass the system.

Missing from current information system procedures and
from the literature is a rationale which provides a basis for
intelligent, confident movements toward some middle ground.
The provisions of that rationale--the development of a struc-
ture of philosophy of the error phenomenon--are the major
concern of this paper.

This research attempts to remove some of the mystery
surrounding the input error problem. A system for classify-
ing errors by type is developed; attention is paid to the
kinds of errors which can be made or introduced at various
levels in the data generation-data processing chain. More
important, these levels and their potential use to managers
and researchers alike provide a conceptual framework in which
intelligent discussions concerning the error process can be
formulated. The concept of data worth alone provides a sig-
nificant step forward in building an intelligent detection
and correction process.

The basic means of justifying and evaluating automated
information systems has been a cost displacement criterion--
mainly through reduction of clerical costs. New criteria are
being suggested. The basis for the new criteria is associ-
ated with the value or worth of the data in the decision pro-
cess. The basic concepts needed by the decision maker for



evaluating the worth of his data are covered in the study.
The necessary relationships between data worth, accuracy, and
cost are also covered.

The study develops a systematic procedure--a model--
for evaluating the various detection and correction alterna-
tives. The final evaluation of the detection and correction
procedures to be used in the system is based on cost. This
is not displacement cost, but cost associated with improved
operations through more accurate information.

The value of information is the worth of the data, and
the worth of the data is the data accuracy problem. The major
contributor to data accuracy is formal procedures for input
error detection and correction. This study has developed
these formal procedures.

(,
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PREFACE

This paper is a study of the input data error prob-
lem in computerized information systems. It is written
primarily for two groups of people. First of all for in-
formation system users who wish to see the complexity of
providing accurate information. Most information system
users accept the results of information systems without
questioning the validity of the information. In addition,
most users do not realize the various locations where
erroneous data can enter the system, or the fundamental

procedures for controlling the data collection phases. The
further the user is from the initial collection of data,
the less likely he is t- be associated with the problems of

data control.
The paper is also written for research workers, in-

formation system designers and system operators to whom it
offers a challenge in applying and refining the concepts
presented into an operational system. Although not written
as a cookbook approach to the detection and correction

problem, it is hoped that the paper will be used in con-
junction with the development of large computerized infor-
mation systems.

The idea for this paper was conceived three years
ago after the researcher had participated in the design of
a large information system for the Department of Navy. The
complexity of the error problem and the lack of any real
understanding of error creation was realized at this time.
Documents on the control of input data elements were nearly
non-existent. The use of simple admissibility checks were
considered quite adequate at the time. The lack of docu-

f mentation on error control was not due to poor documenta-
tion, but to the fact that data control was not being

considered as a problem.

ii
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The paper presents a concept for detecting and cor-

recting errors in the input data of a computerized infor-

mation system. The approach is to develop a conceptual

framework for describing in a non-mathematical nature a

system for defining, detecting and correcting the input

errors.

The purpose of the concept is twofold. First, to

give credence to the fact that such a problem exists. Not

only does the problem exist, but it is important to the

every day operation of large organizations possessing or

anticipating the installation of an information system. The

second is to build the basic structure for understanding the

error problem from the creation of an error to the success-

ful correction or final disposition of the error. The steps

between the creation and final disposition are not trivial.

Proper selection of the range, depth and location of the

detection and correction procedures is expensive, time-

consuming, but necessary for a successful information

system.
The final form of this paper owes much to the advice,

criticism and encouragement of many people. While it is not
possible to mention all those who in some way stimulated the

author's interest in this problem, several should be

mentioned.
First to the committee, Marvin Wofsey, George Allen

and Jerome Bracken, sincere thanks for their counsel, sug-

gestions and advice. To colleagues at the Office of Naval

Research, the author expresses appreciation for their gen-

erous comments and discussions. In particular, my appreci-

ation to Marvin Denicoff who has spent many hours of dis-

cussion with me as well as others in the Navy establishment
on the importance and need for input accuracy control.

Thanks to Mrs. Eunice Carver for the excellent typ-

ing, in many instances done under extreme time constraints.
Finally, to my wife Marby, my deepest thanks. Her

editorial assistance made the paper clearer and more read-

able. Most of all, her constant encouragement has helped

through the most difficult parts of this paper.

iii
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CHAPTER I

TNTRODUCTION

Purpose

All information systems begin with making observations
(sensing) and recording the results. The results are then

made available to a user who needs information. The major
function of any information system is to provide an accurate
picture of the environment in which the system was designed
to work. The information needs of the user determines the

range of data collected. This means that the range of the
data elements collected as well as the depth of detail to
which each is co~lected within the system have importance to1
the users of the system.

The system manager must have available procedure! for
detecting and correcting input errors in order to maintain or
improve the reliability of the information system, Reliabil-
ity is important, for if the system users do not believe in
the output of the system, the system will be bypassed. The
lack of "faith" in data validity has been a major cause for
the outright rejection or slow progress of acceptance of
automated information systems by today's government, mili-
tary, and industrial managers. The purpose of the paper is

to provide procedures for detecting and correcting data in-
put errors introduced by the human observer.

1At this point of the paper no attempt will be made to
evaluate the importance of the information.

C ). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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The Data Input Error Problem

Among users and managers of large scale computerized
information systems, there is no question of the high inci-
dence of errors in data bases. The failure to isolate, cate-
gorize, evaluate, and make logical cost effective corrections
or disposition of particular classes of errors have been some
of the reasons for the high incidence of errors.

In two large military systems: 1) Air Force Base
Level Maintenance System 66-1, and 2) Standard Navy Mainte-
nance and Material Management Information System, the data
collected does not pass some of the most elementary odmissi-
bility checks. The volume of data created by each of ti.ese
systems is in excess of 3,000,000 punched cards per month.
It has been estimated that the "best" error rate obtainable
in these system is five percent. At least five percent of
the records will contain a data element that did not pass
the systems validation/admissibility checks. This means
that about 150,000 records contain simple-detectable errors.

It should be emphasized that the current admissibility
procedures are designed for and limited to screening for com-
pliance with form completion and field formatting instruc-
tions, i.e., left or right justification, alpha vs numeric vs
alphanumeric delineation. The statements concerning admissi-
bility do not consider the accuracy of the data element re-
corded; only that the recorded entry meets the basic charac-
teristics of the element. By basic characteristic is meant
a delineation of the data element in structural terms, i.e.,
maximum number of permissible digits, alpha and numeric
designations, acceptability of particular entries in each
field position. An example of defining a data element by
its basic characteristics might be a stock number which is
described as a seven-character, numeric field.

The statement that "stock number" is a seven-digit,
numeric field is an example of defining a data element by its
basic characteristics. Keeping in mind that current admis-
sibility checks are primarily directed at checking for struc-
tural compliance, any entry which satisfies the condition of
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seven numeric digits would be counted as a valid number.

S) -The limitations of such auditing mechanisms are obvious. In-

correct entries, wearing the proper structural disguise, gain

free and easy entry into system data banks.

The previously reported experience of a five percent
error rate is related exclusively to admissibility screen-

ing. It would not be surprising if the true error rate was

an order of magnitude higher.

To look at this problem in another way, Chapdelaine

describes a different Air Force system that has repeatedly
demonstrated an expected error rate in excess of three per-

1
cent. The total cost of this system including indirect
costs has been estimated at $150,000,000 annually. There-

fore, a lower limit on the cost associated with the collec-

tion of incorrect data is in excess of $4,500,000 annually.

It should be noted that this does not include any cost that

might have been incurred in the use of the false data which

produced erroneous information on which decisions were based.

The question of errors is by no means limited to mili-
tary or other government systems. Carlson describes a study

which attempted to predict clerical errors in a central bank

environment. 2 The error rates were not as high as those de-
scribed in the above systems. The average for the bank was

about 1.2 errors per thousand items checked. Even at this

rate, it was considered necessary to improve the method for

predicting and detecting errors in the check processing pro-

cedure. Of interest were Carlson's remarks about the lack

of error detection studies, as well as the routines he de-

veloped for the check processing procedure of a bank.

IP. A. Chapdelaine, Accuracy Control in Source Data

Collection. Headquarters, Air Force Logistics Command,
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio, 1962.

2 Gary Carlson, "Predicting Clerical Error," Datama-
tion, (February, 1963), pp. 34-36.

0
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Scope of Paper

Why has the error problem not been solved? There
seems to be at least two reasons. The first reason is that
the whole field of computers and information theory is new.
It is new in the sense that only twenty years have passed
since the first computers were designed and the classic
theory of information was developed by Shannon. The sec-
ond reason is that, until the very recent past, primary, if
not exclusive, emphasis was centered in controlling the
errors produced in the hardware (computer).

The concern for improving the internal reliability of
the hardware is understandable. However, the emphasis on

hardware reliability obscured the necessity for r-search re-
lated to errors resulting from the data generation process

per le. Hardware reliability, frequently sold as a synonym
for information system reliability, did not and, logically,
could not constitute an acceptable substitute for the design
of input error procedures. The solution to these problems

could only be accomplished by the employment of techniques
tailored to the problems associated with input data error
detection and correction. That these two are not synonymous
Is a bitter lesson that American management has been pain-
fully learning in the current decade.

The Problems

Problems of error effects on the decision process,
and the impact that delays have on the process and probabil-

ity of detection and correction, are in need of study, The
cost of detection and correction has not been formally de-
fined. There is, typically, no concept of error priorities
in information systems: i.e., the same amount of time is
being spent on detecting very low priority errors as on the
highest priority errors.

The detection and correction process must make effi-
cient use of available resources. Cost relationships between

C. E. Shannon, "A Mathematical Theory of Communica-
tions," Bell System Technical Journal, Vol. 27 (October
1948).

_ ______ __

__ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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the availability and use of ancillary and master files as

¶ back-up material, and the concept of error detection and

correction at different levels of the organization are all

interrelated. It does not seem reasonable to provide com-

plete back-up material at the lowest levels nor to permit
the full range of screening activities. In the same way, it

does seem possible or desirable to include, at the highest or

central computer level, a means for making judgment detection
and correction procedures about data elements that are only

known at the lowest level.

For example, the use of a master stock record file

which contains over a million stock records, if file size
were the only consideration, might be considered suitable

for duplication at the different audit levels. However, the

total cost of such decentralization would also include all

the file maintenance required. It is not inconceivable that

the file maintenance, which is several thousand-records each

month, could quickly be more costly than the basic master

file generation itself.

The introduction of such a decentralized master file
causes many subsidiary problems. One example is the nec-
essity that all master file changes be simultaneously pro-

cessed at all holding activities to insure uniform auditing
of incoming records. The use of master files at decentral-

ized locations does not necessarily lessen the workload of
the central activity, but increases the error possibility as

well as the time required to process the data.

Degree of Detection and Correction

Additionally, there are questions concerning the de-

gree of detection and correction that should be conducted

at the different levels of organization. For example, the

lowest level (next to where the source form is generated)
suggests that all data validation should be performed there.

The rationalization for this point of view is that close
proximity to the data generation site permits: (1) tailored

processing over a limited segment of the data generating pop-

ulation, (2) deeper knowledge of the underlying processes
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which give rise to errors, (3) prompt feedback and direct
coordination of errors with the source. Another rationaliza-
tion is that this concentration and specialization of the
auditing function at the lowest levels permits the central
computer activity to perform its major tasks of data aggrega-
tion and management report generation.

The other side of the coin, however, sees the lower
level as utilizing its desired role in the audit process to
hide or mask• truth. Too much sanitation, too much purifica-
tion at the lower levels; too fine a filter applied to the
original source data eliminate any possibility of the cen-
tral processing activity uncovering basic trends that are
either unique or common to all the decentralized activities.
It would seem that there is some middle ground where proce-
dures could be developed to account for such filtering. One
such procedure would be for the low level to initiate a
particular set of auditing procedures; forwarding to the
central processing unit both the original recording, and the
corrected recording.

Additionally, there are questions related to the deci-
sion process. What effect do errors have on the decision
process? Can the decision process use information that is in
error so long as the direction of the error is known? What
variance or range of error is acceptable in the decision

process? How can aggregation help smooth out the errors that
would affect the decision process? In attempting to consoli-
date the problem areas that require research, answers to the
following questions will provide the scope of this paper.

The questions are:

(a) What are the criteria for determining
auditing responsibilities and proce-
dures to be assigned and employed at
the various organizational levels?

(b) If all errors are not detectable, what
procedures are available for estimat-
ing the "true error rate"?

(c) What are the criteria for determining
the extent to which errors should be
corrected?
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(d) If detected errors cannot be cor-
(d) rected, what is the disposition of

the uncorrected, detected errors?

Anticipated Research

it is anticipated that the research will lead to a set

of formal procedures to be used by information system design-

ers and managers in creating mechanisms for the detection and

correction of data input errors. The research will cover the

areas of data worth, error priority, cost of detection, cost

of correction, errors related to end use, and the use of sta-

tistical and formal procedures in determining data

reliability.

Technical Approach
It is anticipated that a survey of a large information

system will be conducted. The survey would include a study
of the system objectives, and of the current error detection

and correction procedures. The survey would also be directed

at a review of a sample of the data base used in the system,

along with reports and system studies related to error detec-

tion and correction.

While the error problem can be divided into three

parts: the error detection, the error correction, and the

error prevention problem, this paper will be mainly concerned
with the detection and correction problem. The prevention

problem, while interesting, will be discussed only to the ex-

tent required in order to make the paper more meaningful from

a system standpoint.

The research will not build programming routines or

algorithms, but will describe concepts that can be used in

any large information system. It is felt that by describing

concepts instead of actual programs, the research would be

more general in nature, and would not be tied to any particu-

lar hardware system. In the area of cost, the attempt will

be to develop criteria for cost-effectiveness evaluation of

the error detection and error correction process, but the

paper will not build a formal cost-effectiveness model.
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The research will require the collection of data re-
flective of current systems operations to permit a demonstra-

tion of how criteria and techniques developed in the paper

would apply to real life operating systems. The data will

not be used for simulating the effects of the research, but

to show how these results could be applied in the current
system. The basic system to be studied is a military system

which the candidate helped design. Familiarity with this

system will simplify the task of identifying and acquiring
data essential to the proposed study.

The actual method for development of techniques will
employ concepts of error priority, bounding concepts, redun-

dancy, dependent data elements, master file and ancillary

file look-ups, cross-reference files, visual check-off lists
and templates. The techniques will also draw upon related

research from the fields of psychology, electrical engineer-

ing, applied statistics, mathematics and information theory.

The techniques will be distinguished by the areas where they

can be applied, such as at the source of the data, before
keypunch, but after source form recording, etc.

The Outline of the Paper

Like Caesar's Gaul, this paper is divided into three

parts. The first three chapters provide an introduction;

Chapters IV, V, and VI are technicai in nature and describe
the error detection techniques and the error correction tech-

niques. Chapter VI combines these techniques with costs. In
the last part, Chapter VII describes error aggregations, and

Chapter VIII outlines the formal check list of procedures
that was developed. Finally, Chapter IX provides a summary
of the paper and some future recommendations.

While three chapters may seem long as an introduction,

each introductory chapter deals with a specific problem or

subject. The first chapter is a general introduction to the

paper, the next chapters discuss several of the problems

associated with the lack of users "faith" in information sys-

tems along with definitions of detectable and correctable

1 _______________________ ___________ ________ _
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errors. Chapter III introduces the reader to some past andcurrent related research. To many readers, Chapter III willbe interesting because of a discussion of the scientific dis-
ciplines which have contributed to the error detection and
correction problem.

!I

I.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _



CHAPTER II

THE ENVIRONMENT

Information Control and the User

Time, Volume and Location

When the sensor and user of the information are one-

and-the-same person, the volume of data to be processed is

small, and the time period short, there is little need for a

formal information control procedure. However, if the volume

increases, or the time is extended to the long run or the
sensor and user become separated, then information control

procedures are required.
During a short period of time, with a small volume of

input, an individual can make rational decisions assuming he •

has the necessary information. But if either the length of

time were extended or the volume of data increased, the ca-

pacity of most humans to organize and structure the data into

meaningful elements of information would soon be exceeded.

The separation of the sensor and user has a similar effect in
that procedures are needed between the two that were not re-

quired when the sensor and user were the same person. The

responsibility for information control belongs both to the
system designer, and to the system manager in his capacity as

data reliability manager. 1

1 N. E. Willmorth, System Programming Management, Chap-

ter 13, TM(L)2222/013/01, System Development Corporation,
Santa Monica, California, %ptember 1965.

-10-
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Data Reliability

Data reliability becomes more important to the system

user as he is removed from the original source of data. When

the user was able to observe and record his own data, there

was little question in his mind about the reliability of the

data. When he is removed from the data, his faith in the re-

corded information declines. Davis suggests three reasons

for this decline: (1) his control (understanding) of the in-

formation has been lessened; (2) he becomes dependent on the

computer system with a correspondingly lower level of self-

reliance on his part; and (3) his level of assuredness of the

accuracy of his decisions decreases in direct proportion to

the "levels" he is removed from the basic data.

It is possible to make the opposite point of view

based on the fact that the system user would rather not know

what is happening internally to the data. However, we must

assume that the system user is a rational person interested

in making the best possible decisions with as much knowledge

about the variables concerning the decision that can be

obtained.

Examining the Three Reasons for "Loss of Faith"

Assume that the above three reasons for "loss of

faith" are true, and there are no grounds for rejecting them,

(in fact, there is evidence to substantiate them). 2 Then it

becomes the responsibility of the system designer and manager

to provide the means for eliminating these fears of the users.

To expand on each of the three reasons for "loss of faith,"

consider a typical situation where the current manual (non-

computerized) information system is computerized.

1Ruth M. Davis, Information Control in an Information
System. Lecture in WORC/TIMS Seminar Series at the Civil
Service Building, Washington, D.C., October 1967.

L. R. Flock, Jr., "Seven Deadly Dangers in EDP,"

Harvard Business Review, (May-June 1962), pp. 91-92.
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SI (a) Understanding of the information: The user's
control (understanding) of the information has been lessened.
This is by far the most important reason for his fears.

While the user may be obtaining the same information as be-

fore computerization, it is now presented to him in a strange

tabular form, with very little clear text. The computer has

replaced the human element in the preparation of the report.

There is no one individual with whom the user can communicate

to expand his knowledge or understanding of the report.

Furthermore, the user does not have the time to under-

stand how the information was generated. He is curious as to

whether the procedures are the same as in the "old" system,

or if new algorithms have been developed as part of the com-

puterized information system. To inform the user of the cur-

rent procedures and to allow the system to include a set of
explanatory notes that will be beneficial to the user is part

of the overall designer's responsibility.
(b) Dependency on computer results: The dependency

on the computer system results in a correspondingly lower

level of self-reliance on the part of the user. The problems

associated with this fear are twofold. The first fear is

associated with a lack of understanding on the part of the
user that computer reliability is not synonymous with infor-

mation reliability. While many hardware manufacturers have
sold information systems on the internal reliability of the

hardware, it is the responsibility of the system designer to
impress the importance of information reliability to the user
through appropriate control procedures.

The second part of the fear in this area is that of

"computer phobia" -- that which a computer prints out must

by association be correct, even though the results are not

in line with the experience, judgment, or intuition of the

user. This fear is akin to the first area ir that the train-

ing of the user must take account of his past experience.
The information system must be built with enough flexibility j
to allow the user the opportunity to change his information

reports and submit inquiries for further elaboration of the
I}
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standard reports. This lack of reliance on one's own judg-

ment and knowledge, initiated by the "computer phobia", must

be overcome by the system designer through training and accu-

rate control of the information input requirements and data.

(c) Accuracy of user decisions: The user's assured-

ness of the accuracy of his decisions decreases in direct

proportion to the "levels" he is removed from the informa-
tion. This cause of "lack of faith" is associated with the

first cause; the lack of understanding or control.
Another reason for the user's lack of assurance as to

the accuracy of his decisions is due to filtering of informa-

tion. The information made available to him has passed
through various levels and various computer routines. The

speed with which such information is presented has increased

many fold over the old manual information system, and the

manager is forced to make his decisions in a much shorter

time interval, so that his output (decisions) can be incor-
porated into the information system for decision makers at

higher levels.

This "need" for faster decisions throughout the organ-

ization does not allow the individual user time to assimilate
all the information which he may feel is necessary to satisfy

his unique decision responsibilities. Because of the lack of
time for additional data validation by each decision maker in

the decision hierarchy, the question of data accuracy and in-

formation control procedures becomes more important.

Responsibilities of the System Designers

It is not the writer's intent to describe the full

range of the designers' responsibilities for control. Rather,
the interest of this paper is to present a few of the less
widely known, but essential, control mechanisms which should
be taken into account in the sub-area of user training and

acceptance.

In the preceding section, the "lack of faith" was dis-
II_ cussed. The outcome of the discussion was to emphasize the

basic fact that while automated information systems have suc-

ceeded in bringing the user more information more quickly,
the user's fears have not been overcome.
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To overcome these fears, the designers and managers

must maintain a continuous communication channel (feedback

loop) with the users. This loop, which entails more than just •-

control, is the sole link connecting the designers and managers
to the users. To be effective, the information control section

of the feedback loop must, at a minimum, enable the user to:

(1) change formats without disrupting the
system;

(2) add or delete data elements from his
reports as long as the elements are
collected within the system;

(3) prescribe the computations to be per-
formed on his reports;

(4) receive cumulative reports on a
periodic schedule;

(5) obtain a narrative on his reports;

(6) change, within reason, the frequency
of receipt of the reports;

(7) obtain additional back-up data at a
lower level of aggregation;

(8) have a contact point for clarification
of his reports;

(9) have an interrogation mode of operation

for specific questions.

With the availability of these services provided by

the designer, the user would gain confidence in the system's
capability for answering his needs. It should, however, be

understood that providing each of the above services requires

resources. If a user of the system is in need of a unique

service not anticipated by the system designer, the user must

understand the cost, and be able to justify the increase in

cost to an increase in the value of the information content.

Three Classes of Information Systems

In order to discuss error detection and correction, it

becomes necessary to establish a general framework of the sys- (

tern structure. The structure, defined by this paper, is
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composed of those organizational elements which interact with
the data base prior to computerized processing. Such a
structure would include the collection sites, the review

levels, the source form reduction centers, decentralized

local ADP sites, and analytical levels including those at a

central processing center.

In general, such a structure applied to three kinds
of systems that will be discussed, and to which the error de-
tection and correction procedures will apply. The three

basic kinds of computerized information systems can be clas-

sified as (1) an on-line real-time information system, (2) a

batch processing system with optical scanners for transfer-

ring the data from the source form to machine readable data,

and (3) the more general batch processing system including
source forms and the use of keypunching and verification to
convert the data to machine readable form.

On-Line Real-Time Information Systems

The newest and most sophisticated information system
from the viewpoint of hardware and system software is the on-

line real-time system. The interest in this system is that

of its simplicity for data input. In this area, there are
only two parts of the total system from a hardware perspec-

tive. These are the terminal, which receives and transmits

data, and the computer with all of its memory units and sys-

tem software.

In this system, the sensor inputs new data through

the terminals directly to the computer where the system pro-

grams are utilized in determining the data accuracy. The
input is accepted for use in the system, or it is rejected

and returned to the sensor at the terminal for resubmission.

As would be expected, almost all of the error detection and

correction techniques for this type of system are exercised
through computer assisted programs. While the sensor, lo-

cated at the terminal, has some ability and responsibility
for error detection and correction, most of the information

control procedures belong to the computer assisted programs.
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An example of a functional problem area in which on-
line, real-time could be used would include an automatic in-
ventory and warehouse information system. In such a system,

the computer would maintain, along with other data, all the

records associated with inventory levels, orders (both cur-
rent and back orders), and inventory item locations.

The system would provide a conversational mode, so
that communications between the terminal located in the ware-
house and the central computer would be possible. As orders
were received by the computer, they would be forwarded to the
warehouse for filling. As the orders were filled, the ware-

houseman would inform the computer via the terminal, and the
computer would reduce its quantity on-hand of those items

used to fill the order.

The computer would also be programmed to perform its
own inventory validation/audit. Assume that during slow pe-

riods of the day, the computer starts a systematic inventory
audit. This is accomplished by asking the warehouseman to
verify the quantity of items located in certain storage loca-
tions within the warehouse. The process for such an audit 3
might proceed in the following way:

Computer: WAREHOUSE NO. 3
Warehouse: YES
Computer: WE HAVE NO CURRENT ORDERS TO

PROCESS. DO YOU HAVE ANY DE-
LIVERIES WHICH HAVE NOT BEEN
STOCKED?

Warehouse: NO
Computer: THEN WE NEED TO CHECK SOME

STOCK LEVELS.
Warehouse: WHERE DO YOU WANT TO START?
Computer: CHECK THE ITEMS IN ROW4. BIN 3.
Warehouse: THERE ARE 26 ITEMS.
Computer: THANK YOU, THAT IS ALSO MY

COUNT.
Computer: CHECK ITEMS IN ROW 5, BIN 4.
Warehouse: THERE ARE 38 ITEMS.
Computer: MY COUNT IS NOT 38, WOULD YOU

CHECK AGAIN? REMEMBER ROW5,
BIN 4, NOT ROW 4, BIN 5.

Warehouse: THERE ARE 30 ITEMS.
Computer: THANK YOU, THAT IS ALSO MY

COUNT.
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The preceding man-computer interaction used a conver-
sational mode of operation. A computer assisted program de-

termined that a simple error had occurred. It also provided

to the sensor, through feedback, information on the cause of
his error. While the example that was given is deliberately
simple, a more important question might be, what if the ware-

houseman (sensor) came back to the computer and said that
there actually were 38 items in Row 5, Bin 4? The important

thing to remember about the on-line real-time system is that

the detection is usually provided by the computer, while the

correction is provided by the human.

Batch Processing via Optical Scanners

Information systems involving optical scanners are
composed of two kinds: those scanners that read by means of

mark sensing techniques, and those which have a capability
for character readings. The optical scanners' function in
the information system is to replace the intermediate trans-
fer device. The raw data or information proceeds from a

source form or printed material directly to a machine read-

able form.

The intent of optical scanning is twofold. The first
purpose is to decrease the time required for the raw data or

informati'n to be made machine processable. The second pur-
pose is to eliminate the possibilities of errors generated

by the intermediate process which the scanner replaced. In

general, the intermediate process is composed of TAB equip-

ment; the keypunch and verifier, and a card to tape device.
Examples include the check sorting procedures using

special mark sensing devices (MICR)1 of the banking systems,
character scanners used in gasoline credit cards, and charge

slips and page readers for library systems. While scanners

have been successful in reading the typed and printed infor-
mation, the acceptability of scanners for handwriting or

1Magnetic Ink Character Reader.
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handprinting translation has not been demonstrated or applied1,2
in any information system now in use.

Since the scanners are successful in reading printed
and typed material, their use is well justified for those
applications where the input is static, i.e., the data are

preprinted on the form that is being read by the scanner.
While the scanner offers no advantage (at the present time)

in detecting, correcting or eliminating errors that were re-

corded on the source forms, the scanners have eliminated a
location for doing error detection and possible correction by

making the data "machine readable" in fewer steps. This loss
of a detection and correction location outside the hardware
system increases the dependence on computer assisted programs

for detection and correction.

Batch Processing via Keypunching and Verification

The most common information system is use today em-
ploys an additional man-machine interface before the data are
available for machine processing. This additional interface
is usually composed of a keypunch and verification process

which produces an intermediate media of storage.

In using the concept of keypunch and verification,

additional information control procedures can be applied

before the data are committed to the information system, even

though the data are in machine readable form. Since the data
awemachine readable, the techniques available are those of
the computer assisted programs, and, as is true with the op-
tical scanning system, these techniques are not as powerful
as those of the on-line real-time system because of the lack

of the conversational mode.

IRecognition Incorporated has a scanner that will read
handprinted numerics as long as they are placed in assigned
blocks. (See Chapter III, Current Research.)

2 Bureau of Census has a system called Film Optical
Sensing Device for Input to Computers (FOSDIC) which reads
microfilm from special forms which have been prepared from
the standard forms used in obtaining census of population and
housing.
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A variation of the common batch processing system

should be mentioned. This variation produces, as a by-

product of generating the original source form, a punched

paper tape in machine readable form. The punched tape is

then, used in the same manner as cards. An additional advan-

tage -_ that all data are captured simultaneously with the

pr-'uction of the source document; thereby saving the time

of keypunching and verification. While capturing the data

in machine readable form at the source eliminates an inter-

mediate step, errors created by the originator of the source

form are still possible. The extent of the expected errors

can be reduced through error procedures that will be dis-

cussed in later chapters.

Summary of the Three Kinds of Information Systems

To summarize, the error detection and correction prob-

lem is part of the three kinds of information systems dis-

cussed. Each is representative of the total classes of in-

formation systems available today and in the near future.

The procedures for detecting and correcting errors could be

different for each kind of system, but, in general, there

could be a great amount of overlap. It is not that the logic
is different, but the method for implementing the logic
varies. In the case of the on-line, real-time system, most

of the procedures are computer aided, while in the batch pro-

cessing via the keypunch and verifier, a great many of the

procedures must be manual.

Figure I displays a very aggregated picture of the

major components of the three systems. Only those parts

that lead to a machine readable form are displayed. Figure

I shows that both the optical scanning system and the key-

punching system require an additional step even at this high

level of aggregation. As the detection and correction pro-

cedures are presented, these differences will continue to

increase. They will increase in the sense of transfer points

)_ where error detection and correction can be performed, and in

the complexity of techniques available for error detecting

and correction.
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Figure I
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How Are Errors Created?

1 •What is an error? How does one know when an error

has been found? Are all errors bad, or are some errors more

serious than other errors? These are some of the many ques-

tions that must be answered by the system designer and mana-

ger when he is building and implementing a system. In order
to answer the above questions about errors, it is necessary

to discuss how errors are created. To discuss the creation

of errors, it is necessary to define several assumptions of

the error process.

(1) Assume that for a particular data ele-
ment, the free English text is coded
into an alphanumeric code.

(2) Define all acceptable codes of the data
element as the Code Set A.

(3) Define for each code in the Code Set A,
the code a. ; for i=l to n , where

n is the number of individual codes in
the Code Set A.

(4) Define a.. as the jth character of13
the ith code in the Code Set A, where
i=l to n and j=l to m and m is
the length of the code necessary to de-
scribe all the codes required by the
data element.

(5) For standardization, assume for any
coded data element that the length of
the code is fixed over all codes for
that data element.

Given the above definitions and assumptions, the fol-
lowing formal code can be constructed. We have a Code Set A,

lal,a 2 ,a 3 ,...,ai,...,anj composed of individual codes which
uniquely identify each action or variation needed to describe

the data element. Each ai Laila i2 aij....,aiml is com-

posed of the individual characters necessary to produce the

specific code for each action or variation of the data ele-

ment. It should be mentioned that for certain kinds of data

elements, the previous formal structure does not fully apply.
To be specific, such data elements as time, down-time,
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equipment operating time; man-hours of work, etc., tend to I
be of a continuous nature and may not be coded. These data

elements do, however, have a code set and observations must

belong to the set. But because of their continuous nature,

these data elements can have various degrees of accuracy de-

pending on their importance as a data element in the infor-

mation system. The variation in the degree of accuracy that

is allowed will play an important role in the amount of

error detection and correction procedures necessary to en-

sure the required accuracy. This will be discussed later

in Chapters IV and V.

In Figure II, the error is defined along with the

various actions that he may take in recording an observa-
14

tion. 1 In the language of the preceding section, the sensor

first observes an act to record. He may observe the act

correctly or incorrectly. Once -)bserved, the sensor records

the action. He may record it correctly or incorrectly.

Here, he has two alternatives for each of his previous ac-

tions. If he observes the act correctly, he selects the

appropriate code from the Code Set A, and records this code.

In the process of transferring the code to the recording de-

vice, the sensor can record the correct code as selected,

which belongs to the Code Set A, or the sensor may record an

incorrect code which may or may not belong to the Code Set

A. In the latter case, where he recorded an incorrect ob-

servation, the sensor has committed an error in recording,

as opposed to an error in observation, even though the code

selected belongs to the Code Set A.

In the case where the sensor observed the act incor-

rectly, he can record the action as observed, or commit an
additional error by recording a code not associated with the

code he wished to record. This might be thought of as a

compound error.

'While a sensor is any human or mechanical device
that transfers data, it seems more appropriate to describe .

"it" as a human sensor.
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Type I and Type II Errors

Two kinds of errors can be classified. The first

kind of errors, or Type I errors, are errors made after the

sensor has observed the correct action, but has recorded the

wrong code. This is regardless of whether the code recorded

was a member of the Code Set A. The second kind of errors,

or Type II errors, are defined as errors where the sensor

observed the action incorrectly and recorded that observed

code. In addition, the sensor could have committed an addi-

tional error by recording another code, again regardless of

whether the code finally recorded was a member of the Code

Set A.

In Figure III, the diagram is divided to show the

error creation process under each of the two kinds of errors.

In looking at the end pointr of Figure III, three separate

and distinct situations are described. In the first case,

two end points are represented. One end point produces a

trivial solution and is meaningless in the error creation

process. The other end point leads to the only correctly ""

coded data element. The second case also contains two end

points. These two end points belong to the set of errors

generated by the Type I error and are errors of recording.

The third case contains four end points. These four end
points belong to the set of errors generated by the Type II
error. It should be noted that one of these Type II Code

Set A errors could actually be a correct code. This possi-

bility arises when the sensor observes the act incorrectly,

but in recording, accidently records the act that should

have been observed originally. Assuming each code is equally
likely, the probability of the sensor correcting his error

of observation, though the additional error of recording is

_) , where n is the number of unique codes of

Code Set A.

It should be noted that only one path leads to a cor-

rectly coded data element, i.e., one out of seven end points. !

If the probabilities of each outcome were equally likely,

over 85 percent of the information collected could contain
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either a Type I or Type II error. How is the system user
protected from such a large possibility of incorrect data?

Detectable and Undetectable Errors

In order for an error to be detectable, it must have
one of the following conditions.

(1) It must not be a member of its Code
Set.

(2) It is not a member of the subset of
other data element Code Sets when
taken in specific combination.

Condition (2) is in reality a special case of condition (1),
and depends on the question of detecting errors independently
within a data element as opposed to detection in conjunction
with other data elements. In condition (2) the intersection

of two Code Sets provides a new code set for detecting errors
belonging to one or the other of the two data elements. How-
ever, both of the data elements cannot be corrected; one of
the elements must be known or assumed to be correct.

If the code does not meet the two conditions stated,

the code is either correct or an undetectable error. In
either case, there is no ability to differentiate between the

correct code and an undetectable error. An an example of the
detection conditions, assume the recording of the stock num-
ber of a part that was consumed in the repair of a piece of I
equipment. To satisfy condition (1), the stock number pro-
vided must not be on the official list of stock numbers (not
a member of the Code Set) that are in use. If this is the
case, then the recorded stock number is in error and this
error can be detected, or the admissible list (official list)

is in error.
Assume now that the stock number provided was, in

fact, a good stock number. That is, the number was on the
official list of stock numbers (it is a member of the Code

i ii I

1Assume for this example that the admissible list is
correct.

Ii_
I
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Set). At this point, the error detection process becomes

concerned with establishing, not simply the validity of the

independent stock number recording, but the validity of its

relationship to the equipment identified on the source form.
To make such determinations, the error detection sys-

tem must both contain and employ lists of all permissible re-

lationships. One such list would be composed of equipment

numbers, and the stock numbers of all the parts associated

with the repair of each equipment. At the time the stock

number was received, the equipment number was also received.

The equipment number has been determined to be correct, or

at least not a detectable error. By combining the equipment
number with the stock number, however, it was determined
that the stock number provided was not for one of the parts
associated with theeassciaed iththeequipment.1

At this point, an error has been detected: not an
error in the stock number itself, but a second order error

associated with the application of the stock number. This
type of error can be as important to the information users

as the first order error.

While an error has been detected, the successful cor-

rection cannot be completed. It must first be determined
what is in error. Among the still to be determined possi-

bilities, given that the system has detected a "relationship"

error, are: (1) an admissible but i- irrect stock number has

been reported, (2) an admissible but incorrect equipment num-

ber has been reported, (3) the master file of permissible re-
lationships is in error.

Correctable and Uncorrectable Errors

In order for an error to be correctable, it first must

be detectable; therefore, all undetectable errors are by de-

finition uncorrectable. Additionally, there are detectable
errors that are uncorrectable. For a detectable error to be

1As stated earlier a more important question might be
the accuracy of the relationships between the stock numbers
and the equipment numbers.



correctable, it must meet at least one of the following

conditions:

(1) The code contains error correcting
digits that enable unique identifica-
tion.

(2) The code, when connected to other code
sets, establishes unique code set com-
binations that, through logical pro-
gression, are error correcting.

(3) The data element is of such a nature
that bounds can be placed on detect-
able errors.

(4) The coded data element can be returned
to the sensor for correction.

(5) The coded data element is of such a
nature that statistical techniques
(such as past probability estimates)
can be used to determine the most
likely correct code.

Some data elements will meet more than one of the
conditions, which in effect, give alternative ways to cor-
rect the data element. In these cases, the least costly al-

ternative should be used if it will give the same degree of

correction as a more costly alternative. Other detectable

errors will not meet any of the conditions, except possibly

condition (4), sending the detectable error back to the sen-
sor for correction. This can be done for any detectable

error if the sensor is known. However, sending the error
back for correction should be used with discretion. More
will be said about this in later chapters.

Several of the other conditions presented are unique

in that provisions for their use must be established during

initial system design. This includes the concept of check
digits which enable correction of one or two or more charac-

ters of the code. 1

1L. Arquette, L. Calabi, and W. E. Hartnett, A Study
of Error Correction Codes (Carlisle, Mass.: Parke Mathe-
matical Laboratories, Inc.), Parts I, II, III.
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The same is true for multi-field or joint code set
correction conditions. Here the relationships are estab-
lished in such a way that by logical progression a particular
data element can be uniquely corrected. This will, in gener-
al, call for more than a two-step joint code set relationship.
Generally, the techniques of bounds and known statistical
procedures will be most helpful to the information system
manager who has inherited an on-going system which was built

with little or no information control.
As stated earlier, there are detectable errors that

are not correctable. For the most part, these uncorrectable

detected errors are subsets of the conditions stated for cor-
rectability. They include such cases as the complete omis-
sion of a data element,1 judgmental descriptive data elements,
and other data elements that are, by their nature, random
elements. That is, their bounds are so great that they can-
not be placed into any prior distribution with any degree of

certainty.

Summary of How Errors are Created

In summary, the process of how errors are created has

been defined. The process is general in that each time the
data are transferred, the relationship between the sensor and
the recorded data has the same decision tree. The end points
of the error decision tree become the objectives of the de-
tection and •c.:-ection process.

The detection process is defined by two basic condi-
tions, either of which is sufficient to detect an error. The
correction process is only possible for detected errors, and
five conditions are defined as possibilities for correcting
the errors, Any one of the five conditions is sufficient for
at least partial correction. The degree of correction

IIn cas3s where the sensor is known, the document
could be sent back and the detectable error corrected. This
assumes that the sensor has a good recall of the action whichgenerated the document.
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required will determine the range to which combination of the

correction conditions will be used for any particular data

element.

The basic problem that plagues the system designer and
manager is the lack of control over the intermediate steps of

the error creation process. The only information available

to the manager is the recorded data elements, which must be

interrogated to determine if the elements were recorded cor-

rectly. Since the system designer and manager have only the

recorded data elements, they must always start with the as-
sumption that the coded data elements are in error. The

error detection procedures are required to prove to their

satisfaction or to the degree required by the system objec-

tives that the data elements are correct.

The error creation problem as viewed by the system de-

signer is one where there are two alternatives: either the

recorded data element is correct, or it is incorrect. The

sensor observes an act and records a result for which the
system designer must determine the accuracy.

Summary of Chapter II

Chapter II intended to provide the reader with the en-
vironment that faces the system designer and system manager.

The environment was provided from both sides of the informa-

tion system: the side of the user and that of the system

designer.

The user side of the environment discussed the lack of
faith that many users have of information systems. The use

of central procedures and an information feedback loop were

described as two ways to explain how these fears could be

eliminated.
From the system designer's side, the environment was

discussed as the designer looked out at both the user and the
sensor or recorder of the data. The responsibilities of the

system designers, as observed from the point of view of the
user, require the designer to meet the information require-

ments of all the users.
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In attempting to -.et the users requirements, the

6ystem designer is constrained by the cost of providing the

information. A major cost of providing the information is

the cost of collecting the necessary data. As the system

designer observes the collection of the data, the task of

providing accurate and timely information to the user be-

comes one of the most important and costly tasks. To pro-

vide for this task, formal information control procedures

are a must.

As a first step in developing such procedures, a

definition of how errors are committed was provided. The

definition described two major kinds of errors: errors of

observation and errors of re-7ording. As a second step in

obtaining formal information control, definitions of de-

tectable and correctable errors were developed. The defi-

nitions will be used to develop the formal error detection

and corrections procedures of Chapters IV and V.
Because of the way errors are created and the lack

of information regarding the intermediate steps between the

sensor and the recorded data, the system designer and mana-

ger must provide techniques to prove that the data are cor-

rect to the degree required by the system objectives.



CHAPTER III

RELATED RESEARCH

Introduction

Related research that is directly associated with

source data input accuracy problems is almost non-existent.

The little that has been accomplished and published is, for
the most part, sponsored and supported by the government.

There may be studies of industrial systems, but as far as the

professional literature is concerned, little is available.
Because of the general lack of directly associated re-

search, the literature suggests other areas which would shed

light on the error detection and correction problem. The re-

search areas include those of psychology, electrical engineer-

ing, human factors, statistics and mathematics. The following

sections will describe some of the areas where the results of
these disciplines have helped to provide a partial solution

for the error detection and correction problem.

Early Research

Early formal efforts to provide error detection and

correction procedures to data input were through the keypunch

machine and human verifier. The early use of computers was

mainly in the areas of research and scientific computations.

In these two areas, the data input was of a small quantity

and more effort was placed in problems associated with trans-
ferring data within the hardware system than with the problems

-32-
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of data input. Even today there is quite a large library

of literature on error detection and correction within the

hardware system. A review of the Journal of the ACM, The
IBM Research Reviews, Datamation and Data Processing maga-

zines will substantiate this fact. 2

The use of the keypuncher for error detection was

more of a means than an end. The objective of the keypunch

operation was to provide a means for putting data into the

computer and not as a means for detecting errors. (Many of

the early users of the computer probably did not consider

the keypuncher to be a detection device.) However, the in-
troduction of the keypunch operation had twofold results:
(1) the detection of errors produced by the originator of

the source form by the keypuncher, and (2) the creation of

errors by the keypuncher in transferring the data from the

source form to the punched card.
The errors that were detected included those of

format, omission, and to some extent, legibility errors.
The ability to detect legibility errors was possible because
of the small volume of input and the close proximity of the

keypunch operator to the originator and user of the data.

The errors that were created by the operator included those

of keypunch shifts, errors of transposition, character per-

mutations, and the insertion of random characters.
Before machine verification of the keypunched docu-

ment, sight verification was performed by human checkers.
The role of the human checker was to match the keypunched docu-

ment against the original source form in the same manner that
a typist would "proofread" a letter or multilith mat before

reproduction. The cards with detected errors would then be

iJacob Rabinow, "Optical Character Recognition Today,"
Data Processing Magazine (January, 1966), p. 18.

2 Aaron Finerman and Lee Rivers, eds., "A Comprehen-
sive Bibliography of Computing Literature, 1967," Associa-
tion for Computing Machinery.
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rekeypunched and again verified tc insure correctness of the

source forms. Such tasks were time consuming and slow in

that each character of the keypunched document had to be

read. Although slow, the low volume of input prevented the
operation from becoming a problem.

With the advent of the machine verifier, the verifi- $

cation speed was incr-sed to that obtainable by a keypunch

operator. As a r Luit of the verification process now per-

formed by the machine, many felt that the data input accu-

racy problem had been solved. However, in truth, the veri-

fier had, as its chief duty, a complete (100 percent) review
of all the characters of a previously punched card, i.e.,

the automation of a completely manual system -- the human

check.

The objective was that two different operators would

insure that the data p-esented on the source form were, in

fact, punched and correct. Disagreements between the key-

punch operator and the verifier would be tagged and retained
for clarification by the source document originator.

The result of a study by Xleumer and Lockheadi showed

that for four of twenty keypunch installations surveyed, the
range of verification errors caught lay between 1/1600 and

1/4300 keystrokes. This could be interpreted to mean that
there is a small chance of correcting errors created by the

keypupcher. Another interpretation is that the keypuncher

does not create many errors. However, in either case the
excess time, machinery and people required for verification

was not cost-effective.

The low amount of verification errors reported does
not suggest that the source forms are error free. The func-
tion of the verifier is to duplicate the keypunch operation,

stroke for stroke, from the source form, not to interpolate

the data recorded on the source form. Clerical errors do

result from keypunching, and several studies suggest that

1E. T. KlemmeA and G. R. Lockhead, "Productivity and
Errors in Two Keying Tasks - A Field Study," J. Applied
Psychology, 43 (1963), pp. 401-408.
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misspelling and keypunch shifts are the major causes of the

errors in certain systems.
In another study Owsowitz and Sweetland1 showed that

a large error rate was generated because the keypuncher had

problems in legibility of coded data letter pattern famili-
arity. They suggested that the keypuncher be provided with

a list of codes. The list would be used any time a problem
arose as to the legibility of a coded element that the key-

puncher could not readily decipher. The experiment showed
that errors did decrease and that learning did take place

for the keypuncher. The problem seems to reflect the ability
of the keypunch operator to understand what is expected of
the data toward the objectives of the system.

Research related to the keypunch operator is not com-
pletely independent of research related to the originator of
the source form. The area of human factors has contributed
through its research on form design, including the color,

type size, paper size, logical layout and spacing. These

factors are just as important to successful keypunching as
to successful form completion, yet they do not in themselves

add directly to the error detection and ccrrection process.
Additionally, there has been research in human memory:

specifically, in immediate recall. This latter research has

added to a better understanding of both the originator and
the keypuncher. Chapdelaine2 describes an experiment to
test the error rate for transferring coded data from one
form to another. The codes varied from five to fifteen

digits in length. The results showed that certain digit

lengths had a higher error rate than others. In particular,
the ordering was 5,6,7,3,10,11,13,9,14,12, and 1L. In fact,

if a 12-digit code was required, the error rate could be re-
duced by 50 percent if a 13-digit code was used in its place.

iS. Owsowitz and A. Sweetland, Factors Affecting Cod-
ing Errors. Rand Memorandum RM-4346-PR. (Santa Monica,
Calif.: The Rand Corporation, 1965).

2Chapdelaine, Control in Data Collection, p. 15.
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The results of the Chapdelaine study were consistent
with earlier studies performed by Wechaler, Crannell and
Parrish on immediate recall of numeric information through
oral presentation and oral recall. 1,2 The studies showed
that for immediate recall the span was slightly better than
seven digits.

Similarly, Conrad 3 in a study utilizing telephone op-
erators, who were required to memorize 8-, 9-, and 10-digit
numbers, and record them, found that for the 8-digit numbers,
30 percent were in error; for the 9-digit, 44 percent were in

error; and for the 10-digit, 54 percent were in error. This
suggests that in general the shorter digit codes are more
easily retained. Probably the most popnlar research in this
area is Miller's "The Magical Number Seven, Plus or Minus
Two."4 This report describes the human capacity for recall
on digits.

The research on immediate recall provides direction
and consideration to the information system designer and
manager. First, it describes what should be taken into con-
sideration in designing codes, and secondly, it describes

where effort should be placed in considering error detection
and correction techniques based on the expected error rate

of different codes.
Owsowitz and Sweetland took a slightly different

tack to error detection and correction, by looking for fac-
tors that contribute to coding errors. They conducted a

1David Wechsler, The Measurement of Adult Intelligence
(Baltimore, Md.: The Williams and Wilkins Company, 1944),
pp. 83-85.

2C. W. Crannell and J. M. Parrish, "A Comparison of
Xmmediate Memory Span for Digits, Letters and Words," The
Journal of Psychology, 40 (1957), pp. 319-327.

3 R. Conrad, "Errors oi Immediate Memory," The British
Journal of Psychology, 50(4) (November, 1959), pp. 349-359.

4 George A. Miller, "The Magical Number Seven, Plus or
Minus Two: Some Limits on Our Capability for Processing In-
formation," The Psychological Review# 63(2) (March, 1956),
pp. 81-97.

5Owsowitz and Sweetland, Factors Affecting Errors.

Im



series of experiments completely within a three (3) charac-

ter code that was composed of the various combinations of

alpha and numeric characters. Of their findings, two seem

most important:

(1) Coding errors are proportional to the
alpha content. Numeric does have the
smallest error rates and as the alpha
content increases, so does the error
rate.

(2) Errors committed with mixed codes re-
veal a position effect. Codes with
the alpha-numeric-alpha sequence, and
the converse numeric-alpha-numeric,
have higher error rates than do codes
without this "odd man in the middle"
construction.

Again, such results tend to develop a picture that error

correction and detection procedures should be based on ex-

pected error content as well as error priority.

Current Research

The related current research can be classified into
three major areas. The first area is that associated with

character recognition, the second area is associated with
automatic source data collection, and the third is linked

with on-line computer systems.

Character Recognition

The relationship between research originating in the

field of optical character recognition and that of error de-

tection and correction has been minimal. This is especially

true for the area of source form recording, for the scanning

system replaces the conventional keypunch and verifier. The

current optical scanners interface with the information sys-

tem at a higher level than is required to be of greatest

benefit to source data accuracy.

The advantages of optical character recognition should,

however, be realized and applied to the information system

where possible. One suct advantage is the transfer of raw
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data into machine readable form much more quickly than can

be performed by the keypunch procedure. However, with the

current state-of-the-art of optical scanners, their u'e in

management information systems is limited to those systems
that produce fixed data in a fixed format.

There are two major problems that must be solved be-
fore the optical scanner can be considered practical for

management information systems. The first is the ability to

recognize the specific font that is being used. The second

is to recognize accurately the handwriting, both printing1

and script.2 The problem of multi-font is to recognize which

font set is being used since several fonts have similar look-

ing characters and the area available for discrimination be-

comes quite small.

Research in the area of handwriting is progressing in

two ways. The printing route -- where the writer is re-

quired to print within a certain limited box -- and the long-

hand route. Progress is being made in the print research

since the biggest problem in script writing is the lack of

uniformity in the spacing between letters.

Source Data Automation
Related research in the area of source data automa-

tion is divided into three areas. The first area is associ-

ated with pre-punched forms and receipts. The second area

is associated with special recording devices, tags, plates,

cards, etc., on which data are either pre-punched or en-

graved. The third area is through special attachnments to

standard typewriters or recording devices.

1 Recognition Equipment Company does have an optical

character reader for handwriting of numeric if the numerics
are placed in predescribed blocks and written carefully.

2 IBM has an experimental model for handwriting.

II
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Pre-punched forms and receipts

Techniques under this area are generally of two kinds:

the "tub-file" process and the "turn-around" process. In

utilizing the "tub-file" process, pre-punched cards are the

usual source of entry into the system. The cards are located
with the end item at the source of use, and as the item is

dispersed, the pre-punched card is entered into the system.

The "turn-around" process is one that has been highly

successful in the utility field. It is comprised of a two-

part form: one part, the bill and a second part which is a

pre-punched receipt to be returned to the utility with re-

mittance. The pre-punched portion includes the account num-

ber, the amount of the bill and other accounting information

of interest to the utility.

When the receipt arrives at the utility, the system

allows for positive human scanning of the amount of the bill

and the amount paid. If these match, no further human inter-

vention is required; if they do not match, the ctecker makes
a note of the amount paid and this is written on the receipt

stub. The stub is then forwarded through the data processing

chain where the marked stub is read and put in machine read-

able form for processing. If the amount paid was less than
the bill, the account is only given credit for the amount

paid; if the amount paid is more than the bill, the account

is given credit for the difference between the bill and the
amount paid.

Special machines, tags, plates and cards

The techniques of this area are similar to those

above except that in this category special stations or col-

lection stations are set up for putting in the basic data.

The tags and cards are more permanent in nature and can
either be carried by a person or located at the special

equipment for use by the operators or data collector. Ap-

plications of this are the airline ticket reservation systems,
2 railroad ticket reservations, central warehouse operations,

gasoline credit cards, etc.
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In both of the types of automatic c',llection process,

the data must be fairly static in the sense that very little

changes over time as to what is pre-punched or coded on

cards. The location and number of sensors who provide the

information or hold the cards can be large, and, in fact,

the credit card field is very large. Yet, the amount of in-

formation which must be scanned or punched compared to the

total data content of the record is small.

Special machines -- by-product

The third area of automatic source data collection is
associated with attaching collection devices on standard

equipment, such as a typewriter or other standard recording

device. The approach of such a procedure produces punched

paper tape as a by-product of the original operation. The

production of the paper tape is then used for all future
operations requiring data processing. Examples of such an
operation include the processing of data from a sales in-

voice. The data are presented to the typist who types the

original order. At the same time a paper tape is produced

which contains all the accounting, distribution, and billing

data needed to process the order.
The advantages of using automatic source data collec-

tion are mainly in the area of few keystrokes, which means

fewer people handling the data, thus fewer chances of errors.

This also includes fewer people associated with the collec-

tion process. The detection and correction process can be

greatly enhanced through the use of such devices in the col-
lection of data.

It should be pointed out that there are disadvantages

associated with automatic source data collection. Perhaps

the biggest disadvantage is the data structure which must be
fairly constant as to field size and elements collected.

On-Line Real-Time Systems

Probably the most important advances, as far as the

user is concerned, are the man-machine system interfaces.
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The computer industry's history of eliminating the human

from the system, i.e., the early automation theme, has now

been replaced by a more modern theme of man-machine

interaction.

The object of the modern theme is to get the man back

into the system. How is this to I complished? The cur-

rent practice is through the new technology of on-line in-
formation systems. The fears of the user are to be reduced

by the ability of the machine (computer) and man to converse
with each other. The key to this communication is both

hardware design and system software development.
Many books have been written on the subject of hard-

1
ware components as well as in the general area of software.

We will not discuss specific hardware systems, but will dis-

cuss the way in which these on-line systems are working to
provide better data through information control.

Both of the areas of data input and information out-

put are greatly helped by the on-line process. In the area
of information output, the user has, through the means of

exception and interrogation modes, the ability to prescribe

the content, form and timing of the response or output. In

this manner, the user is better able to describe the data

required for his information through the man-computer inter-
play. The only requirement is that the data required be

part of the data collected.

Such a procedure differs considerably from the batch

processing method in common use today. The batch method
gives the user all the information at the same time and at

the same level. Even if the information were correct, there

would be many cases where the user was not in a position to
analyze all the data, or at that particular time, was not

interested in the information.
In the area of data input, the user has the potential

of placing his own input directly in the central processing

iJames Martin, The Design of Real-time Computer Sys-
"tems, 2nd ed. (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1967).
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unit by means of a remote terminal. Additionally, the soft-
ware developments allow the user to "see" exactly where his

data were placed in relationship to other data in the file.
This is accomplished by presenting to him the record immedi-

ately preceding his input and the record i.mmediately follow-
ing his input.

The response is displayed through his console which
is equipped with either a CRT (Cathode Ray Tube) or type-
writer. The use of such a display response procedure will
help to eliminate the user's fear of the data not being in-
cluded, lost or misfiled in the data bank. Additionally,
there are procedures which allow the sensor to screen the
data input on a CRT display before the data are transmitted
to the computer for further validation.

With the development of the conversational mode, and
on-line real-time inquiry capability, the computer potential
for the detection and correction of input errors is greatly

increased. Even if the detection capabilities remain the
same, the ability to use more sophisticated computer aided
programs will reduce the time and cost of detection.

In the area of correction, one of the current methods
in use, namely that of returning the detected error to the
sensor, will gain more importance. The detected error can
be submitted quickly (in a matter of seconds) to the sensor

for correction, before the sensor leaves the terminal, or,
more importantly, before the sensor forgets what data were
submitted.

While there are other input devices in addition to
that of a keyboard terminal for use with on-line real-time
systems, the keyboard is by far the most versatile in its
ability to capture all of the different kinds of data
usually generated in a management-information system.

Future Trends

Optical Character Recognition Devices

The future use of Optical Character Recognition (OCR)
during the next decade will produce great cost saving for
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certain areas. The use of multi-font machines is just com-

Sing into being, and will be perfected within the next few

years.
Research in handwriting is progressing. There is

currently one machine that will read printed numerics if
the numerics are placed within specific blocks, and an ex-

perimental handwriting reader is in operation. Future re-

search directed towards perfecting the reading of either
longhand or printing will provide useful long run economics.

The new technology will require a lower cost per unit of

information before it becomes acceptable.

Communications

The requirements for communications will increase

during the nE.:t decade. The telephone companies have esti-

mated that during the early 1970's, more than 50 percent of
their communication will be the flow of data rather than the

flow of voice communications. Future trends are to increase
the speed of transmitting to a level comparable to machine
speed. Such increased speeds will require the use of wide

iband microwave communication nets instead of land line use

for higher comparable rates. Current microwave and broad

band telephone facilities are transmitting at speeds up to1
50,000 characters per second.

Included in the communication research are the inter-
face problems of equipment. There is a growing requirement
that equipment must be designed to overcome these problems

by providing some minimum number of standard modules.
An emerging technology still in research, yet excit-

ing enough to be considered is that of lasers. The use of
the high energy content of a laser beam to write alpha-

numeric or graphical data as a source of display information

is under investigation. The character writing speeds of
100,000 characters per second is within the realm of possi-

bilities within the next decade.

1Martin, Real-time Computer Systems, p. 280.

I
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In the area of on-line, real-time, progress will move

to the time-shared information system. Such future systems

will be completely integrated so that data flow will be be-
tween computers as well as between tcrminals for direct end

use. The data input procedures will be combinations of auto-
matic source data techniques for data of a static nature,

while more dynamic data will be put in the system by means of

terminals utilizing keyboards, light pen and voice character
recognition equipment.

Summary

Chapter III intended to provide the reader with so.me

of the relevant research, past, present and future that has
or will affect the error problem. In general the research

has not been directed to the data input problem, but has been
performed for other purposes.

Early research can be associated with keypunch machin-
ery and human verification. The primary objective was asso-

ciated with transferring data to the hardware system rather
than with data input problems. With the advent of the ma-

chine verifier, verification speed was increased to that
obtainable by a keypunch operator.

Research related to the machine verification has shown
that very little errors are found by the process. The aver-

age range of verification errors caught lay between 1/1600

and 1/4300 keystrokes.

Current research is related to character recognition,

automatic source data collection, and on-line computer sys-
tems. Character recognition has advanced mainly in the bank-

ing industry through standardization of MICR. The advances
in optical scanning of printed and script are progressing.
However, technical problems concerning multi-font recognition
and character spacing are still major problems. Source data

collection techniques are providing quicker ways to transfer

raw data into machine readable form via a tape media. How-

ever, significant advances in data input error control have
been neglected in lieu of eliminating transfer errors after

initial recording and elimination of duplication of processing.

I . . . . . . . .



CHAPTER IV

ERROR DETECTION PROCEDURES

Introduction

The concept of error detection is to provide, through
well defined procedures, methodology and computer aided pro-

grams, the ability for detecting the introduction or presence

of erroneous data in the information system.
Error detection is tied closely to the place where

data either enter the system or are transferred within the
system. The actual number of detection locations as well as
the number of levels at each detection location are a func-

tion of the size and kind of information syscem being devel-
oped or in use. The more the information system is like a

conventional batch processing system, the more transfer and

data generating locations it possesses.
In deciding what error detection procedures to employ,

several constraints should be considered. The most important

constraints are those dictated by the system objectives.
These include such requirements as the data elements to be

! collected, their source, other general characteristicýý of
the data, and finally the end uses to which they are appli-

cable. With these and similar constraints in mind it seems

necessary to describe the what (object), where (location),H and why (reason) for error detection before discussing the

how (procedures).

The next three sections define and describe the what,

where and why of error detection procedures. In the next
section the what (object) is concerned with defining a con-

cept of classes of data, their characteristics and the role
they play in the error detection process. In the following

-45-
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section, the where (location) is defined and described in

terms of error detection locations. The locations are ge-

netic in nature and form a complete set from data generator

to information user. The last of the three sections de-

scribes the why or reason for error detection. Here the why

refers to the selection of error detection procedures at the

various detection locations. The final section of the chap-

ter describes the procedures for detecting errors at the

various detection locations.

Classes of Data

In describing information system error detection pro-

cedures: the data elements that are to be subjected to the

techniques are generally of several kinds. A classification

of all the data collected in information systems would pro-

vide a general framework into which error detection proce-

dures could be developed. Such a classification would have

several benefits. Two such benefits are: (1) the discus-

sion of error detection techniques within the classes as

well as between data classes and (2) a clearer understanding

of the advantages and disadvantages of the error detection

techniques as they relate to the classes of data.

Static Data

Static data elements are those data elements that

have a fixed code set and fixed relationships between codes

and end items. That is, the code is constant for a particu-

lar end item and the code does not change as long as the end

item does not change. Examples of static data elements are

names, social security numbers, bank account numbers, manu-
facturers part numbers, equipment serial numbers, a geo-

graphic location, an individuals' sex, and a &adge number to

name just a few.

The concept of static data elements has meaning in

that once an individual, equipment, part or other end item

is allowed to enter the system, it possesses a unique code

which belongs to no one else. In addition, if the item
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leaves the system, the code is retired for a respectable pe-

riod of time. For some static end items, there is only one

such end item and it can only be recorded from one particu-

lar place, such as a serialized machine, while for other

static data elements there could be many copies of the same

end item in the system, all having the same code.
Static data elements have several advantages in an

information system that are not possible with other classes

of data.

(1) Automatic input
The static data elements are highly accessible

to automatic source data collection devices. In many cases

* the static data can be pre-coded on a plastic card, such as

gasoline and department store credit cards, pre-punched in

a punch card, or automatically set in a keypunch machine

program card. In cases where the information system uses

terminals as a means of putting data in the system, the ter-

minal can be pre-coded to include static data concerning its

location, user, etc.

(2) Less detection required
If static data are pre-coded and submitted

through an automatic source data collection device, the

error detection procedures are simpler, as far as detecting

an error by means of belonging to the code set.

The error detection problem for such data is

associated more with selecting the proper pre-coded plate

or card than with detecting errors internal to the code such

as transposition errors. Such an error is possible since

many plates could be available to the same data recorder.

The use of automatic collection devices changes the tech-

niques as well as the locations for error detection and

correction.

(3) Use of static data elements in dependency checks
Because static data are to a great extent error

free, in the sense of errors in recording, they can be used

as dependent checks on other data elements that are not as
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static. Such joint code sets could involve cross-reference
files between the static data elements, and more dynamic

data elements, which would be used for detecting errors in

the more dynamic data elements. The concept of a static

data element does not mean that the population of the data

element is constant or unable to change. Through the addi-

tion and deletion of new items, the population is changing

which causes the file of the static elements to be somewhat

dynamic.

Dynamic Data

The concept of static data elements considers those

individual data elements that hae a very small probability

of change during the information system life. The concept

of dynamic data elements considers those data elements that

by their nature change frequently during the life of the in-

formation system. The frequency of change is intended to

mean that the data element has a wide range of codes that

can be selected for any particular action.

While the code set is well defined, a data generator

may observe and record within a short time a different dy-

namic code for several actions that were observed. In these

same actions the static data elements recorded could be the

same.

Such a variation in allowable codes requires addi-
tional error detection procedures than were required for

static data. The dynamic data elements require error detec-

tion procedures in the data recording phase as well as in

the data observation phase. Examples of dynamic data ele-

ments include the number of man-hours to complete a job, the

clock time a job started or stopped, and the cost of a job
from a maintenance or job-shop management system. In addi-

tion, in an inventory system, such data elements as stock on

hand, number of demands for items, and frequency of demands

would be dynamic data elements.

The degree of error detection at the lower system

locations depends on the amount of computer-assisted-programs

________
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and master files that are available at that location. The

reason for such equipment and master files is that statis-

tical techniques seem to be the best detection device for
determining the bounds or limits that can be placed on

such data elements. In addition a fairly large data base

is needed to provide the statistical validity needed for

the procedures. It is quite possible that different geo-

graphic areas would require different limits for the same

data element. Such stratification would require both a

statistical national norm and a regional norm. Having

regional norms increases the error detection procedures

needed to insure the degree of accuracy and precision re-

quired by the systems specifications.

Factual and Judgmental Data

Within the two main classes of static and dynamic
data, a second classification is possible. While the second

classification is a refinement of the first, it has several

advantages that should be helpful in the development of

error detection procedures.

Factual data

The concept of factual data elements refers to data

elements that convey an actual and known fact. If a data

element is to be considered factual, the method of observing

and recording the data element is well known. In addition,

the element is taken from an accepted publication which has

been authenticated by the system procedures.

Factual data elements are found in both the static

and dynamic data classes. In the static class, the factual

elements are those that are unique to a source location.
Examples are equipment serial numbers, name of organization,

activity or division, an individual's name, address, or work

station. Other examples include those static data elements

that are common among many source locations such as manu-

facturers part numbers, bank account numbers, standard

unit of issue of materials, equipments installed, etc.
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In the dynamic data class, factr ;",ta elements are those
that have a continuous code set such as time, dates, actuaV

cost and observed man-hours.

Judgmental data

The concept of judgmental data elements is associated

with the estimates people make in observing and recording
the particular code. In the first caae, the estimate is

placed with the data generator in selecting the proper code.

In the second case the data recorder only records that which
was estimated by others and presented to him for recording.

As with the factual data elements, the judgmental elements

are found in both the static and dynamic data classes.
For the static class the judgmental data are of the

second kind. That is, where the data available for record-

ing were themselves estimated by someone other than the

data generator.
Examples of static judgmental data include engineer-

ing or physical characteristics of end items such as weightt

and size (dimensions) of components, measurement ton equiva-
lent and similar data elements. It would generally be ex-

pected that characteristics such as weight would be static
for a particular component for all of its location. How-

ever, as is generally observed, most weight is estimated

for fairly large items as well as many smaller items.

While such estimates may be accurate in the aggregate, such

as those used in military planning factors, or standard job
costs, any individual estimate may be out of acceptable

limits for use in the information system.

In the dynamic data class, judgmental data elements

are those elements that have the property of alternative

codes. This allows the data recorder, on the basis of his

own judgment, to select the one code that best describes
the situation. Examples include such elements as the pri-

mary and secondary cause of equipment failure, and esti-

mates of man-hours and costs.
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The development of error detection procedures for

such data elements must consider the wide variation that is
possible. In view of these variations, statistical proce-
dures seem to be of prime importance. This doea not mean
that code set relationships will not be used, but the inde-

pendent testing of such data elements tends to fall in the
statistical inference domain. While many of the dynamic

judgment data elements will have a wide variation, it does
not seem reasonable to expect the same wide variation from
static judgment data elements. This can be related to the
fact that the static judgmental elements are characterized
by end items, which by their nature should not have a wide
variation.

Mnvironment, Descriptive and Action Data

In the last two sections, classes of data were de-

scribed by (1) the characteristics of their probability of
change and (2) by their accuracy in observation or record-

ing. In this section a third characteristic will be devel-
oped. This characteristic is associated with the kind of

information the data element possesses. While factual and
judgmental data elements were described in terms of being

associated with static and dynamic classes, this third
characteristic will be described across the static and dy-
namic classes.

Figure IV shows a matrix of the three-way classifica-
tion of the data classes.

FIGURE IV

CLASSIFICATION MATRIX OF DATA CLASSES

Static Dv Damic

Factual Judgmental Factual Judgmental

Environmental
"-' Descriptive

Action
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Environmental data

Environmental data are defined as those data elements

that report the condition or context in which the recorded

action is taking place. That is, these data elements tell

where and when the action is being recorded. Such data ele-

ments would include an organizational code, a location, an

address, the date of the action, and the specific time of

th'e action.
The use of the environmentdl data elements in the

error detection process has properties that range from those

of static factual to those of dynamic judgmental. Because
of such a range, the knowledge that they are environmental

provides a relationship that can be useful in the error de-
tection process.

For example, consider un equipment serial number

(static factual data element), the date of the action

(dynamic-factual) and the condition of the equipment (dynam-

ic judgmental). These can be related through statements

concerning wheiec and when the action occurred in relation to

other actions involving the same specific equipment or the

same equipment in all of its different environments.

Descriptive data

Descriptive data are defined as those datý elements

that relate to a further delineation of the characteristics

of the recorded action. That is, the drscriptive data help

to define the objective of the action. As an example, con-
sider the following situations. Individuals with the same

surname are further defined by first names, initials and
place of residence or business and occupation. An electric

motor which can perform in many applications can be dis-

tinguished *,.: data elements which reflect these different

applications.

Descriptive data, as defined, provides the key to the

recording of the data, and as the object of the action, the

error detection procedures to be developed are of prime

i.
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importance, and require a considerable detection procedure

at all detection locations.

Action data

Action data are defined as those elements that de-

scribe the why and how ccncerning the object of the recorded

action. Such action data elements explain to the higher

echelons decisions taken at the location of the action or

the use of orc. .izational procedures that guide the way op-

erations are performed. Examples of action data elements

would include reason for starting the action, reason for

stopping the action, methods used in completing the action,

and resources consumed. The above data elements are exam-

ples from a job-shop information system.
The error detection procedures associated with this

class of data elements encompass code set relationships as

well as statistical inference techniques. The majority of

the techniques would be of a statistical nature at the

higher detection locations, while the lower levels would

include both statistical and relationship techniques.

Error Detection Locations

Inherent in the design of any information system is

the requirement for some form of data audit. The data audit

can be informal or formal. The more formal such an audit
becomes, the more complicated the procedures and techniques

required for the error detection phase of the audit. While

information systems differ, there seems to be at most seven

independent generic erior detection locations. Not all in-

formation systems will contain all seven locations, but all
locations that a system has will be contained within the

seven.

The Data Generator

The basic function of the data generators is to pro-

vide data to the system. Whie there may be formal proce-

dures for entering the data, these should not be considered
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as error detection procedures. The detection procedures
apply only after the generator has recorded data to be sub-
mitted to the information system. At that time procedures

could be presented; such procedures are structured or per-

missive in nature. Examples of structured procedures in-

clude requirements for conducting defined and enforced tests

or matches against the recorded data as predetermined times.
On the other hand, permissive procedures would include a

statement which indicates that the data generator should re-

view the recorded data elements before submitting the form

to his supervisor.
If the procedures are structured, they become part

of a internal data audit, and place formal requirements on
the generator. If the procedures are permissive in nature,

there is not formal internal audit at data generation.

Data Checker

The basic function of a data checker is to validate
the data prepared by the data generator. Such a data checker

is usually located with the data generator and can perform
the data checking function as a secondary duty. Examples of

data checkers are co-workers, supervisors, stock clerks,

cashiers and scorekeepers. While the detection function may

be a secondary duty to the data checker, formal procedures
can be developed at thic location.

Keypunch Location

Many would consider the keypuncher as a possible

source of error generation, not as an error detector. Hcw-

ever, there are tasks that can be formalized for the key-

puncher which will help in the detection of errors, without

reducing the productivity of the keypunch operation. In
fact, the keypunch location is an excellent internal audit

location, for here estimates of errors generated by the re-

corder, missed by a data checker, and keypunched, can be
determined. Also, errors generated by the keypuncher can

be estimated by comparing source forms with punched cards.

I-.-- -
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Local Computing

Local computing is separated from the keypunch loca-
tion only in generic terms. There are many cases where the

computing facility also houses the keypunch facility and

could, in fact, be outside the door of the computing room.

The physical location is not important. What is important
is the power of the computing available at the facility and
the amount of local reports that is generated using data
that have passed from data generator, data checker and key-

puncher. The detection procedures at such a facility would

require formalization, and they are considered part of a

formal internal audit.

The local computing facility is the first level in
the information system where machine readable data is the

basic input. At this location, the detection techniques
will be mainly computer-assisted as opposed to manual or

mechanical aided detection techniques. Also, the local com-

puting facility is the first level where management reports
can be generated. The requirement for local management re-
ports may increase the need for error detection procedures

beyond that actually required for all the data. This means

that selected data elements may receive more detailed error

detection procedures than other data elements or all data
would receive the same degree of error detection. If the
latter is true -- that all data receive the same degree of

detection -- then higher levels of the information system

may not be required for perform such a detailed error detec-

tion scheme.

Whether this uniformity of detection is good or bad
depends on the system accuracy specifications for data ele-

ments at the higher levels of the information system. Such
specifications could be quite different from the accuracy

specifications at a lower level such as the local computing

facility.

--
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Central Computing

The use of central computing refers to that location

or locations where the data are used for the highest level

of management information. The " ta can also be aggregated

for use by lower levels, but the main requirement is that

there is no higher computing facility that receives data

from a local computing facility.

The error detection function of the central computing

facility is completely associated with computer-aided pro-

grams. It is all inclusive in the degree of detection per-

formed. The facility must provide all the techniques re-

quired by the system specifications for accuracy. As stated

earlier under local computing, the degree ) which this de-

tection is performed is a function of the amount of detection

that has preceded this level. For some data elements, there

may have been no formal detection procedures; and a great

deal of detection may be required at the central computing

location.
Data System Analysts

System analysts function in the error detection pro-

cess differently from the other detection locations pre- j
viously discussed. The analysts are looking at the informa-

tion output of the system rather than the data input. In

this capacity, the analysts function as data monitors rather

than data checkers. Their responsibilities are to detect

errors in the output relative to the input.

It is sometimes more obvious to see data errors in

output than to detect such errors individually from the in-

put. The one assumption is that the output data have not
been aggregated to a degree that makes translation back to

the input data impossible.

Some examples of the error detection would be rela-

tionships between data elements that can be easily seen from

a formatted output, but practically impossible when observed

individually. One such case could be identical part numbers
(same part) but a wide range in price, such as could happen
by a digit inversion.

I! '
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While the functions of the data system analysts are

different from the other detection location functions, in

the sense of output as opposed to input, formal error detec-

tion procedures are still possible. Again, the degree to

which the location is used depends on the accuracy specifi-

cations of the system.

Information User

As discussed in an earlier chapter, the system user

has certain fears about the information presented to him.
It was also stated that the system designer should make cer-

tain options or services available to the user. If such
services are available, the user will, in turn, provide

services for the error detection function. The actual method
for providing the services will vary with information users.

It will be either in the form of a request for some addi-

tional service, or actual communications with the informa-

tion system manager. The communications will take the form

of describing an exception that has caused the user to ques-
tion the correctness of a specific report or portion of a

report. Such requests and communications should be analyzed
as to their cause, for this is a permissive form of error

detection.

There could also be formal error detection procedures

established at this location. Such formal procedures would
constitute a portion of the information feedback loop to the
system managers and should be encouraged.

Criteria for Selecting Detection
Procedures at the Locations

In the previous section, seven detection locations

were described. As mentioned before, not all information
systems will have or require error detection procedures at

all of the seven locations. However, if the assumption is

made that all locations will have a positive and formal role
JY in error detection, considerations must be given to the

question of the depth and range of detection at each
location. 

4
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Considerations concerning depth and range are nec-

essary in view of two conditions inherent in the design of

new information systems. The first is associated with the

actual data required by the system users, and the second is
the changing specifications for data accuracy at the differ-

ent organizational levels of the system. In the first case,

some new data elements will enter while others will leave
the information system because of imprecise evaluation of

user requirements at the outset of system design. While it

is hoped that such changes will be small and have little
effect on current procedures, such is not always the case.

To minimize the effect of such changes, more detection lo-

cations should be considered than might be necessary if the

exact user requirements were known.

In the second case concerning data accuracy, changes

to specifications at different levels can increase or de-

crease the degree of error detection. Again, to minimize

the effect of such changes, an overstatement of detection

locations is better for the short run.

In selecting the depth and range of error detection

at the different locations, the above mentioned uncertain-

ties must be kept in mind. Statistics and location charac-
teristics can be developed that will be beneficial in the

development of actual error detection procedures concerning
these uncertainties.

Expected Workload

The expected workload at the transfer point is in-

tended to describe the amount of data entering the system

at that point. At any particular level, there may be a wide

range in the expected workload, and different resources
would be required to perform the same degree of detection

required by the procedures. This would be a system require-
ment to insure that the next level of detection could start

from the same base.

In order to estimate the expected workload, it is
necessary to know the specific data to be collected, the
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form of collection, and the time requirements of the data
to flow through the system. The most critical of the three

parameters is that of time. If the time requirement is

very short, then the alternatives available for collecting

the data are reduced. The amount of time available for the
detection process is also reduced. In addition the amount

of the reduction in error detection due to the time require-
ment is related to the volume of the workload at each of the

collection and data transfer points in the sy-., em.
Under the assumption that the time requirements are

not so short as to require an on-line real-time information
system, estimates of the workload (raw data input) can be

predicted from the various points of collection. As a

first approximation to the workload, the amount of static
i data that would be available for automatic source data col-

lection should be estimated. The volume of these data

would then reduce the amount of error detection required

from the source. The remaining volume (total less source

A Idata automation) would then be a candidate for detailed

I Ierror detection.

While the data that were collected by source data

automation techniques should not be forgotten, less de-
tailed error detection procedures would be needed for the

data that had the benefit of automatic collection techniques.

1 That is, all of the procedures associated with format, omis-
sion and data element transposition errors would not b2 nec-

essary. The error detection needed for the automatic source

collection would be integrated with the other error detec-
tion procedures dealing with the selection of the proper

code.

If the system contains the requirement for machine

readable data at the earliest possibility, the mechanical

aids necessary to meet the data accuracy requirements of
the system must be accurately forecasted. However, meeting

the specific requirements demands exact foresight, which is

not possible in liqht of all the uncertainties connected
with the final data input elements and their error structure.
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In view of such uncertainties, it seems only reason-

able to develop an expected workload for each level of the

information system. In addition, it is necessary to develop

within each level the expected workload of each source or

transfer point. From such statistics, a basic error detec-

tion procedure plan can be developed for each level. Unique

variation to the plan could be applied to specific collec-

tion or transfer points depending on the expected workload.

During system design and, in particular, during the

development of operational system specification, the system

data elements and their source are defined. Included are

the actual sources of the data, the method of transmission,

the frequency, the volume, the form of the data. The speci-

fication should also include the output form of the data in

terms of their appearance in specific management reports.

The availability of such statistics determine the extent to

which each level, and each source within the levels, can

perform detection.

The Expected Error Count

The expected error count is an important criterionfor

the selection of both the range and depth of error detection

procedures. When there is a high probability of a data ele-

ment being in error, there is a greater requirement for pro-

viding the means to detect such an error. Also, the more im-

portant a data element, i.e., its information value, the

greater the depth of detection required to insure its

correctness.

When data are obtained from automatic source data

collection devices, the expected error count is much smaller

than data collected by human observation and recording.

Also, the form of the data collected has an important rela-

tionship to the error count.
Earlier, Chapter III described some research in coding

of alpha and numeric data. The results of such research

would be helpful in determining the expected error count for

_Ii
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- specific data elements. In addition, basic statistical

decision theory can be used to generate probability distri-

butions of error counts based on different assumptions.

Such statistical models should be developed and maintained

during the initial operation of a system.

The use of such models would be to obtain continuous

error statistics on the most troublesome data elements,

i.e., those that have the highest error count. Having such

data would be feedback to the system manager as part of the

internal audit of the system. Decisions could then be made

as to what additional action should be taken to assure that

all errors are being detected or to find the cause of the

large error rate and attempt to correct it, or both.

Key Success Variables

A key success variable is defined as a function,
technique, method, or resource that interacts with the three

major criteria parameters of error detection. These three

parameters are: the range of detection, the depth of detec-
tion, and the place or location of detection. The availabil-

ity of the key success variables increases the probability

that the detection procedures will be successful.
The success variables are parts of the information

system, yet the system designer may have little control over

their use or of their quality. In other cases, specific ac-

tions or requirements can be placed on the variables to in-

crease their efficiency in the error detection process.
A partial list of key success variables would include:

Form design - The design of the source form
can have the objective of simplifying re-
cording or eising keypunching, but not gen-
erally both.'

1 In particular, the results of Chapdelaine on length
of digits; the work of Miller and that of Owsowitz and
Sweetland tend to provide insight into expected error counts.

2 E. W. Kimball, Reliability Handbook, ed. by W. Grant

Ireson (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1966), Chap. 9,
p. 6.

III
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Development of aids - Certain aids (an he
developed to enhance the detection process.
Examples include short lists of the raost
commonly used codes, the most common errors
committed, etc.; such lists will be unique
to different parts of the system, but gen-
eral guidelines could be developed.

Standard procedures - The system procedures
developed for completing the various ac-
tions should be as standard as possible.
As the number of exceptions increasesfrom a
standard method, variation and errors are
introduced into the data because of indi-
vidual interpretations to the exceptions.

Documentation - Associated with standard
procedures is the requirement for precise
documentation of those procedures. The
documentation should be prepared in such a
manner that there is one and only one in-
terpretation of its meaning.

Adaptability - The degree of variability or
flexibility that can be built into the sys-
tem in anticipation of changes to the data
collected, method of collection, and chang-
ing organizational objectives and require-
ments. One such example is the separation
between the collection form, the keypunched
cards, and the computerized data handling
system.

Micro-input - A concept of collecting all
required data in their smallest form. While
such collection may increase the volume of
data collected, it allows for stricter
error detection techniques at the lower de-
tection locations.

Feedback loop - A vital link throughout the
system is an effective feedback. Such a
feedback loop to generators and detection
locations will provide the necessary com-
munication for maintaining and improving
procedures in data generation as well as
data error detection.

Interest and motivation - Of all the key
success variables, interest and motivation
are probably the least changeable by the
system designer and manager. But one of
the most important in selecting the error
detection procedures to be used at the dif-
ferent locations. In general, the tech-
niques employed should not require more of

i
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the individual doing the work than can be
beneficial to that individual. What is in-
tended is that the procedures must assume
each individual has a place in the system.
It must also be assumed that the individual
will perform error detection in a manner
which will reward the direct interests of the
level in which the individual must operate.
As an example, the keypunch operator cannot
be expected to do elaborate error detection
which requires looking up relationships in a
catalog. However, if a most common list of
codes unique to that location are easily
available (i.e., tacked on the wall beside
the keypunch machine), the operator would
find it beneficial to use the list. The
list would be beneficial because it makes
the keypuncher's job easier. Consequently,
the results of the job are more correct in
the eyes of those who are in authority im-
mediately above the operator. There are
other examples of the same kird of motiva-
tion that prevail at other detAction loca-
tions, and these examples should be taken
into consideration when deciding on the
particular error detection procedures to be
used.

Also, the individuals usually hired or de-
tailed to the task of error detection do
not understand or in many cases do not
care to understand their relationship to
the total information system. Because of
the uncertainty associated with the actual
motivation of individuals in the detection
process, the procedures should be as simple
and exact as possible.

The above described key success variables are not in-

tended to be all inclusive. They do, however, tend to de-
scribe the kinds of internal and external factors that need

to be considered when selecting error detection procedures.
The amount of influence any particular factor may have on
the detection process can vary within any given detection

location. Provisions should be aade to account for such

variation.

Error Detection Procedures

The development of formal error detection procedures

follows the requirements of the system design. The

I
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requirements specify the type of system, the data elements

to be collected, precision and accuracy of data collected,

and data error detection locations available through the

configuration of the system. Earlier, the chapter described

seven error detection locations. This section will describe

the procedures that could be used at these locations in

terms of the data classes and criteria developed earlier.

It should be mentioned that the procedures described

in the following sections are novel in that most information

systems consider only data admissibility tests as the extent

of error detection and correction procedures. In describing

the procedures for each detection location the assumption is

made that each location is independent of the other loca-

tions. Under this assumption, some of the procedures will

be repeated at different detection locations. Such repeti-

tion should not be interpreted that the use of all proce-

dures at all locations axe ccnsidered necessary, rather the

attempt is to be as complete as necessary at each location.

The Data Generator

The basic function of the data generator, with re-
spect to the information system, is the observing and record-

ing of data. The error detection procedures that are avail-

able for use, depending on the kind of information system

would include: (1) sight verification, (2) check lists, and

(3) internal procedures.

(1) Sight verification

Sight verification procedures would requi,'e the

data generator to scan visually the completed document. The

procedure would be directed at two basic error control. prob-

lems. The first is that of form completion, and the second

is gross data element detection. In the area of checking for

form completion, the forms could be either single or multi-

purpose. If the form is multi-purpose, that is, if it is

used to record data over many different kinds of actions,

the data generator must be knowledgeable in the proper data

elements to include for each kind of action.
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Good form design would highlight the specific

areas or data elements required in accordance with the kind

of action that was being recorded. Such methods as color

code, and separate sections are common ways of underscoring
different parts of a multi-purpose form.

When visual scan is the technique, the data gen-

erator checks that all data elements are recorded. This is
done in the simplest of manners, by just looking for blank
spaces where data elements should be recorded.

In sight verification, the data generator should

verify those data elements that are unique to the particular

location. Similarly, those elements for which the generator

needs no additional aids other than the knowledge possessed

by the data generator can be sight verified.

Under thre assumptions, the data generator

would verify all judgmental elements, both static and dy-
namic, as well as all unique factual static elements con-

cerning the particular location. This is possible and proper

since the data genetator is the only one who can recall the

justification for the judgmental entries. Secondarily, it

gives the generator a chance to reevaluate the element se-

lected and to change the recorded element if the reevalua-

tion suggests a change. The static data are basic knowledge

that the generator would have, and he needs only to verify

that they are correct.
An additional benefit of the sight verification

p procedure is the possibility of reduced errors at the loca-

tion where the data on the source form axe transferred into

machine readable form. The benefit is that as the data gen-

erator rereads the source form in order to check for com-
pleteness and correctness, illegible codes or characters

that could not be read or could be misinterpreted, would be

made legible.

(2) Check lists
"• ~A procedure which is more detailed than simple

sight verification is that of a check list. The check list

can come in many forms. The principle, however, is the same,

I• . . ..
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and would work in the following manner. The data generator,

upon completing the form, would be asked a standard set of

questions. These questions would be provided on a one-page

check list that would be available before the data generator

submits the completed form to a higher level. The type of

questions on a check list would be directed at both the com-

pletion and correctness as well as the legibility question.

For the unique static elements, the questions would be of

the "is the location correct and complete" kind. Here again

the check list is relying on the knowledge of the data

generator.

The dynamic elements will require :-,ore exact
statements related to the specific data elements and to re-

lationships between the data elements. Included would be a

list of the most common errors computed at the data generate,'_-

location.

Questions concerning admissibility validation

would be possible at this point as part of the relationships

between data elements. The statements would be of the kind

"if block x is c, d, or e, than block x must be 5, 6, or

8.'

It is not necessary to include all such rela-

tionships on a check list. The attempt is to cover each

data element a, to range rather thanastodepth. In this man-

ner, the whole form will be checked, and, by association,

the data generator will provide some additional depth that

was not explicitly considereu, but possibly was anticipated

by the check list.

(3) Internal procedures

The basic characteristic of such a procedure is

that a requirement is placed on the source generator to pro-

vide complete and correct data by the internal workings of

the system itself. The data generator views this particular

error detection procedure as an integral part of the system

rather than as an error procedure he is required to perform.

The detection of errors through internal proce-

eures requires the data generator to obtain some reward for

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~ 1 )
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the completeness and correctness of the form. The reward

can generally be something that makes the job easier or

quicker. To do this requires that the source form be com-

pleted during the action and used as a request or purchase

order for acquiring something needed for the action. Exam-
S~ples would include authorization to draw material, commis-

sions that are payable, wages tied to piece work, speed of

response, and recognition by supervisors. In fact, if the

data generator does not follow these internal procedures,

the completion of his job is much more difficult, if not

impossible.

The Data Checker

The basic function of the data checker is to validate

the data prepared by the data generator. The procedures

open to tie checker are similar to those of the data gener-
ator. There are, however, additional procedures which the

data checker can use if the checker is removed from the
I I source generating location.

In order to discuss the error detection procedures
available to a data checker, two different checker locations

will be assumed. The first is located near or with the data
generator; 'he second is located away from the data gener-

ator. In the first case, the data checker is assumed to

have additional duties and the duty of error detection is
somewhat secondary.

In the second case, where the data checker is removed

from the data generator, it is assumed that the checker's

primary function is error detection. Such a situation could

come about where many data generators submit their completed

forms to a central office within the data generation loca-

tions. Examples could include: (I) Local offices of the
Internal Revenue Service which process all returns submitted;

(2) Branch offices of an insurance company that receive all

of the premiums due on policies of that area; (3) A central

office aboard an aircraft carrier that receives all mainte-

nance documents before they are submitted to higher levels;

1F
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and (4) An office in a job-production shop that screens pro-

duction data forms before they are passed to a central pro- I-
cessing or to a local processing activity.

While the two different checkcers have the same job,

the motivation is different. For the data checker located

near the data generator, the chccker has an operational

function as his primary duty, while in the second case, the

primary function is detecting errors. Since the second
checker is getting paid to detect errors, he is more highly

motivated than the checker who is doing the detection as a

secondary function.

(1) Types of error detection proce ures in
the vicinity of data generator

(a) Debriefer

The data checker is a co-worker who must sign-

off on the completed form before it is accepted at the next

level. The procedures open to this data checker are the

same as described under (1) and (2) under the data generator,

i.e., the visual verification and the check-off list.

However, there is an additional procedure avail-

able to this data checker and it can be classified bý the

term debriefer. It is possible for the data checker to es-

tablish a direct communication between himself and the data

generator. In many cases, the data checker, as a co-worker,

is as knowledgeable about the action being reported as the

data generator. Since this is generally the case, the data

checker will have knowledge about the unique static elements

associated with the action. Furthermore, through the scheme

of the check list and direct communication, the co-worker

can question the data generator's selection of the judgmental

elements that were recorded. The use of this procedure will

not only check for form completeness and correctness, but

will be an additional check on the judgment of the data

generator.

1See page 54 for a description of data checkers
available at this location.
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The judgmental checks, as performed by the co-

worker, would be a technical dialogue between two qualified

workers, both of whom have similar expertise on the object

of the action. Because of this technical dialogue, those

data elements that had the benefit of two opinions or judg_
ments instead of one should be more accurate.

This does not mean that all judgmental data

elements will have the benefit of two opinions. The work-

load may be so demanding that not all data elements and docu-

ments can be checked. In such cases, data element priority

procedures would dictate the elements to be checked, while
sampling procedures would dictate the number of documents

the sampling procedures or both could be used depending on

the amount of time available for data checking at the

location.

(b) Cross-reference lists

If the data generator is required to work alone,

as in many systems, the system has lost the benefit of two

opinions. There are, however, procedures available at the
supervisory level that will help to compensate for the lows

of the co-worker concept.

In general, the supervisor has under his control
the work plan of each of his workers. This means that the

work each is to do is planned for some period in the future.

The time period may be as short as an hour or as long as a
week depending on the environment in which the system is

1
working. Because of the advanced work planning, the super-

visor has knowledge of the action being reported by each of

his workers. Also, the supervisor has some degree of exper-
tise or technical knowledge available that can be applied to

the judgmental and non-unique factual static data being

1In on-line real-time systems this step is passed,

since all error detection is performed either by the data
generator or by computer-assisted programs, unless the com-
puter is the supervisor. Then such a procedure is quite
appropriate.
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reported. With this basic knowledge, the supervisor is in --

an excellent position to perform checks on report completion

and correctness. This is possible for the unique static

data, the non-unique static data associated with the object

of the action, and the judgmental data.

In addition to the procedures available at the

data generator's level and the use of the debriefing tech-

nique, the supervisor has planning sheets and short cross-

reference lists available for checking the reported action.

The kind of cross-reference lists that should be considered

are those that are directly associated with the major area

of the supervisor. That is, a supervisor will generally be

responsible for a much smaller set of functions than are in-

cluded in the complete system.

Since each supervisor is unique in terms of his

responsibilities, the cross-reference lists are unique, but

their aggregation is equal to all the functions that are to

be reported by the system. Tailoring of the cross-reference

lists can be described as the separation of the total func-

tions into select sub-sets. If the supervisor functions are

standard over all source data locations, the tailoring of

the cross-reference lists is simplified. It is, therefore,

well undeistood by all levels that interface with the super-

visors level.

In addition, if data are collected at more than

one supervisory level, the supervisors at the different

levels will have different check lists tailored to their

responsibilities. Also, not all documents need to be checked;

sampling procedures could be used to minimize the amount of

supervisory time involved in checking the documents.

Examples of the tailored lists would be the list

of equipment and machines, job numbers, and parts most com-

monly used for a supervisor in a job-shop or maintenance

position. A supervisor in an inventory environment would

have a list of the stock numbers, their unit price, their

location, and knowledge about their application to different

equipment.

- ~-.-~- ---
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(2) Types of error detection procedures for
data checkers removed from the data
generator

There are information systems wherein the oper-

ations of the information system do not follow the line

authority of the organization, such as production planning

and customer billing. In such instances, the line authority

has no interface with the reporting system and cannot be

used in the error detection process. Where such operations
exist, there is a capability to have data checkers within

the data flow process.

(a) Check lists and cross-reference
lists

When the data checker is placed in the vicinity

of the data generator, but removed from the line authority,
the erro.. detection procedures are similar to those of the

co-worker and supervisor. In particular, the data checker
will use visual scan and check lists. There are, however,

modifications to these two procedures, depending on the ex-
perience of the data checkers. In most systems, the data
checkers are not to be considered experts or even knowl-

edgeable on the technical aspects of the recorded data. The

checkers are more like auditors who have the ability to de-

tect discrepancies. With this as the basic assumption, the
modifications to the visual scan and check list are extensive.

The data checker in such a position would not nec-

essarily have knowledge of the static or factual judgmental
data or of the environmental data associated with the action.
To combat this lack of basic knowledge, more detailed cross-

reference lists will be required than with the co-worker or

immediate supervisor. As with the supervisor, the cross-

reference lists should be as concise as possible, but since
the primary function of these data checkers is data valida-

tion, the range and depth of the lists can be increased.

The primary check lists should inform the data checker of
functions or jobs that are unique to the particular data
generator location.

II
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The lists would include data that range from the

very basic static data such as o-ganizational location through

the more complex such as material identification codes. In

the case of the identification codes, the depth could include

particular equipment located at the various data generatorlocations.

In addition to the primary lists which are closely

tailored to the various data generator locations, secondary

lists of cross-reference or joint relationships of the most

common data element codes would be available. The depth and

range of the relationship lists are a function of the work-

load, the initial range of unique data element codes used,

and the value or priority of detection assigned to the

checkers.

(b) Bounds and limits

The data checker has a simple procedure available

for use on some environmental and judgmental data. While it

is not as exact as that available to the co-worker or super-

visor, it will increase the error detection ability at this

location.
The concept involves putting logical bounds and

limits on selected elements. Such a concept would be used

for the dynamic data elements of calendar dates, clock hours,

meter readings, distances, quantity of parts used, man-hours

and other dynamic elements. The data checker would be pro-

vided with specific procedures for evaluating the recorded

data.

In the area of bounds, the bounds would be set
by the logical context of the data elements. An example of

such bounds would include the date. The broadest bounds

would suggest that the date entry must be a legal date. A

second limit within that bound would be to place an upper

and lower limit on the actual date within the legal dates.

For instance, if the information is reporting historical

facts, the upper limit cannot be a date that is in the fu-

ture. In fact, it can be no more current than the date the

checker reviews the document.
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The lower limit or past date in such a histori-

cal system would be set by the means of communication, and
the function or operation being reported. For example, the

Navy's Maintenance and Material Management Information Sys-
tem has a data lag of six to eight months before all actions

generated in a given month are received by the central com-
1

puting facility. For this information system it would be

necessary to accept a date that is eight months old as P

limit on that data element.
However, for the data checker who is reasonably

close to the source of data generation, a much closer lower

bound could be placed on the data element. This new lower

bound would be established according to the method of com-

municating the document to the data checker plus some varia-
tion to account for any randomness in the communication

method.

The techniques for placing limits on the data

elements will generally be statistical in nature. The selec-

tion of the statistical procedures at this level must take

into consideration the system objectives in relation to the

end use of the date, as well as the key success variables

associated with this level.

If the assumption is made that the most detailed
error detection possible should be performed, then the

objective is to challenge all recorded data elements that

seem to be in error. It is most important to remember that

the object is error detection. Checkers should not be

permitted to change a data element if they think it is in

error. The procedures should be very specific as to what is

considered an error for detection purposes.
One method of insuring the proper limits is to

develop the limits at a higher level and transmit them to

the data checker location. In this manner consistency be-

tween the data checleer locations with standard limits would

1S. W. Timmerman, "Timeliness of Ship Data Submission
to Maintenance Support Office," Technical Report 2029-
120126(S), (5 May 1967).

___ __
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provide additional control over the data checkers as well

as the detection process. WI
(c) Consistency checks

The two classes of procedures described for the

data checker can be characterized as one for static data, I
using cross-references and check lists and one for dynamic

data utilizing bounds and limits. An additional procedure

that is available to this level is that of consistency over
and between data generators. While the other procedures

were associated with the detail of the individual reports,

this procedure is directed toward the detection of errors

in a more aggregated context. For examplp, the procedures
would use such aggregates as the total documents submitted,
variations in materials consumed for like jobs, and demands

placed on an inventory system by different users.

The means by which these procedures would be
developed would include such techniques as recording cumu-

lative totals of a specific data element over a specific
time period, developing ratios between selected data ele-

ments, and the use of quality control charts.
The data checker that is removed from the data

generator location does not have the ability to communicate

directly with the data generator. Since the data checker

cannot use the debriefing procedure, and since he is not as
technically oriented as the co-worker, the procedures avail-

able are more detailed. The procedures take more time to
perform than like procedures located at the data generator's

location.

The best possible situation would be for the
data checkers to be located near the data generators --

close enough so that the checker could have direct access
to the data generator. Such a relationship would accomplish

two things: (1) the data checker could act more as an in-
terrogator challenging the recorded data entries; and (2)

the close proximity would allow the checker to recapture the

correct data before the generator forgets the action. The 2
amount of such detection and interrogation depends on the
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workload at the location. Sampling procedures could be used

in determining the documents to be checked. Data element

priority lists could be developed for the specific elements

of the document that should be checked.
Both the sampling procedures as well as the

priority lists could be based on past history of errors com-

mitted, both for specific data elements and system errors

to determine the actual sampling plan. A successful sampling

plan would minimize the number of data checkers necessary,
and still insure a high degree of data accuracy from the data

generators.

Keypunch Location

The keypunch location will be divided into four sepa-
rate sections or divisions. These include an incoming data

checking section, the actual keypunching section, a verifica-
tion, and finally an outgoing data checking section. In

addition, the keypunch and verification will be described as

one section when optical scanners are used.

(1) Incoming eata checker section
This section has three functions in the error

detection process. The first function is that of sorting

the incoming reports into homogeneous groups or keypunch

program packages according to the card formats that are used
by the keypunch operation.

4 The second function involves report completeness

and legibility. The performance of this function will re-

sult in reduced errors generated by the keypuncher due to
the inability to interpret the characters on the report. A

visual scan of the report for completeness will identify

errors of omission that would be produced by the keypuncher.
The detection of errors associated with completeness can be
performed by visual scan or by the use of a template, where

the data checker has limited knowledge of the different for-

mats that are available.

The third function is the detection of data ele-

ment errors. This function is similar to those already I.
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described for other data checkers, and the procedures for

use by the data checker at the keypunch location would be

ths same. The degree of the use of these proceduces would

complement those used at the lower levels.

(2) The keypunch section

The keypunch section is composed of keypunch

machines and keypunch operators. The primary function of

the section is transferring the reports into a mavhine read-

able form. The error detection procedures available to the

keypunch operators are limited to the use of program control

cards, to individual familiarity with the system, and to

visual scan. The visual scan offers the most potential

source of error detection for the keypunch operator.

At this point it should be pointed out that

while the keypuncher is performing system error detection,

i.e., finding errors others have made, the actual function,

if viewed from the keypunch operation, is error prevention.

That is, the keypunch operator has not yet committed the

data to machine readable form and he is trying to prevent

errors.

The techniques that would be helpful to the

operator are those that increase the ease in which the job

is a.complished. The use of batching the reports which con-

tain similar data is one such technique. Under program con-

trol some of the information can be duplicated from the pre-

vious punched card without operator interjection. This

speeds up the keypunching rate, eliminates the possibility

of errors for that section of data, and makes the job easier.

Error possibilities are reduced when the flow of repetitive

data is interrupted by the placement of a non-standard form

in the sequence. Such a non-standard form will alert the

operator that the next set of reports contain different

repetitious data which must be keyed into the first punched

card.

Error detection performed by the operator relates

to basic procedures associated with the punching of the re-

ports. If the keypunch section is large enough to support
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specific machines and operators to selected sub-sets of the

different report formats, small cross-reference tables can

be provided to the operators for their use. The data pro-

vided on the cross-reference tables are specific to the sub-
set of tasks or actions being punched at a particular machine.

The table will be small and should include the top ten or 20

data element codes most used, or most frequently in error.
Additional formal instructions or procedures

should be instituted concerning the omission of data. Re-
ports that are received, with omissions by the keypunch

operator should be set aside for evaluation by the data
checker; the same is true for illegible data elements that
are not easily recognizable.

It should be remembered that the keypuncher has

little motivation or ability to perform error detection pro-

cedures, unless the benefit gained is greater than the time

and effort expended. As a result, all error detection per-

formed by the operator should be considered as a gift. The
procedures that are most helpful to the operator are those
that require minimum time to complete from the operators

point of view. This means that procedures such as the visual

scan, programmed control cards and quick "look up lists" are

most important.

(3) Verification section

The verification section is composed of verifi-
cation machines and operators. The primary function of the
section is the review, by direct duplication, keystroke by

keystroke, the reports punched on machine readable form. As
a review technique, the verification section has the same

input records and the same program control cards as the key-
punch section. The necessity for a verification section, or
for the verification function at all is questionnable. In
Chapter III, studies were referenced where the verification

detects very few errors committed by the keypuncher. It is
quite possible that this function could be eliminated and

the resources better used. For example, the Bureau of the

i,
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Census eliminated verification of the 1960 census data. Sta-4

tistical studies indicated that the large sample size would

more than compensate for the cost and effort expended by

verification. One suggestion is to use the resources in the

output data checkers section where the keypunch operation

could be sampled, without full verification.1

However, if this section is used, then the error

detection procedures available are the same as those of the

keypuncher, but the function of the verifier may interfere

with the error detection process. As an example, the veri-

fier is to duplicate, keystroke by keystroke, the dita

punched by the keypunch operator. If the keypunch operator

has punched the code as recorded on the report and the code

is a member of the code set, but not the correct code for

the action, there is little chance the verifier will detect
an error. This is because the main function of the verifier

is duplicating the data recorded on the document.

Currently, the only use of the verifier is to .

detect errors made by the keypunch operator, not errors

made by the data generator. When the importance of the cur-

rent function is analyzed, it may be beneficial to include

more functions into the verifier's job than is now considered

desirable. The additional functions would include the use of

key word lists, and standard unique cross-references.

(4) Optical scanning section

In information systems where the data are trans-

ferred to machine readable form by a character recognition

service, the functions performed by the keypuncher and veri-

fier are incorporated in the device.

Current character recognition devices consist of

two kinds: Magnetic Ink Character Recognition (MICR) and

Optical Character Recognition (OCR). While MICR is used pri-

marily for processing bank checks, the technique is available
for other applications. The current technique will, however,

iHerman H. Fasteau, J. Jack Ingram and George Minton.
"Control of Quality of Coding in the 1960 Census," Journal
of the American Statistical Association, (March, 1964), pp.
120-132.
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read only numeric information, and all the machines are tied

to a standard font size (EI3B). The MICR machines are all

equipped with character error detection devices, which, while

quite accurate, will read from only a small portion of the

document, as specified by the American Bankers Association. 1

The OCR devices will read alpha-numeric informa-

tion of a constant font, and several will read different

fonts so long as the machine can determine which font is

being used.

While the current OCR equipment is capable of

reading pages of typing, or portions of pages controlled

through a pegboard or a computer, the errors introduced by

normal office functions are still bothersome. For maintain-

ing minimum scanning errors, the user of OCR equipment must

have control over carbon copies (blurred characters), type-

writer ribbons, key pressure, paper surface, as well as dirt

smudges, ink smears and other handling hazards.

The use of OCR devices will require a different

kind of error detection procedure than discussed previously.

Because of the limited applications of such devices, it is

sufficient to state that the use of OCR devices has not pro-

gressed to a formal state-of-the-art where they are useful

to the general information systems designer. There are,

however, applications of OCR for documentation retrieval

systems, there the input data are prepared in clear text and

on clean typed pages. Its use in such systems is of marginal

interest to this paper and further references will be limited

to discussions concerning MICR techniques.

(5) Output data checkers

This section of the keypunch location has three

functions to perform in the error detection process. The

first task of the data checker is that of internal audit,

the second is data consistency and the third is data

accuracy.

SU. S. Government, General Services Administration,
Source Data Automation, FPMR 11.5 (Washington, D.C.: U. S.
Government Printing Office, 1965), p. 27.
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The purpose of internal audit is to obtain in-

formation from the system operation about the error detec-

tion process, This function is performed by auditing the

output cards of the keypunch and verification sections

against the original reports that were submitted. The

errors detected through this function will be used as addi-

tional information to improve the procedures used at the

keypunch locations.

The data collected for this function would in-

clude: number of errors by kind, such as omission, trans-

position, etc.; number of errors by data element; errors by

alpha or numeric configuration, such as alpha-niimeric-alpha

versus numeric-alpha-numeric; and combinations of number of

errors by data element length. Such error statistics would

be by keypunch location and could be accomplished on a sam-

pling basis during the course of system life. The amount of

sampling would depend on the data accuracy required by the

system and the accuracy which was being received.

The second task of the data checker is to check

for data consistency. He must monitor the logical relation-

ships between data sources and data elements. The relation-

ships would check the unique static data elements against

check lists such as data source name and code. Other rela-

tionships wpuld include factual data elements such as avail-

able equipment against recorded equipment, reported addresses

against recorded addresses, etc.

The procedures that are available for use would

include check lists, cross-reference tables and statistical

inference techniquei. The check lists would be similar to

those used by the keypunch operators, but would have greater

depth. This means that the output data checkers will be

able to detect errors more closely related to those that

should have been detected at the lower levels such as the

data generator and data checker location.

The check lists would be organized as any admis- 4

sibility list including specific joint code set relations as ""

well as numeric or alpha arrangements. In addition, the

I.4,
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consistency checks would (1) detect aggregation errors, such

as total number input reports equal to the appropriate num-

ber of output records, (2) check that the data have been re-

ceived from all the required data sources, and (3) check
that the quantity meets a recognized standard.

The cross-reference tables would also be more

detailed than those available at the lcwer detection levels.

Here the tables would consider a high level equipment aggre-

gation or configuration. An example would be detecting the

fact that a naval destroyer performed maintenance on large

16 inch guns which are only found on battleships.

Similarly, these procedures would be appropriate

to the data accuracy function as well as the data consistency

function. The amount of detail in such cross-reference lists

will be in proportion to the workload, machine aids that are

available and accuracy requirements for the location.

The data accuracy function includes the use of

statistical aids for the determination of standards to be
applied against the data classes. Probably the most useful

statistical aid would be control charts using the techniques

of quality control procedures.

Local Computinq

The basic purpose of the local computing facility is

to prepare the data for management use. The function can

4 range from a data collection and transmittal task (in a cen-

tralized information system) to the task of aggregating,

formatting and generating repoits for local management use.

The system environment of the local computing facility

controls the extent to which error detection is performed.
In a highly centralized system, the error detection may be

limited to admissibility and relationship checks. In a de-

centralized system, the error detection may include all of
the techniques that are available for any location and would,

in fact, be the apex of the error detection process.

The local computing facility is the first and lowest

level in the system that receives, as input, the data in
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machine readable form. As a result, all of the error detec-

tion procedures are either completely or partially computer "

aided.

(1) Admissibility 
checks

One of the first computer-aid programs that

should be developed for error detection is that of data

admissibility. This procedure can be programmed to detect

gross errors in data elements that result from alphas re-

corded as numerics, and vice versa, left and right 3ustifi-

cation of data fields, simple relationships between data

entries, and acceptable dates and time numeric characters.
In detecting such errors, the system would mark

the record and data field as an admissibility error, so

that correction procedures could be applied to the data at

a later time.

(2) Data record counts

A second important computer-aided program is

that of record counts. This procedure will detect gross

errors in the submission of records. As data are submitted

from the different sources through the keypunch locations, a

count is made of the number of records generated by the source

location. The counts are used to detect sources that are de-

linquent in their reporting. The lack of data could bias the

information presented to management if the sources that were

delinquent accounted for a significant portion of a particu-

lar material, equipment, dollars or other resources of inter-

est to management.

The data count procedure has other benefits at a

lesser level of aggregation. These are counts associated

with the number and kind of errors that were detected, as

well as the source that committed the error. Such data

count statistics would be maintained and used for modifica-

tion, feedback and training to source levels that were be-

coming lax or misinterpreting the data recording instructions.

(3) Cross-reference tables and files

A more complex error detection procedure is that

of cross-reference tables and files. This procedure will

I _
I - -
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detect both gross and detail errors, depending on the struc-

ture of the files.
Before describing the procedures available with

cross-reference tables and files, two points will be clari-

fied. First, the use of large files for detection and cor-

rection of data input errors is almost non-existent within
the Defense Department, and most of the files needed to do

detailed error detection or correction are not in machine

readable form or, in some cases, are non-existent. As a

prime example, the Navy has no file which relates equipment
to a specific ship or a file which relates equipment to a

specific aircraft. The Air Force and Army are in the same

situation. In fact the Navy Department has just reissued
an instruction covering standard data element coding -- a

1
first step in configuration. Such a configuration file
would maintain the latest installed equipment by manufac-
ture, federal stock number and serial number to the specific

ship or aircraft. The organization and building of such a

file requires several years to develop. In the interim,
there are several files which can be used to perform at

least part of the service.

The second point is to place the description for
the procedures using these files at the local computing

facility location. The primary purpose in such a decision

is to give the local computing facility the benefit of the
computing capacity to perform such detection. In addition,

if management reports were made at this level, the decision
makers would expect the data to meet their accuracy require-
ments. In many cases these accuracy requirements could not

be met without the use of the files or at least the concept
of such files. The third reason for placing the description

at this location is to describe some problems that would be

'U. S. Department of Navy, Data Elements and Data

Codes Standardization Procedures, SECNAV INST S200.19 of
9 December 1968.
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encountered if the function was completely transferred to

the local computing facility.

Cross-reference tables and files are defined as

those lists of system related data that provide relation-

ships between various data elements contained in an informa-

tion system. The magnitude of such tables and files depends

on the size of the information system. For example, the

Navy's stock record file, which contains all the stock num-

bers of Navy material within the Department of Defense sup-

ply system, contains 1.5 million items, with approximately

40,000 transactions to the file each month.I

The cross-reference tables and files should be

organized in such a manner that they take advantage of de-

tecting the greatest number of errors with as little com-

puter effort as possible. This means that for data code

sets that are tightly packed, the exception to the code set

should be made available for comparison and the detection

process would determine an error if a match occurred.

For example, consider a file that was numeric

in nature, containing 90,000 items packed into a possible

code set of 100,000 positions. In such a case the file

should contain the 10,000 numeric codes that are not part

of the code set, rather than the 90,000 that are members of

the code set. This assumes that the data element has been

checked for non-numerics and none were found. That is, this

procedure would be employed after an admissibility check had

been performed.

For code sets that were not tightly packed and

for joint code set relationships, the cross-reference files

would be much longer. Again the computer processing would

- depend on the joint code set relationships that possessed

the greatest expected detection capability for the least

computer time.

IF. Townsend, private interviews held during visits
to Maintenance Support Office, Mechanicsburg, Pa., Spring
and Summer 1968.

'I
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In a tape oriented computer system, a major cri-

terionfor determining the optimal number of relationships in

a single file is the expected length of the file. Computer

time ib measured by the tape speed and a major file may re-

quire many reels of tape to handle all the relationships.

It may be better to maintain several smaller files with

shorter relationships and less total running time than a

composite file which is contained on many reels of tape.

If such files are maintained in random access

storage devices, then other file organization may be more

optimal. The main question of concern is to understand that

such files are useful in the detection process -- their or-

ganization being a function of the operating hardware system

and the utilization of the file in performing the detection

process.
Such procedures are possible for data belonging

to the static and dynamic factual data classes only, i.e.,

the data elements must have a definable and finite code set.

The various proced'ires depend on the relationships estab-

lished in the cross-reference files.

The availability of cross-reference files de-
pends on the relationships that are available between the

data elements collected as well as other system relation-

ships. In general the cross-reference files allow the sys-
tem designer to eliminate the collection of redundant data

in the collection system.

A major criterion for evaluating the cost-

effectiveness of developing cross-reference files is the

cost of collecting redundant data. For example, there is

no reason to collect the price of an item if the price is

available in a cross-reference file which can be organized

around a reported data element such as the stock number of

the item. In this case the recorded data element (stock

number) is static while the price is dynamic.

There are other examples where both elements are
static, such as a bank number and name of the bank, or your

own name and your bank account number. In both of these
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cases, the Federal Reserve System does not record either
your name or the bank's name.

As an example of the cross-reference procedure
consider the following example which is taken from the Navy
environment. Such files and procedures are directly re-
lated to other Department of Defense logistic information
systems, none of which now uses such a procedure for accu-
racy checks on data input.

Assume the following cross-reference files are
available:

(a) Master file of itock numbers -- This
file contains, amonc other items, the
manufacturer, the unit of issue or number
per package, the price per package and
the manufacturer's part number.

(b) The stock number addendum file -
This file contains the list of stock num-
bers that have been replaced and what
stock numbers replaced them. If item A
is replaced by item B and B by C, the list
shows A replaced by C and B replaced by C.

t (c) The stock number of Component Identi-
J fication Number (CID) file -- This file
' lists all the stock numbers that are iden-
i tified to major components that contain
i such a CID number. It is a file of all
Sthe stock numbers or parts that make up a
i component.

I (d) The Component Identif-ication Number
(CID) to Equipment Identification Number

I (EIC) -- This file lists all the CIDs to
I EICs. The EIC is a function-location in-
( dex while the CID is an engineering de-
( sign code.

SThe data element to be interrogated is a stock
i: number. The data element has been recorded and has passed
S~the following data detection procedures.

(1) The data generator scanned the re-
port and checked the data element for
completeness and legibility,.,

(2) The data checker scanned the report, ,
saw that it was completed, and that all
digits match a simple admissibility check.

|2



It was all numeric and in the proper
form. In addition the stock number was
"not on a short-list of most used stock
"nuPbers.

(3) At the keypunch location, the data
element passed all of the checks and the
keypunch operator punched the data ele-
ment exactly as it was recorded, as did
the verifier. The stock number was not
on any list maintained by the keypunch
location.

(4) The stock number is now in machine
readable form and has arrived at the
local computing facility. The stock
number has been subjected to a basic
computer admissibility check and found
to be acceptable, which means that the
number is structured as a legitimate
stock number. The question is, is it a
legitimate stock number? The first
check is to see if it is in the master
file of stock records. Assuming that
the stock record is there, additional
information such as price, and manu-me
facturer, and manufacturer's part number
can be selected if these elements are
needed for other relationships or are
additional data elements needed by the
system, but are not collected.

(5) At this point detection of the
stock number could stop and as far as
single detection relations are concerned
the stock number is correct. However,
if the system accuracy requires that the
stock number be accurate in joint rela-
tionships, then additional detection is
needed. Continuation of such relation-
ships depends on the end use of the data.
If engineering analysis is a major part
of the use of the data, then it is im-
portant to know that the stock number be-
longed to a particular equipment which
was used in a specific application in a
particular environment.

(6) Here it is assuated that the recorded
CID, EIC and shil. number have had inde-
pendent error analysis performed and no
errors have been detected. At this
point, the stock number alone does not
become the object of the detection, but
the complete joint code set relation-
ship. That is, could the stock number
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be consumed on this component, which has
this equipment configuration and is that
equipment located on this specific re-
ported ship? The cross-reference file
needed for such a relationship is com-
posed of the basic files maintained by
the system. A match of all the inde-
pendently checked recorded data elements
against the cross-reference file will
insure that this joint relationship is
accurate.

(7) If one or more of the data elements
did not match, then those data elements
will require additional procedures to de-
termine the exact data element in error.
For example, assume that the stock number
to CID, and the EIC to ship relationships
were correct, but the CID to EIC relation-
ship did not match. To determine which of
these two data elements is in error, at
least two additional checks will be re-
quired. The first would be to see if a
match can be obtained between the ship-
EIC and stock number. The other check
would be between the ship-CID and stock
number. If one of these checks did not
obtain a match, then the data element in-
volved in the no match is in error. If
both of these last two checks obtain a
match, then the next match will be from
the cross-reference file containing only
the CID and EIC.

Before a match is made at the CID-EIC
level all attempts to check for addi-
tions, deletions and changes to this
file should be made to insure that the
file is as accurate as possible. Once
the file updating has been accomplished
and a match, is not obtained, then the
CID is considered in error.

In determining the number of different relation-

ships that are possible for such cross-reference files,

Table II displays the various data elements that could be

in error for the above example. Table II is separated into

five sections to display both the single relationships and

joint relationships that are possible.
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Table II

Number of Single and Joint Relationships
Between Stock Number, CID,

EIC, and Ship Number

All Elements
Ship EIC CID Stock No. Correct

Ship BIC CID Stock No.

Ship EIC CID Stock No. One Element

Ship EIC CID Stock No. in Error

Ship EIC CID Stock No.

Ship EIC CID Stock No.

Ship EIC CID Stock No.

Ship EIC CID Stock No. Two Elements
S in ErrorShip EIC CID Stock No.

Ship EIC CID Stock No.

Ship EIC CID Stock No.

Ship EIC CID Stock No.

Ship EIC CID Stock No. Three Elements
Ship- EIC CID Stock No. in Error
Ship EIC CID Stock No.

Four Elements
Ship EIC CID Stock No. in Error
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In general, the number of such combinations is

the sum of the binomial coefficients (x) , where n is the

number of data elements in the relationship and x is the

number of data elements that can be in error.

For the example n is 4 while x ranges from

0 through 4 , or

4 4 4
Y x + 4 + 4 4+ ) + 4

1+4+ 6+4+ 1

= 16 possible error relationships

However, since each data element was found to be

correct independently, the number of possibilities '-crease

as they do when you consider only the adjoining relation-

ships that are of interest. This reduces the number of

three relationships for two data elements in error, two re-

lationships for three data elements in error, and one rela-
A tionship when all four data elements are in error for a

total of six joint relationships that are of interest.
The use of the cross-reference file procedure,

while limited to factual data, provides an important exten-

sion of error detection capabilities at the computing loca-

tions. To recall an earlier statement, the range and depth

of the procedure depend to a great extent on the system re-

quirements for accuracy at the local computing level. This

is in addition to the cost of providing the various cross-

reference files at the many local computing facilities.

If the accuracy requirement for a complete file

at the local level cannot be justified, the development of a

partial file seems reasonable. A partial file, either in

range or depth, would be beneficial to both the local deci-

sion process and the central computing facility through the

elimination of part of the detection process.

There are, however, several problems associated

with decentralized cross-reference files. One of these prob-

lems is the file maintenance and updating problem at the
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different local computing facilities. Another problem is
the synchronization of the procedures at the central com-

puting facility over all of the local computing facilities.

Both of these problems are interrelated, and careful plan-

ning between the local computing facility is a must for

successful operation.

(4) Statistical techniques

The last set of procedures to be discussed for

possible use at the local computing facility are those asso-

ciated with detecting errors through statistical procedures.
All of the techniques would fall under the general title of

testing for "outliers" or "extreme deviates." The techniques 4

available fall into two general classes of statistics. The

first is that of statistical quality control, and the second
is that of statistical inference.

The data to which these procedures would apply
are the dynamic factual and judgmental data classes. Exam-
ples of such data elements include: clock time, calendar

time, elapsed time, man-hours, and cost of resources, to

name a few. While the specific data elements are dynamic
in nature, statistical procedures can be used to develop

tests that will detect an error in a specific data element.

The procedures will also detect more aggregated system errors

associated with completeness or timeliness of the data input
function.

(a) Quality control procedures

One of the simpler methods for detecting errors
in dynamic data is to use the principles of quality control.
In the most simple application, the procedure would require
the calculation of the mean (arithmetic average) and the
variance of the data element for some period of time. The

values computed would then be used to set limits of accepta-

bility on future data collected.
The intent of the quality control procedure is

to build limits around the data elements to detect reported
entries that seem to be out of norm with the average. In

!4
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general such a procedure would check each new observation of

that data element to determine if the new observation is

within the limits set for that data element. To establish

the limits for a dynamic data element it is necessary to:

(1) Define the relationship between the
dynamic data element and a static element.

(2) Compute a mean and variance for the
dynamic data element for some period of
time within the environment of the static
element.

(3) Establish the limits on the dynamic
element according to the decision rule
for the degree of error the system will
accept.

Once a limit is chosen, a probability can be

associated with that limit. It should be understood that if

the limits are too wide, then the probability of detecting

an error decreases. Establishing limits that are too narrow

increases the chance of calling an observation an error when1
in fact it is not an error.

As an example of the procedure, consider the fol-

lowing. There is a requirement to establish limits on the

amount of direct labor spent on servicing aircraft before

flight. The servicing amounts to checking tires for proper

air pressure, cleaning windows, refueling the aircraft, and
transporting the aircraft to its ready position. This data

element is reported as a total man-hour figure for each air-

craft serviced. The aircraft are of the same type and kind

so that any variation in total time is due to variations in

performing the service. Data collected for the past six

months have the following characteristics.

There were 10,000 records received; the average

time was computed as 4.5 hours. The variance was 1.1 hours.

1 The statistician would refer to these as type I and
type II errors. See W. J. Dixon and F. J. Massey, Introduc-
tion to Statistical Analysis, 2nd ed. (New York: McGraw-
Hill Book Company, 1957), for formal treatment of the
subject.

1;
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What should be established as the limits for

direct labor associated with service time? Under the

assumption of large sample size, and a normal distribution,

the limits could be set at:

4.5 + 1.04 to include 68 percent of the expected times;

4.5 + 2.08 to include 95 percent of the expected times;

4.5 + 3.12 to include 99 percent of the expected times.

At 68 percent, the limits are 3.46 to 5.54 hours.

Such a small range would detect as an error 32 percent of the i
recorded data that statistically belongs to the same popula-

tion as the six months data used to create the limits.

At 99 percent, the limits are 1.38 to 7.62 hours;
this range would detect as errors only one percent of the
records that statistically belong to the same population.

It would, therefor, seem reasonable to accept

the 99 percent limits as within acceptable limits, and de-

tect all others above or below these limits. The limits can

be revised at a later date if conditions in the system change

to a point that makes the current limits unrealistic.

When the above procedure is incorporated in a

computer program, decision rules will be needed to update

the limits as new information is gained about the system.

The revision of the statistics (mean and variances) and the

limits can be performed at set intervals of time or as re-
quired or directed by the system manager. It is quite pos-

sible that revision would be almost continuous at the be-

ginning of system operation, but would become less frequent

over time.
In addition, it is also quite possible that the

procedure would be used only on a sampling basis as the sys-
tem became more stable. Another approach to the sampling of

data elements would be to use the procedure on the highpriority or high error prone data elements.

An additional question that needs to be answered

concerns the location that establishes the limits on the pro-

cedures. If the data from the local computing facilities are
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not representative of all the data element values, but are

unique to a select subset, a bias will occur. The bias may

cause each local computing facility to have unique limits

that would be detecting, as errors, recorded data elements

other locations would pass as correct. If all detected

errors are not corrected at the location where they were

detected, then the central computing facility must have

some control over the limits since final correction rests

with the central facility.

(b) Statistical inference

The procedures cf statistical inference or

hypotheses testing are concerned with the evaluation of a

group of observations. The statistics are used to determine

if the group or a sample of that group is from a population
! 1

with known parameters.

The application of these known statistical pro-

cedures to the detection process allows tests to be made be-

tween currently used standards and new data to determine

whether the current standards should be updated. The pro-
cedures are similar to those described under the quality

control procedures except the intent is directed to deter-

mining when to change the standards and limits used for de-

tecting individual data elements.
Changes in the system environment or mode of

operation may suggest that the criteria for determining

errors are no longer valid. The data suggest that the

changes have either improved or deteriorated the system.

The use of statistical inference procedures would help both

in determining the degree of change and in helping to estab-

lish the new statistical decision rules.

The simplest of the statistical inference pro-

cedures include the general null hypotheses that the new

data are from the same population as that currently used for

the test standard. Examples of this procedure would include

the testing of records received from the different data

generators.

1Ibid, pp. 88-130.

iiz
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Assume that historical data suggest that each

data generator submits X number of records per month. The
number X then becomes a standard or mean, and the system

is geared to expect that overall average from the sum of the

data generators. However, after a period of time it is ob-

served that Y records are being received. To determine if

the new level Y is statistically different from X , a

statistical hypothesis is described. This hypothesis will

test the difference between the currently used mean and a

new mean derived from a sample of the data generators. If

the two means are statistically different at some pre-chosen

prcbability level, then there is evidence that the current
data are different from the previous data on which the stan-

dard was developed. At this time a change in the value of

the standard should be considered.

This simple procedure can be developed for any

dynamic data element which has variation in the code set.

It should be pointed out that the variation or statistical

variance is an important consideration in the use of this

procedure. If the variation among the observations of the

data element is large, then the power of the procedure to

distinguish changes or to even compute reasonable standards

is quite limited.
If it is possible to break the data element into

subsets or classifications by a static element, then it may

be possible to establish standards for the different classi-

fications. Such classifications could provide the necessary
organization of the data element to eliminate the large

variance. The elimination of the large variance would then

permit meaningful standards to be established for the data

element.

The Central Computing Facility

The central computing facility refers to that one
activity where the data are retained for use in developing

the information used by the highest level of management. It

is that one location where all of the data generated by the

system come together at one place.
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Since the central computing facility recpives the

data from local computing facilities, all data received are
in machine readable form. Error detection procedures used

at this location are all computer-aided programs and similar

to those employed at the local computing facilities.

The main difference in the use of the error detection

procedures at this level and the local computing level is

the degree to which the techniques are applied. The range

and depth of the procedures at the central computing facility
are directly related to (1) the detection that has preceded,

and (2) the system requirement for data accuracy.
The central computing facility has final responsibil-

ity for the accuracy of the data. In filling this responsi-

bility, the depth and range of the detection procedures pre-

viously used must be taken into consideration.

The one location that will have the greatest impact

on the depth of the detection procedures at the central com-
puting facility is the local computing facility's capability.

The greater the local capability for conducting in-depth de-
tection, the less will be required at the central level.

This mainly involves the use of cross-reference files and
statistical procedures at the local level.

The concept of cross-reference files is required to

insure the accuracy of the joint data element relationships.

If these files are not available at the local level, then
they should be used at the central facility.

In addition to the cross-reference files, the central

facility would have the master file of all the data collected
in the system. The master file would allow the central

facility to detect errors of consistency. Similarly, more

detailed statistical inference relationships between the
operation of the local computing facilities could be
performed.

A second major feature of the central facility would

be the use of ancillary files. These files would contain

data received from other systems within the organization and

data from outside agencies that would help in the detection
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process. As an example, a supply system could provide a file

of the parts demanded by user activities to check against the
parts reported used by these activities. This kind of detec-

tion procedure performed at the central facility would be

part of a completeness check on the volume of parts consumed

by the system. In general, there are many such uses of the

ancillary files for detecting errors associated with the

aggregated data element.
It is generally accepted that the higher levels of

management are not interested in the details, but the trends,

averages, or relative position of the factors within the or-
1

ganization. While this may be true, an information system

can have many "masters," with each "master" wanting something

different in range and depth. Because of diverse users the

detection process must include a wide range of user needs.

These needs range from the system engineers who are interest-

ed in reliability and maintainability studies, to the top

managers who are interested in the trends and relative posi-

tion information.

The central computing facility is the hub of the in-
formation system. All other activities feed data or requests

to the hub. In return, the activities receive information
; about the data they submitted, geniral system information or

information answering their requ.,cs. It is necessary for

the central facility to coordinate all detection procedures

to insure adequate coverage in both range and depth to meet
the users' demands for accuracy.

Data System Analysts

One of the roles of the data system analyst is to per-
form error detection on the information side of the system.

That is, the data analyst is to perform error checking proce-

dures to the information contained in the reports. This is to

1 john Deardon, "Can Management Information be Auto-
mated," Harvard Business Review, (March-April, 1964).
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insure that the proper relationships being used are valid
and consistent in the context to which they are being ap-

plied. Earlier, in Chapter I, the question of users' fears

was discussed. A primary role of the data system analyst

is to reduce some of these fears of the system users.

The procedures available for the system analysts in-

clude: (1) validation of mathematical computations proposed

by the system users, and programmed by the computer facility;

(2) detecting data element combination relationships which

have no valid relationship; (3) reviewing sample information

products and reports in detail with the computer programs

and system procedures. The latter is to insure that the

data collected are in accordance with what was intended and

arereflected by the computer program that developed the

report.

As an example of report review, consider the case

where a large variation in a particular data aggregatior-.

were caused by the method of defining the individual data

elements comprising the aggregation. In this case the lo-

cal procedures for recording the data elements at the vari-

ous data generator locations were found to be different.

The error detection functions and procedures for the

system analyst are different from those described for other

detection locations. However, the functions are important

for the current as well as the future of the data system

reliability.

Information User
The primary role of the information user is his deci-

sion making responsibility in the organization. In this

capacity the user can provide valuable information about the

error detection process.

The scope of error detection can range from increased

or decreased accuracy requirements for different data ele-

mc..,s, to formal requirements for the initiation of specific

error detection procedures. Somewhere in the middle of the

scale are rhe methods of informal detection and feedback to

the system manager on which the information user will gener-

ally rely.
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Each information user is unique in the amount and de-

gree of information received from the system. The amount of

error detection each user performs is a function of this

uniqueness which in turn depends on the kind of data used in

providing the information to the user. Since the informa-
tion users tend to be informal in their error detection

functions, the system designer should formalize the informal

communications as much as possible. This means that feed-

back channels and other formal communication methods are

easily available for use by the information users to report

on detected errors.

The techniques most useful to the information users

are those associated with their own knowledge of the organi-

zation. For example, some information users could be tech-

nical experts in the organization and operation of the files

used and their relationship to the basic data that is being

collected. Others may be engineering experts who have basic

knowledge concerning the relative value or characteristics

of processes that should be reflected by the values in the

reports. Others may rely on personnel experience, theory or

intuition as methods of detecting errors in the information.

Summary
The chapter developed three major themes. The first

was data .lasses on which data error detection procedures

could be applied. The second theme was that of detection

locations and criteria for selecting detection procedures.

The third theme was the detection procedures to be used at
the detection locations and the classes of data.

The data were described by two major classes, static
and dynamic. Under each of these classes, two sub-classes

were developed -- factual and judgmental. A third class was

defined which described the major characteristics of the sub-
classes. These characteristics were defined as environmental,

descriptive, and action data.

"- •. The paper defined seven locations where detection

could be performed. The seven locations cover the complete
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range from the data generators who observe and record the

data to the user who requires the information for his deci-

sion making process. The basic criteria for locating error

detection procedures at the different locations were dis-

cussed under three main topics: (1) the expected workload

at any particular location, (2) some expectation of the error

count, and (3) a group of key success variables that add to

the successful attainment of the procedures at the different

locations.

The final section describes error detection procedures

to be used at the seven detection locations. The procedures

include sight verification, check li3ts, internal system pro-

cedures, the concept of debriefing, error counts, gross ref-

erence lists, and statistical techniques of quality control

and inference. Each technique has modifications which apply

differently to each of the detection locations where the

technique can be used. In some cases the range of the tech-
nique is modified, while for others the depth has been modi-

fied for the location.

The procedures described in the chapter are not de-

tailed for implementation in any particular system. However,

they are specific enough in their description and data class

characteristics to provide valuable insight into the utiliza-

tion of the procedures.

Ii
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CHAPTER V

ERROR CORRECTION PROCEDURES

Introduction

In the last chapter, the discussion centered around
the concepts associated with error detection procedures. In

this chapter the concepts of error correction will be

discussed.

In an earlier chapter correctable and uncorrectable

errors were defined and the statement was made that not all

detectable errors were correctable. It was also inferred
that there may be cases where "the system" would not want to

correct a detectable error. In order to determine which

errors should be corrected and which errors should pass un-

corrected, a concept of error priority is needed.

In addition to the concept of error priority, the lo-

cation of the error correction procedures within the system

will be discussed. The stratification of error correction

procedures will be described, but not formalized until

Chapter VI.

Error Priority

The concept of error priority can be stated as the

difference between the worth of a data element when it is

accurate and the worth of the data element when it is in

error. This worth is to be considered with respect to the

end use of the data element in .nE information system.

Since the data elements are not unique in their end

use, the worth of the data element to the objectives at each

management level could be different. With this assumption,
the role of error priority has importance at all management

-101-
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levels. Furthermore, the same error will have a different

effect or different priority at different management levels

for the same data element.

In order to discuss the error priority, data worth

will be described in terms of errors in accuracy. Errors in

accuracy are defined as errors which do not reflect the true

state of events at the time the recording was made. There

can be various degrees of accuracy depending on the charac-

teristics of the data element. For a data element with only

two codes, such as yes or no, there are no degrees of accu-

racy. The complete observation is either 100 percent accu-

rate or 100 percent in error. However, a structural code

which has several levels can vary in accuracy as the number

of levels increase or decrease. For example, the Post

Office ZIP Code is a structured code which can have various

degrees of accuracy.

Since information systems have structural codes, and

management interest varies with the structure of the code, a

given structured code would require different levels of cor-

rection. The number of levels depends on how important an

error was to the users' decision process at that particular

level of the code structure. Hence a need for error priority

and data element worth.

Data Worth

As stated earlier, the worth of a data element is

associated with the end use of the element at each manage-

ment level where it is used. Because of the multiple uses
of the data elements, it is not possible to place an exact

worth on any data element. The best that can be done is to

develop criteria for assessing the worth of the data element

at the different management levels.

In many cases, the worth of a data element is decided

not so much on the whole element as on a particular subset

of the codes which make up the data element code set. The

subset of codes can, in itself, be dynamic and the content

of the subset will change over time. When the dynamics of
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the code sets are considered, their data worth, even at the

same management level, might also change. Since such fac-

tors are the norm rather than the exception, the development

of exact measures for data worth have little meaning for

error correction procedures. What is reasonable and will be

attempted is to describe techniques to be used in determin-

ing the worth of data by way of error priority.

There are many factors to consider in determining

error priority. The factors include the decision processes

involving the data element, uniqueness of data element, the
levels where the data are being used, the amount of data

already collected, the data class and questions concerning

redundancy and alternatives.

(i) Decision process

For each data element collected, the users of the
system have described preliminary reports or procedures for

using the data. From an analysis of the preliminary reports,

it is possible to gain insight into the decision process and

computational requirements of the users for the data.

For example, if a particular data element such

as cost is recorded to the penny, the users may through the

computations of the report, receive data to the nearest

dollar. In some cases, the nearest ten dollars, one-hundred

dollars or nearest thousand dollars, may be appropriate de-

pending on the level of management and size of the organiza-

tion. If such a decision process is used, an error in the
decimal part of the cost data element has very little value

and hence a low priority for correction.

(2) rata uniqueness
In the area of data element uniqueness, two

separate situations are important to error priority. The

first is the degree of uniqueness a particular data element

code set possesses, and the second is the degree of unique-

ness between data element code sets.
In the first case, if the data element code set

can be partitioned into independent subsets related to source

of generation, two situations are possible. The first is the
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situation where the data element is a member of the factual

static data class. More important, the data element is a

control e-ta ,;iement that defines the location of the source

of the object of the acticvn. Since the code describes where

the action occurred, the error priority is dependent on the

degree of attention paid to particular source locations

throughout the management levels.

The second case is the situation where the data

element code seL can be partitioned along lines of the object

of the action. In this case, the error priority depends on

the degree of detail management that is associated with the

object of the action. It is not uncommon for the degree of

detail of a data element to vary since codes comprising the

data element may have different interest to the system users.

Such variation can be stimulated by interest at hicher man-

agement levels, by outside forces, or by information obtained

through the information system reports. Because of the vari-

ation that is possible for such data elements, error correc-

tion procedures should be developed to cover the highest

priority that the elements might obtain.

In the case of uniqueness between data element

code sets, the error priority is related to the ability of

one data element code set to uniquely define the other data

element code. The higher the possibility of a unique match,

the lower the data worth of the element that can be pre-

dicted. It is not necessarily true that the relationship

is reversible. In general, it will not be true except where

100 percent redundancy is provided, since a two-way rela-

tionship implies a one-to-one match.

(3) Historical data

.n many on-going information systems, data have

been collected for several years on the same elements. In

particular, the 6,ta elements that belong to the factual-

static L'aes are used in many information systems for fore-

casting and estimating standards. While the data elements

collected are static in namue and function, the individual

I
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codes within each of these data elements are subject to

change (dynamic). The new entries within the static data

elements force the error priority to those codes or group

of codes with the least history.

The requirement for lowering the error priority

procedures to individual codes within a data element code set

is caused by the lack of history or operational performance

on new items that enter the system. Because of the need to

monitor or follow the new entry closely, its error priority

is much higher than older codes of the same data element.

The opposite is true for data which have been collected for

some period of time, and on which all of the characteristics

are well known.

The requirements for a higher error priority on

the new codes that enter the system force the need for error

correction procedures for the entire data element to a higher

level. This will provide the necessazv procedures for those

particular codes currently in the data element code set or

anticipated for the code set which will be of interest to

management.

The complexity of the error priorities at the

different management levels allows a subset of a data element

or a single data element code to have a higher priority at a j

lower management level. Such a priority is independent of
the priority at the higher management level. When the lower

level has a higher priority, the error cor-o-e-tion procedure

requirements placed on the lower level will be more detailed
than those at the higher level. This will reduce the re-

quirement for error correction at the higher level. Due to
the variation that will occur in the error priorities over

time, tL. error correction must be available at all levels
of the system. This is especially true when it is antici-
pated that the system will allow additions to established

data element code sets.
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(4) Redundancy and alternatives

Redundancy in information systems can be defined

to be a one-for-one relationship between two data element

code sets. That is, the knowledge of one data element auto-

matically defines the code of the other data element.

Alternatives, on the other hand, can be defined

as the ability through exogenous factors, not necessarily

collected in the information system, that would provide the

same data but possibly at a reduced level. That is, there

is not a direct one-to-one relationship for all codes.

When complete redundancy is available, one of

the data elements has a lower priority for error correc7tion

procedures. The decision as to which data element will be

the independent element should be based on the ease in which

the element can be corrected when found to be in error.

While complete redundancy is rare, the redundancy that does

occur usually can be found at the lower detection and cor-

rection locations in the information system. Redundancy is

usually found at the data source generation location in

particular.

The method by which the redundancy exists is

through some narrative or pre-printed material that appears

on the source form as an aid in form complefion. As an aid

the information will not be processed as the source form

proceeds through the system. When such redundancy exists,

the error correction procedures are dependent on human ob-

servation. Errors not detected at these lower levels will

require more elaborate procedures as the data progress

through the system. The increased procedures are required

since the ability to use this type of redundancy as a method

of detection does not exist at the upper levels.

Partial redundancy will exist at different

levels throughout the system, and will be associated with

subsets of the data element code sets. When partial redun-

dancy exists, the error priority for the subset codes will

be lower than the other codes of the data elements. Correc-

tion procedures would not be required for the redundant sub-

set throughout the system.



In the case of alternatives, the data element

code set can, to some extent, be either estimated or repro-

duced through the use of exogenous data. The number of dif-

ferent ways available to produce the correct code will de.-

termine the error priority of these data elements. If the

recorded data element code set is foctual, and exogenous

alternatives easily applied, it is questionable whether the

data element should be collected in the first place. In

some cases the alternatives will only be available at the

highest locations in the information system, (i.e., computer

locations where ancillary files are maintained).

In considering data element alternatives at any

level, the amount of extra processing and data maintenance

required to produce the necessary relationship must be con-

sidered. If the process that produces the relationship is a

side product of another requirement, the cost will be small.

However, if the relationship is generated to fill a data

correction requirement, it may be less costly to include
error correction procedures in the formal information system

and forget the use of the alternative relationship.

Summary of Error Priority

The error priority assigned to any data element or

any subset of the data elements code set is a function of

several variables. While it may not be possib]l to define

the exact error priority associated with each data element,

techniques for evaluating the priority were described. The

error priority is related to the worth of the data. The

need for correcting the data is evaluated through a data

worth function to gain estimates of the error priority of

the data.

Because each data element has multiple uses within
the information system, the error priority and the associated

data worth will change with each application. In addition,
complexity for determining error priority is Introduced by

the different management levels that usc the data. It is

reasonable to assume that the error priority for particular
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data element code sets will vary over the different manage-

ment levels. When the priorities are higher at the lower

management levels, their error correction procedures will

provide data more accurate than required by the higher level.

The Error Correction Procedures

Error correction procedures are of two kinds. Exact

procedures correct the data code, keeping the same accuracy

intended by the system design, and approximate procedures

correct the data code to some statistical confidence that

will meet user requirements. Exact procedures are available

for factual data, while judgmental data will rely on approxi-

mate procedures for error correction.

In Chapter II several conditions were described as

necessary for a detected error to be correctable. These

conditions are:

(1) That the code contains error correcting
digits that enable unique identification.

(2) The code, when connected to other code
sets, establishes unique code set combin-
ations that through logical progression
are error correcting.

(3) The data element is of such a nature that
bounds can be placed on detectable errors.

(4) The coded data element can be returned to
the data generator for correction.

(5) The coded data element is of such a na-
ture that statistical techniques can de-
termine the most correct code.

Conditions (1), (2), and (4) are considered exact

methods, while (3) and (5) are approximate methods. When

the same data element can be corrected by two or more condi-

tions, the exact method should be used if the cost of its

performance is not significantly higher than that of the

approximate method.

To maintain consistency between the detection proce-

dures and the correction procedures, the latter will be
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described in terms of these applicable locations. Since

error priority is a function of end use, the procedures will

not consider error priority directly.

The Data Generator Location

All data should be recorded as accurately and pre-

cisely as required by system procedures. Thus the data gen- I
erator considers that all data generated at this location

have the highest error priority. Correction procedures

available to the data generator are limited to the formal
system procedures and training included in the system.

These formal procedures are more of error prevention than
error correction. This is especially true of generators who

complete a handwritten form as the method of entering data

into the system.
If the source data generator uses a terminal connected

to a computer, in an on-line real-time mode, the data gener-

ator should be provided with a display panel. Either cathode

ray tube or hard copy can be used to review before submitting
the data to the computer. Again, this is more error preven-

tion than error correction. It is error correction when

both the source document recorder and the terminal user act

as data checkers, not as recorders of source data.

Data Checker

In Chapter II five conditions were described for de-

tecting correctable errors. Two of these conditions are
appropriate at this detection location. They are: (1)

4

codes have logical progressions that are available for cor-

rection, and (2) the data checker is in close contact with

the data generator to return the source form for correction

or can communicate direct with the recorder. The question

of error priority should not be raised at this location.

All detectable errors should be corrected. The basic ques-
tion is still how to correct, not what to correct among the

detectable errors.



The procedures used for detecting errors are often

helpful in correcting errors. This is true for logical

checks where the progression defines a relationship pro-

viding a unique code. When such relationships are used at

this location, the detection process is the correction pro-

cess. When the data checker is removed from the data gener-

ator, the error correction procedures must rely on relation-

ships, catalogs, check lists, and statistical techniques.

If the data system is large and each of the data ele-

ments contains a large number of codes, the data checker

should not be asked to provide detail correction for all the

detectable errors. He may see that a data element is miss-

ing. However, unless the correct entry could be derived

from relationships provided internally by the source form,

(i.e., a redundant data element) the document should be re-

turned to source for correction.

The techniques for correction by the data checker at

this level are limited. The checker must rely on his own

knowledge of the system, the check lists, and internal pro-

cedures for documenting the recording of an action. The

degree of uniqueness that prevails at this level will also

be helpful to the data checkers. In many cases the recorded

data will contain detectable errors that are correctable be-

cause of the uniqueness knolin to the data checker. One such

major area is illegible codes; the data checker may have

knowledge of the proper code, or the proper subset of the

code, which will minimize the time required to insert the

proper code.

Error Statistics

Initially, the data checker will have the same learn-

ing curve as the data generator. However, after the system

has been operating for some period of time, error statistics

will be available to the checker in the correction process.

Error statistics are of two kinds: the first kind is sta-

tistics compiled by the data checker location and the second

is statistics feedback to the data checker from higher

locations.



The statistics generated by the data checker location

are associated with the kinds of errors made by the data gen-

erators in submitting reports. This would include the data

elements most often in error, the correct codes for these

errors, and a short list of cross-reference data elements

which are unique to the data checker location.

The cross-reference lists would contain relationships

that are both data elements recorded in the system and in-

formation contained on the source form that is not recorded

in the system. Such relationships provide redundant data at

this level for correction purposes. An example is a name

which is not carried forward in the system, and an account

number which is carried forward. If the name was preprinted,

and the account number was left blank, a data checker can

get the correct account number from a cross-reference list

of names and account numbers.

The data checker location provides a unique position

in the error correction procedure. The uniqueness stems

through the ability of the data checker to communicate di-

rectlý with the data generator. The data checker can police

the data generators, encourage better reporting, discover

training weakness, uncover procedural gaps, and provide the

data generators with a contact for continuity of the total

system.

The manager's use of the correction procedure of

sending the source form back to the data generators is di-

rectly related to the vaiue the managers place on the direct

communications between data generators and checkers. If the

system managers are only interested in correcting the data,

that is, the day-by-day errors, the data checkers will cor-

rect all possible errors. This is without informing the

data generators of the change or returning the form to the

data generator for correction. If the data checkers re-

quired the data generators to make all corrections, even

those that are easily correctable by the data checker, two

immediate results are seen. The data generator woule learn
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that someone i.s checking his work and that all errors are i
considered important. In addition, a type of on the job

training would be realized from such a procedure.

When the form is returned to the data generator, the

long-run reliability of the input data is improved. The

cost of providing for such long-run improvement is the delay

in processing day-to-day forms. Such delay can be minimized

when the data checkers are in the immediate vicinity of the

data generators. However, as the data checkers become re-

moved from the data generators, delays will result.

Possibly, a means for creating the same environment

for the data checkers who are removed from the generator

could be developed. For example, to correct only those

forms containing errors not requiring the data generators'

knowledge, such as static or redundant data element correc-

tion. All other reports that contain multiple errors where

at least one error requires correction by the data genera-
tor would be returned to the generator. In this case the

generator would be required to correct all the detected

errors.

The use of such a dichotomy of work would tend to

minimize the number of forms returned, thereby reducing de-

lays in the data transmition. It would also provide for

several of the unique characteristics of the data checker

location, such as policing, training, and more complete data

correction.

Keypunch Location

In Chapter IV the keypunch location was divided into

four sections. Such a division was necessary to describe

the possible error detection procedures. However, the error

correction procedures will be relating to the total location.

In cases where the correction technique is limited to a sin-

gle section, and the section within keypunch is not obvious,

the section will be named.

The error correction procedures at the keypunch loca- 4
tion are both exact and approximate. The exact procedures
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are: short cross-reference lists, look-ap lists, admissi-

bility checks, redundancy, and keypunch control programs.

The keypunch location, like the data checker loca-

tions, can use the source document in the correction pro-

cess. At the keypunch location the use of the source form

includes all of those at the data checker location plus

additional uses that aid the keypunch process itself.

As the documents arrive from the data checker loca-

tions, there is a requirement for internal system procedures

to effect the transfer of the documents. The requirements

should, at a minimum, identify the data checker and give

some statistics on the number and kind of source documents

that were transferred. This transmittal letter, along with

the source documents, will allow the keypunch data checkers

to correct the factual data that are unique to either the

data generator or data checker locations.

During the process of preparing the data for keypunch,

the data have been screened and placed in packages suitable

for keypunch. Each package is unique in the data required,

and detected factual errors can be corrected by matching the

source document with the data checker's transmittal letter.

Unique relationship lists concerning the data generators who

submitted the data would also be used in making these correc-

tions. In addition, all of the standard batching techniques

for data control would be in effect. 1

Some errors detected by the keypunch location cannot
be corrected there. For such errors the alternatives are to

send the source document back to the data generator, or to

approximate the correct entry.

Taking the two alternatives in reverse order, the

keypunch location can approximate the correct entry for only

some of the detected errors. The data class most likely is

the action-factual data class which contains such data

IH. N. Laden and T. R. Gildersleeve, System Design

for Computer Applications, 2nd ed. (John Wiles and Sons,
1967), Chapter II.
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elements as cost of material, man-hours consumed, etc. This

is possible if the keypunch location maintains a set of

standard jobs and a cost catalog. There are, however, other

data elements of this class which cannot be approximated.

Such data elements as reason for action or date of action

would fall into the first category of alternative, and

should be returned to the data generator for correction.

Error priority is introduced in the decision in de-

termining whether the source document should be returned to

the data generator. If the data element has a high error

priority, the data element should be marked as in error, not

corrected but returned to a lower level for attention.

The keypunch location is the lowest location at which
decisions concerning error priority should be considered. A

main reason for such a decision is the geographic location

of the keypunch facility in relation to the data generators.

Close proximity allows for quick turnaround of source docu-

ments, which affects the d':ta generator's capability to re-

call the specific action and make the necessary corrections.

The opposite is true as the keypunch location becomes

more remote to the data generator. That is, the delay in

the receipt of data at the keypunch location plus the pro-

cessing and transmition time back to the generator could be

longer than the recall capability of the data generator.

In considering what error priorities to assign at

this level, consideration should be given to those data ele-

ments that could not be corrected at higher levels by com-

puter-aided programs. Such data elements would be appropri-

ate candidates for returning to the data generator. However,

the use of the data before they reach such a correction loca-

tion must be considered. If the data are to be used at a

management level lower than the correction location, the

document must be returned to the data generator for

correction.

As the source documents flow from the receiving sec-

tion to the keypunch section, all detectable errors have

been resolved. The errors have either been corrected, or
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marked and allowed to pass for correction at higher levels.

The correction capabilities of the keypuncher and verifier

are limited to illegible and illegal characters that are

observed before the document is keypunched. An example of

illegal characters would be an oh (6) which the keypunch

would automatically change to a zero (0). An illegible

character could be a slash (/) which looks like a one (1).

In correcting these kinds of detectable errors, the key-

punch and verifier rely on training and experience in the

structure of the data elements. Any document that contains

a blank, but requires a value would be set aside, and re-

turned to the data checker section for action. The data

checker section would then decide on the procedure to be

followed. The document would be sent back to the generator

or the error corrected at the checker location, according

to its error priority.

The possibility of correcting detected errors after

keypunch and verification requires returning the detected

error record (now in machine format) to the data checker

section. This is accomplished via the data output section,

which has the responsibility for detecting errors introduced

by the keypunch and verification process. While the output

section can detect differences between the source form and

the output of the keypunch, the two documents must be re-

turned to the data checkers for the proper correction and

re-entry into the keypunch procedure.

Local Computing

The local computing facility receives, as input, data

in machine readable form. As such, the correction procedures

are mainly computer-assisted The amount of correction pos-

sible at this location is a function of the computational

power available. Other factors include the amount of re-

ports originated and the range and depth of cross-reference

and ancillary files located at the location.

Assume a full range of computational power equal to

the cross-reference and ancillary files available in the
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system. Then the correction procedures will be determined

by the system requirements for accuracy at the management

levels serviced by the computing facility.

The correction procedures at this location will, as

for other locations, be either exact or approximate in na-

ture. The exact procedures depend on cross-reference and

ancillary files, which are indexed to relationships between

data elements or are unique to specific data elements. The

approximate procedures are based on statistical analysis of

past history and on logical bounds available for selected

data elements.

] Exact Methods

In relying on cross-reference and ancillary files for

SI exact correction, the detected errors are subjected to a

match of known relationships. These relationships are be-

tween data elements that are correct, and those detected as

in error.

The key to the correction of the detected errors is 4
the method used in detection. For independent detection

methods, the correction depends on the degree to which the

erroneous data element contains the necessary relationship

for correction. An example would be a structural data ele-

ment code set that contains error correcting digits. The

detected errors would be corrected through a computer-aided

program based on the logic of the error correction coding
1scheme.

Records that contain errors could be either corrected

as they are found, or all records that contain such errors

could be placed on a separate file for correction at a later
time. The latter procedure does not seem reasonable since

the record is needed for other detection and correction pro-

cedures involving the other data elements of the same record.

Therefore, it seems reasonable to require the correction

process to follow sequentially from one data element to the

iIbid, Chapter VI, for a description of several error
correcting codes.
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next until all data elements of the same record that were in

error are resolved.

In cases where independent detection procedures were

used and the code does not contain error correcting digits,

relationships will be needed for the correction process.
There are several ki.ads of correction relationship proce-

dures that are possible depending on the data elements

involved.
Simple correction relationship procedures are-where

the two-data elements are in a one-to-one relationship or

where one of the data elements has a very small code set

relative to the other code set. The joint set relationship

is composed of two data elements where one element is a

modifier of the other. For example, a relationship where

one code set is small compared to the other is the unit of
issue of material and part number. In this case the units

of issue are defined as each, set, feet, pints, quarts,
1- square feet, etc. While the part number uniquely defines

the unit of issue associated with the part, the reverse is

not true. But the relationship is needed, for such data are

important to project the total cost of materials consumed.

Similar error correction relationships can be per-
formed on two independent data elements, as long as there is

a third code that is related to the two independent data

elements. The third data element acts as a bridge between

the two independent data elements. In such cases the rela-

tionship is one way -- that is, there is one data element

assumed correct, or known to be correct by some procedure.

The correct data element will always be the base element for

correcting the other independent element, through the third

element that performs the bridge between the two independent

elements.

'Within the Department of Defense there are over
-) three-million stock numbers, while the different units of

issue number less than 500.
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In the case of the tri-joint code set, the addition

of the third data element will allow for unique correction,

if such correction is possible. The third element then be-

comes a necessary condition for correction of twc independent

data elements. The third data element is not sufficient for

correction, since the joint code set at the third level may

not uniquely define a correct code,

An example of a tri-joint code set would be the cor-

rection of the particular manufacture of a major piece of

equipment. The two independent data elements would be the

plant and the manufacturer who has equipment at that plant.

The data element that is related to both of these data ele-

ments is the identification code of the equipment. The

equipment identification code, together with the plant, pro-

duces a plant configuration file that contains the equipment

and unique manufacturer of the equipment. Such a correction

could not be made between equipment and manufacturer alone

since there are multiple manufacturers of the same piece of

equipment. However, when the location of the equipment is A

specified, the uniqueness of the manufacturer is possible.

The possibilities of extending the joint code sets de-

pend on the relationships that are available among the data

elements being collected. The more relationships that can be

specified, the greater the possibility of correcting the de-

tectable errors. For example, assume a record contained n

data elements, and one data element was determined correct

by an independent procedure. If one other data element was

related to the remaining data elements, there would be
N-2 + (N-20(N-3) combinations of relationships for the data
elements. This would be equivalent to N-2 relationships

for each of the data elements. It is not feasible to per-

form such a large set of relationships and correction possi-

bilities for each data element. However, having more than
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one possibility does seem practical, at least from the

standpoint of alternative costs and ease of performance.

Approximate Methods

In using approximate methods of error correction,

there are several basic schemes. These include the use of

bounds, statistical averages, and statistical probabilities

for determining the "best" code.

In using approximate methods, the correction proce-

dure will generally include relationships for narrowing the

possibilities available. Approximate methods must be used

to select the "best" code for correcting the error. However,

when correcting independent data elements, the use of bounds

will guide the selection of the correction procedure.

The data element classes to which these procedures

are appropriate include both the factual and judgmental. In

particular, the bound techniques are employed on data such

as the date, the time, and physical measurement data elements.

Within the class of procedures thatrelies on the con-

cept of bounds, various decision rules can be applied. In

general the amount of historical data available on the par-

ticular data element will determine the range of the deci-

sion rules.
In addition, the bounds of a particular data element

are associated or related to the environment surrounding the

data element. A data element may have a decision rule that

is universal for all source locations. Other data elements

may have decision rules that vary with the location or

source of the data and a universal rule would, in many cases,

not be appropriate or correct.

IThere are in total, N factorial combinations, but
the elimination of the two independent elements reduces the
total combinations. In Chapter IV a detection procedure
was developed for multiple-joint relationships where the
procedure depended on adjoining pair-wise relationships.

) The same procedure would be used here to reduce the number
of possibilities to a reasonable number.
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For example, the date may have a universal decision V

rule for correction. Howeve'., , Iata element associated

with a physical measurement, such as a bearing that is sub-

ject to wear, may have a different decision rule for each
application. For the bearing, the decision rule would be

related to past history concerning the bearing, while for

the date, the decision rule would only be associated with
the current date.

It is possible to increase the complexity of decision

rules, but such an increase would depend on the error pri-
ority associated with the data elerent. The structure of
the decision rules on bounds include statements concerning
the possibility of transposition errors. First, the deci-

sion rule would change the characters of the erroneous code

around to see if such a transfer is in the code set. If
this does not provide a correct member of the code set,within the limits of the bounds, then a straight bound would

be set for the data element.

As an example, consider a date entry that reverses

the day and month such as fifth month, twelfth day. By

knowing the current month to be December, and that there is
a very small probability of a May date being processed Decem-

ber, it seems that reversing the day and month would correct
the error.

Earlier, it was stated that the correction procedure

is associated with the detection procedure. The above exam-

ple shows this relationship in the following manner. Know-
ing the May date had a small probability of being received

in December, sets a bound on the detection iecision rule
that tagged the May date as being in error. The bounding

limit for the detection procedure entered into the decision

rule for the correction. This was accomplished through the
fact that the new date generated by reversing the day and
month entries fell within the detection bounds. If, in re-

versing the two entries, the new date had fallen outside the
detection bounds, the decision rule would have rejected the <,

revised date and replaced the date with a bound date.



Another procedure for correcting numeric errors is

the use of statistical methods. In particular, the mean and

variance are used to compute the average or standard value

of a data element. The data elements corrected by such a

procedure are those numeric data elements that are in clear

j text. That is, the data elements are not codes themselves,

but actual values associated with the object of the action.

Examples include: cost of material, cost of job, price of

an item, man-hours, and reliability and maintainability

estimates.

As with the bound procedures, the first step in cor-

recting the error is to look for transposition errors that

would bring the recorded data element in the ranige of the
standard or mean value. If this can be done, then the corn-

puted mean value will only be used as a method of determin-

ing the significance of the new entry, i.e., how far is the

new entry from the average? If the new entry is outside the

71

acceptable limit, then the decision rule would substitute

the statistical average or standard value for the data

element.
The value placed on the statistical variance of the

data element can be considered a probability. The closer

the recorded entry is to the average, the less chance of it

being detected if it is, in fact, in error. The same is

true for the revised value obtained through transposing the

original entry.

The form of the probability states that the new entry

has a certain chance of coming from a population where the

mean is equal to the average or standard value of the data

element. When the probability of such an occurrence is

high, the new entry should be accepted as correct, even

though there is a chance that it is in error. The method of

computing how large a difference is acceptable is based on

the value the decision maker is willing to accept as being

)in error, i.e., once in a hundred, once in a thousand, etc.

In general, the mean and variance are used in the

same manner that quality control charts are used. Once a
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data element entry is detected as being in error, the mean
and variance provide the control limits for testing alterna-1 j
tive values that can be obtained by permuting the recorded
•,alue. Each of the permutations has a statistical value,
and those permutations that are near the mean value w'1l be

aisumed more correct than those values that are further from
the mean. When a dat^ element is blank, the decision rule

must rely on the average value as opposed to any permutation.

The number of permutations to be tested would not be
all permutations of the number. It is generally accepted

that single transpositions (pair-wise adjacent) account for
a major part of the errors in transposing. This would mean

a maximum of N-1 different pairs, when N is the length
of the code to be permuted.

In summary, the use of statistical means and vari-
ances for error correction has two major applications. The

first is setting limits on possible alternative codes that
could be correct, through permutation of the recorded entry.
The second is to apply the mean as the "best" correct entry

when the alternatives are outside the limits of the decision

rule or when the entry is blank.

The third area of correction procedures for numeric

data elements, as well as an area for alpha data elements,
is that of statistical probabilities. The procedure is

similar to that explained under the quality control theme,

but here there is no average to match agaxiist. The kinds of

data elements that this procedu.re would correct are data
elements that do not contain error correcting digits o: data

elements that are in clear text such as a date or price.
Statistical probability uses relationships between

the different data elements as well as of exogenous data

files maintained by the system. In using this procedure the

first step is to eliminate as many code set elements as pos- I
sible through the use of relationships. The remainder leaves
a small subset of possible data element codes from which to
choose the correct code. The next step in the procedure is L
choosing the "best" or most likely code. This selertion is

". ................
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based nn the probabilities associated with the members of

the small subset of data element codes remaining.
It must be remembered that the correct code is avail-

able in a cross-reference or similar file maintained by the

system, but the relationships do not produce a.unique match.

That is, the relatioaships will narrow the search down to a

select fe,, but the reilationship by itself cannot choose

from among the few alternatives remaining. In order to ob-

tain the correct code, the decision logic attempts to dia-

cover the codc the data generator meant to record. This is
accomplished by analyzing the code that was recorded.

T1The probabilities that can be produced for such a
correction procedure are of three kinds. The first is through

permuting the recorded data element to obtain the different

codes that could be correct. The second is through a set of

probabilities obtained by analyzing the way the original ele-

ment was selected during recording. A third set of--probabil-

ities can be obtained through historical data on how errors

have occurred for this data element in the past.

(1) Probabilities by permutations

In developing probabilities from the permuta-
tions of the recorded data code, the density of the code set

must be considered, along with the adjacent pair-wise per-

mutations. If the set code is dense over the complete range
of codes, then each position of the code may have the same

number of characters. However, if the set code is not uni-
formly dense over all the positions of the set, then some

pair-wise permutations are not valid code set entries and

could be eliminated. This action reduces the number of pos-

sible permutations for estimating the correct code.
Consider a data element that is not dense; in

particular, a data element that is numeric and three posi-

tions in length. The length allows for 1,000 different

codes. Assume that only 200 of the codes are used, and in
J) the following manner: the first position allows for a 0, 1,

or 2 only; the second position allows all numerics except 9,

as does the third position. Such a structure eliminates any
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code with a 9 in any position, and all codes with an initial
numeric of 3 through 9.

The reduced code set all.cws for a position by
position check to see if the permutation would be a valid
member of the code set. If a permutation was not a member
of the code set, the correction decision rule would not con-

sider the permutation. On the other hand, if the permuta-
tion was a valid member of the code set, it would be con-

sidered as a posgible correction for the erroneous code.
At this point the list of alternative codes that

are members of the code set are matched against the rela-
tionships that detected the data element code as being in
error. If the results of the match produce a unique code,
thcn that code is considered to be the correct code. If the

results of the match produce two or more codes that would be
considered correct codes, the decision rules must choose be-
tween the alternatives, on some probability scheme. If the
matching produced no codes that could be considered correct,-.
the decision rules choosesa correct code by another proce-

dure, or assumes the code cannot be corrected.
One such method of selecting the correct code

from among two or more acceptable alternatives would be to
analyze the resulting acceptable permutations from the
standpoint of transposition probabilities. Transposition

probabilities are produced from an a priori knowledge of the
distribution of characters that are generally interchanged
in transcribing codes from one form to another.

(2) Probabilities obtained from the original

recording list

The second set of probabilities that can be used

for correcting the erroneous recorded data element code is
through the techniques used to obtain the original entry.
In many cases, the original code is obtained from a code
book, or catalog. The organization of the book or catalog

can provide information on what errorp are most likely to ocwr
through misreading of the code book. That is, recording a .

code directly before or after the code that was observed
during the action.during

* -
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Code books or catalogs will usually be in one of

two sequences. One sequence is by code number which would

follow numerically or alphabetically. When such a sequence

is used, lthe correction decision rule can account for such

an error and provide a technique for testing its occurrence.

The second kind of a sequence is through a func-

tional relationship. If such a sequence is used, the deci-

sion rules become more complex. The complexity is due to

the need of obtaining a list of possible correct codes dur-

ing the error detection process. This is accomplished

through the various relationship files used t4-o determine the

recorded code that was in error. That is, this component

does not belong to this equipment, but here is a list of

components that do belong to the equipment. Another is,

this inventory item is not part of this order, but here are

the items that are on this purchase order.

With the items belonging to the relationship, a

list is generated from the catalog that contains the codes

on either side of the list generated by the relationship.

with this new list of all the adjacent codes, a match is

attempted between the erroneous data element and the list of

adjacent codes. If a unique match is obtained, the correct

code is known; if a match is not obtained, the process would

terminate, and the erroneous code would be marked as a de-

tected but uncorrected error.

(3) Historical based probability distributions

The third method of obtaining probabilities for

correcting the erroneous recorded data element code is through
a historically based error distribution of the particular

data element. Such a procedure requires that an accurate

record of the kind of errors detected and corrected be main-

tained at the different detection and correction locations.

The records would be forwarded periodically for recomputation

of the error distribution. The basic characteristics of the

distribution would include the particular codes that were

detected as in error, and the correct code that was provided

for that detected error code. If more than one correction
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code was used for any detected error code, the detected

error code would contain a distribution in itself.

In using the procedure, the first match would

be between the new detected error and the historical error

list. If a match was obtained, the distribution of correc-

tions would determine the most likely correct code. If a

match was not obtained between the new detected error and

the historical error list, the correction decision rule

would mark the error as uncorrect-ed.

The three methods of obtaining corrections to

erroneous data element codes through a probability distribu-

tion are not independent of other methods. Since these

methods are approximate methods, they should only be used as

a last resort. It is conceivable that the methods could be

used together for correcting the same data element, in the

sense of redundant procedures. If the three were used as

redundant procedures, the probability of having the correct

6ode if two of the procedures yielded the same code would be

quite high. If two of the procedures did not yield the same

code, the decision as to which code to select could be de-

ferred to a human decision by displaying the two choices and

letting an analyst decide.

In addition to the question of redundancy, the

procedures could follow each other in series; that is, a

successful match which yields a unique correct code was not

obtained by one of the methods. The next step for the deci-

sion rule could be to try another method before assuming the

error was not correctable.

The degree to which such serial correction is

attempted depends on the worth of the data. As the data

worth increases, more correction will be attempted before

the correction process is terminated.

If the data element has very high worth, the de-

tectable errors could be displayed for human correction,

and, if possible, returned to the data generator for correc-

tion. Extreme care must be used in returning error records

to the source. There is a large chance of both records
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being retained in the system. Therefore, if one error is

important enough to require going back to the source for

correction, the inclusion of both records compounds the

error problem to a higher degrew than the single error.
In addition to the procedures described above

for numeric codes, tnere is an additional statistical pro-

cedure available for alpha codes. As with several of the

other procedures, the method is statistical or probabilistic

and, therefore, a member of the approximate procedures. The

procedure relies on the distribution of errors committed in

transcribing alpha characters. It ib known that not all

alpha characters have the same probability of being confused

with each other. For many of the alpha characters, there is

little or no confusion, while for others, there are several

characters that can be misinterpreted. For example, K is

confused with R , X and P ; N is confused with M , and [
W ; and V is confused with Y and U , etc.I I

With knowledge concerning those relationships
with the highest probability of error, decision rules can be

formulated which will provide alternatives to the erroneous

recorded data code. The decision rules to be formulated
would consider the process used in the detection of the

error. Assume that the detection process detected an error

at a level where the possible correct code was limited to a

small subset of the data elements code set. The decision

rules could be formulated in two ways.

The first way to formulate the decision rule is

to consider what changes (enumerations) are required to the

recorded code to match at least one of the acceptable codes

of the detection subset. Associated with such changes, a

conditional probability would be obtained, which would re-
flect the validity or reliability of making such a change.

Using this change as a benchmark, other changes would be

-Owsowitz and Sweetland, op. cit., 22. In addition,
see M. A. Tinker, Legibility of Print (Ames, Iowa: Iowa
State University Press, 1963), for a formal treatment of the
complete subject.

- - -_ _ _ _ _.. .. -.-
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made and the conditional probabilities obtained. Thee result

is a list of acceptable codes, with each code an associated

probability that reflects the chance of such a code being

derived from the original code. The decision rule would

then pick the code with the highest probability as being the

correct code. The decision rule would also contain a thresh-

old value. If none of the probabilities was above the

threshold, the error code would not be corrected, but marked

as detected and uncorrected and possibly displayed for human

correction.
The second way to formulate the decision rule

would be to consider only the conditional probabilities

associated with the changes. That is, the decision rule

would first change the recorded data code in a step-wise
fashion, checking at each step to see if the new code matches
an acceptable member of the subset.

The procedure for the step-wise changes would 4

select as the first data character to change the highest

probability contained in a "confusion index." That is, the
"confusion index" has ordered, by probability, the charac-

ters that have the highest chance of being in error. If

that change does not match an acceptable member of the sub-

set, the next character with the highest probability of

being in error would be selected. Each time a new charac-

ter is selected, the original character is returned so that

the changes are made one at a time until all characters of

the code have been changed and replaced if a match did not

occur.
When the first match is obtained, the procedure

evaluates the probability of such a code being obtained from
the recorded code. The decision rule accepts or rejects the

new code on the basis of the probability and assigned thresh-

old. If ro match is obtained, the procedure terminates and

the data element code is marked as anuncorrectable detected

error.

The main difference between the step-wise deci-

sion rule and the enumeration decision rule is the amount of
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combinations that needs to be checked. Also the enumeration

decision rule will obtain a correct code although it may be

below the threshold, while the step-wise may not provide a

correct code.

This difference is seen by the fact that the

enumeration decision rule takes the erroneous data code and

transforms it into the acceptable codes of the subset. Each

transformation has an associated probability, and the new

number has a probability. Since there are no limits to the

number of individual transfers a code can go thr, 'gh, all

the characters of the code can be transformed. However, the

probability of some of these changes is very small, and if
the changes cause the probability to fall below the thresh-

old, none will be accepted as the correct code. The chances
are better that a code will be selected by this process than

by the step-wise process, since only one character can be

changed.
'I To summarize, the correction methods available

at the local computing location are mainly computer-aided

programs. The degree to which the procedures are used, as

well as the complexity of the proceduresare primarily a

function of the computing capability available. In addi-
tion, the master and ancillary files available, and the data

worth associated with the different data elements will in-

fluence the degree of correction performed.

There are exact and approximate correction pro-

cedures. The former are based on joint code set relation-
ships which combine data elements collected in the system as

well as data available from master and ancillary files. The

latter depend on bounds, statistical inference, and proba-

bility estimates. When a choice between exact and approxi-

mate methods is available, the former should be considered

first, because of the uncertainty associated with the

approximate. However, two factors should be considered:

K-7 first is the cost of accomplishing the exact correction as
opposed to the approximate procedure, and second the level

of accuracy required of the data element.

..1 . . ...............
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The Central Computing Location

The correction procedures available at the central

computing location are similar to those available at the

local computing centers. Differences between the computer-

aided programs are due to the computer capability available

at the two locations.

In addition, the local computing facility may not

have the necessary variety of input data to perform all of

the correction functions. That is, the data may be so struc-

tured that the data elements required for certain relation-

ships in the correction procedures are not available at the

local level. Only through a file maintenance program gener- I
ated by the central computing facility can all t'ie relations

be defined. If such a file maintenance program is avail-

able, it suggests that a degree of redundant error detection

and correction is taking place. In this case, the redundancy

should be controlled, or at least its cost known and moni-

tored for possible reevaluation of responsibilities. 7 1
A second advantage that a central computing facility

may have over the local computing facilities is the use of

exogenous data. The basic fact that there is a central com-

puting facility suggests that some data are transferred to

the central computing facility without first going through

the local computing facilities. in particular, this would

include data submitted fromt organizational activities above
the local computing as well as those above or on the same

management level as the central computing facility.

In an on-line real-time information system, there may

not be any local computing facilities. All such functions

then would be provided by the central computing facility.
One additional correction procedure available under an on-
line real-time system involves the use of the data generator,

i.e., sending the record back to the generator for correction.

Such a procedure is much simpler and "cleaner" for this sys-

tem than for the general batch processing system. The proce,•
dure requires a display device at the data generator's
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location. Through a set of standard questions the data gen-

erator is asked to reestablish the necessary relationships

required to verify that the data submitted are correct.
These questions are asked even though the detection proce-

dures h:.ve suggested that some of the data are in error.

If the data gLnerator cannot establish the necessary

relationships to show the data to be correct, computer deci-

sion rules will require the data generator to change those
data still considered in error. The requirement that the

data generator establish the relationships stems from the
kind of data elements being corrected. If the elements have

correction procedures that are exact, the relationships are
automatic. If the correction procedures are approximate,
the decision rules governing the error are statistical.

Therefore, the procedure has some probability that a correct

answer could be outside the statistical limits placed on the

data element.
S .The possibility that a correct answer could be out-

side the established limits becomes evident through the
questioning of the data generator. Such a procedure has two

possible benefits: the first is continuous training and a
better system understanding by the data generator. The sec-

ond is the ability to verify and update the decision rules

associated with the data element.

The data generator benefits through association with
the questions. The degree of complexity of the questions,

and their logic, will require the data generator to have a

more than general knowledge of the subject matter. The
logic, however, would not be so complex that if the reported

action was actually accomplished according to system proce-

dures, the data generator would not be able to answer the

questions.

This, in itself, results in a secondary system bene-
fit. The data generator would be more careful in the orig-

inal reporting, and he would not try to "beat the system."
Especially if he knew that all of his answers were being

checked through such a system of error detection and
correction.

__ _ _ ___ _ __ _ __ _ _- I
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The second benefit is to the system managers trying

to improve the efficiency and productivity of the system.

In providing the original decision rules associated with the

different detection and correction procedures, there is the

possibility of some obscure relationships being omitted.

The reestablishment of the basic relationships as well as

others that might have been omitted will be helpful to the

improvements of the system's error detection and correction

procedures.

Data Analysts Locations

In error correction, the data analysts can perform

two kinds of functions: the first is the correction of

products associated with the system, and the second is cor-

rection of the data elements which the computer-aided deci-

sion rules were not able to correct.

Corrections Associated with the Products

The data analysts performing this function could be

better classified as information analysts since the proce-

dures deal with the correctness of the information products.

The products must be correct in that the data elements used

to produce the reports have meaning in an operational or

management sense. To be more specific, there must be a

logical relationship between the data and the intended use

of the report. The logic should be well established in a

known management requirement.

The analyst's job requires knowledge of the manage-

ment world to which the information is being applied, as

well as detailed knowledge of the workings of the informa-

tion system. The analyst in performing this duty, acts as

the bridge between the information system and the output

products for management use.

The range of correction procedures that the analyst

is able to perform depends on his management knowledge and

the area in the organization where the particular functions!

are performed. In general, the data analyst should be able
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to correct all output reports. This includes corrections

associated with programming errors or data errors that are

obvious to human observation as well as more specific
mathematical errors, magnitude errors, and unit or scale

error.
A second kind of correction involving the products

would be errors in the use of data elements. Here the pro-

cedures require relationships between the intent of the pro-

duct and the proper data to use in preparing the product.
In this area the data analyst works closely with the infor-
mation user who may have only a superficial knowledge of the

data available within the system.
The correction procedures come about when the analysts

observe that there is a more efficient way of either display-
ing or obtaining the information required by a particular

user. In bringing this fact to the attention of the user,
the user and analyst together can better meet the actual in-
formation requirements of the user. Such an interchange be-

tween the user and analyst will provide two benefits: (1)
an improvement to the user in his decision making responsi-

bilities, and (2) an improvement in the system responsive-

ness to user requirements.

Correction of Data Elements

In some instances the rules required to correct the

detectable error are not logically possible. While some

errors could be machine corrected, an excessive amount of

computer time would be required to test all of the rela-

tionships. In many of these cases, a scan by a knowledge-

able analyst of the detected errors organized by some basic
relationship will give the data analyst the necessary in-
formation to correct a significant portion of the errors.
Examples include such errors as alpha for numerics, data

record field shifts of clear alpha text, and left and right
_•) justification of data fields. While such errors may be cor-

rectable by machine through elaborate decision rules, it may

be faster and simpler to use human correction.

_________ _•______••_________•___•__ I
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The basic correction procedure available to the data

analyst in performing this scanning technique is human logic,
as opposed to machine logic. By scanning an array of data,
one can observe relationships that the computer would miss

by performing a serial match of the error data. Examples of
such array scanning would include detectable errors in such
elements as part numbers which can include dashes, slashes,

and alpha prefixes and postscripts.

When these special characters are missing from a part
number, the -omputer would identify each change as a separate
part. A printed array of such numbers could be easily cor-

rected by the analyst since he could scan both vertical and

horizontally in looking for relationships.
In general, there are other such detectable errors

that are more easily corrected by the analysts than the com-
puter. Another whole class of errors are those of written

text or vocabulary. In many systems clear text is used to
describe selected data elements. When clear text is used,
the data generators may be given freedom as to how it shouldt"4

be prepared for the in the same text is used, abbrevia-
tions are not written in the same manner and not all writers
spell correctly. To include within the correction programs

a large thesaurus to account for all the combinations of
abbreviations and misspellings would require a very large

and complex program. For such corrections it is much simpler

to include a small thesaurus of the most common abbreviations
and misspellings. The small thesaurus would correct a major

portion of the detected errors, and allow the analysts to

correct the remaining errors.

The use of the analysts for correcting errors should
be considered as an extension of the computer-a.ded programs.

Some advantages are unique to the computer and some are
unique to the analysts. Each should be used to its best

advantage. The computer has the advantage of processing a

large amount of data very quickly given that the data are
homogeneous and the same general decision rules can be used.-
On the other hand, the analysts can interact with exceptions
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and variations to the data that would be both hard to pro-

gram as well as difficult to predict. The man-machine in-

teraction would have the computer correcting the errors

through the common, easily programmed correction decision

rules. Man would correct a much smaller subset of errors,

which are not predicLable and most difficult to program.

Information Users

Information users, like data analysts, perform error

correction differently than the other correction locations.
The main objective of the information users is to interact

with the basic data through the information. The user then

integrates the information provided by the system with other
external information that will affect the current operation

or future plans of the organization.

As the information user performs his basic objective

of inateracting with the information system, the user can

provide an error cozrection function. The error correction

capability is available through the information displays
used by the information user. The information received by

the user is either aggregations of the basic data or mathe-

matical algorithms using the basic data. While the informa-
tion user does not observe the actual data collected, only
the information derived from the data, the user is neverthe-

less acquainted with the data elements used to produce the

required information.

The errors available for correction by the informa-
tion user are two kinds. The first type of errors are
associated with information products of the systom The

second kind are detectable errors not corrected, but asso-

ciated with the products of the user. In both cases the
user acts as an external audit of the information system.

In correcting errors associated with information

products, the user acts in the same manner as the data

analyst. However, the user has more knowledge of the infor-

mation needs associated with his responsibility. With this
additional knowledge, the user's role in error correction istI

I
I
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that of information correction. That is, he is responsiblef-
for obtaining the correct data elements and correct metho-

dology for transforming the data into usable information.

The second role of the information user is to correct
detectable errors presented in his output. Since the user
does not generally see the actual data, the error correction
is via the information presented. This means the correction

is more general than that of other correction locations.

In using the information, the user has some expecta-
tions about what the analysis of the information will show.
If deviations from this expectation begin to show up, the
user will question the data behind the information. In this

manner, the data analysts are alerted to the problem. One
solution to the problem may be erroneous data. While erron-

eous data may be one solution or cause of the variation in

output, the information users have the ability to search out
all the causes of such variation to improve the accuracy and

usefulness of the system.

The level of the information user plays an important
role in his ability to correct data through the information

products. In general, the lower a user is in the organiza-
tion, the closer he is to the actual data. That is, the

less aggregaLe the information product is for his management

•I responsibilities, the closer the user comes to performing

Il the same role as the data analysts in the error correction

process. The opposite is true when the user is high in the
organizational structure; the less direct correction the

user is able to perform.

i Irrespective of the user's location, an informal role
II can and should be performed by the user in the error correc-

tion process. Whether the procedures are direct correction
as in the case of the lower organization users, or indirect

and by inference as with the higher organizational users,

the user participation is required to complete the error de-
-,J• tection and correction process,.iLi

14
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Summary

Error correction procedures are available at all 1o-

cations within the information system. The procedures to be

used by each location can be separated into four general

classes.

The first class of procedures is that which has

direct association with the source form and the data gener-

ator, using the knowledge of the data generator and system

procedures. The second class involves the source forms and

their interface with the system hardware, beginning with the

transfer of the data from source documents into machine

readable form. The procedures available for this class go

beyond those available at the first class by adding some

computer-aid-programs, cross-reference, and relationship

files to the procedures.
The third class goes beyond the second by adding more

reference files for use in "exact" correction. In addition,11 the third class includes the methodology for performing
approxima..e corrections based on statistical inference and

decision rules concerning error priority and data worth.

The fourth class of correction procedures is proce-

dures associated with the system products. While some of

the proc ý4ures are associated with the data directly, sev- I
eral are associated with the information content. The latter

-'rovide correction to the information products as opposed toI I the basic data elements collected. The correction of the
information products by the users provides feedback to the

other data correction locations. This enables the system to

improve the correction procedures to the basic data as well

as providing improvements in system performance to the users.

The error correction procedures discussed in thisI
chapter provide a framework into which detailed detection

and correction procedures clan be established. In addition,

the concept of error priority was described as a necessary
ingredient in determining how much correction should be

accosmplished. I
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The one remaining ingredient, cost, is the subject of

the next chapter. The relationship between cost, priority,

data worth, and error detection and correction procedures

should form a set of principles. These principles will

enable the system manager or system designer to provide the

system users with information that is more accurate and more

usable than ever before.

-i
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THE CONMIC OFCHAPTER VI

THE ECONOMICS OF ERROR DETECTION AND CORRECTION

J-I Introduction

Cost is a major concern in performing any function of

an organization. The real costs are both direct and implied.

In many cases the costs of participating in a venture does

not follow "hat would be considered good business practices.

These costs are charged to something referred to as the "cost

of doing business." Such a term is equated to an utility

which states that the lack of such participation may be more

costly to the organization than the cost of participating.

The cost is not from the "good" that will be derived from

the venture, but from the "bad" that may result if one does

not participate.
In many cases computer based information systems fall

into the same category. That is, beginning a management

information system which is computer based and will require
1

a total systems approach to the organization. The major

cost of such a system falls under the account of the "cost

of doing business."
A part of the cost in developing information systems

is the cost of detecting and correcting errors in the infor-

mation system. There are two major costs of errors: the
first is the actual cost of performing the error detection
and correction. The second cost, which can be far greater

than the first, is the cost associated with not doing the

necessary detection and correction. If emphasis is placed

K1 Ijohn Dearden, "How to Organize Information Systems,"
Harvard Business PRview, (March/April 1965), p. 65.
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on having the proper amount of detection and correction,

then the cost associated with not doing the necessary detec-

tion and correction can be eliminated or greatly reduced.

There are many examples of elaborate information sys-

tems which collect a great deal of data. Yet the informa-

tion derived from the data precludes the use of the informa-

tion in the decision process. This is mainly because the

system as originally designed provided one level of manage-
ment with information designed for use by another level.

In other cases, the systems are allowed to wander through

the organization with little top management direction.2

Regardless of whether an information system is oper-

ating at the right level with the right direction, as the

error content of the information becomes unacceptable, the
system ceases to function. Very seldom does the system

cease to exist. When the system is not functioning properly,

it becomes a burden to management and an added source of cost
to the organization.

To reduce the chance of an information system becomirk_
obsolete via the data accuracy problem, this chapter will

outline some of the variables associated with the process of

error detection and correction. In particular, the chapter

will describe classes of error detection and correction pro-

cedures and the variables that account for the cost in im-
plementing the procedures.

Information systems can take many forms as to hard-
ware and complexity of operation. Therefore, no attempt

will be made to associate numbers to the cost of the vari-

ables -- only the relationships will be described. Each
designer/manager will be required to determine the actual

costs as they apply to their particular system.

iDearden, op. cit., pp. 133-134.

2 John T. Garrity, "Top Management and Computer
Profits," Harvard Business Review, (July-August 1963).

( )

________
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The Elements of Costs

The previous section suggested two major kinds of
costs associated with the error detection and correction

procedures. The first is the cost incurred by the system
itself. These are the fixed and variable costs of having
an information system. The second are those costs than can

be incurred by the organization through erroneous and im-
proper use of the information in the various decision making

processes.

Fixed Costs

The fixed costs associated with error detection and
correction are defined as those costs incurred in maintain-

ing total system integrity, irrespective of the amount of
formal control over data accuracy. Included in these costs
are those one time expenditures (initial investment costs)

required to obtain a given error detection and correction
"capability. Examples of such costs include internal audit
procedures, system analysis of the information requirements

of the users, and the cost of computer hardware allocated
to the correction and detection function. Examples of one

time costs would include initial computer programming devel-
opment, file conversion (if solely for error detection and

correction), and the cost of developing reference manuals
and detection devices.

Variable Costs

Variable costs are those that are directly associated

with the continuous development and operation of the error

detection and correction function. Examples include in-

creased personnel costs, computer programming changes, file
maintenance, continuous training and manual updating and
distribution costs. Increased computer operating costs and

,.\_3the purchase of additional computing capacity that varies
with the degree of detection and correction are further ex-

amples of variable cost. However, if all of the increased

capacity will be utilized solely by the detection and cor-
rection function, then its cost becomes a fixed cost.

F
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On the other hand, if existing capacity is availablel

the cost would be a variable cost computed as a machine hour

cost against the detection -nd correction procedure. In

either case, there is a computer cost to this procedure, and

it should be borne by the system. The same is true for ref-

erence manuals that are placed outside the technical areas

where they were designed to operate. The extra cost of dis-

tribution and printing should be considered part of the cost

of error detection and correction.

The Components of Cost

In the aggregate, the costs can be distributed to:

(1) personnel, (2) equipment and communications, and (3)

data requirements of the procedures. Requirements for per-

sonnel and equipment are easily understood. Communication

requirements include all of the reference material as well

as the manuals and methods of communicating either the in-

formation needed for the procedures or instructions concerni

ing the procedures. These are in addition to the usual mean-

ing of communication as a means of transferring data from

one location to another location. The data cost includes

all the file conversions, data file generations, file

maintenance and data collection needed for the various

procedures.

In each error detection and correction procedure the

three costs mentioned previously are present. The elements

that comprise the three costs will vary with the procedures

from the simple to the complex. In some procedures the cost

will be depicted by data checkers, desks and working space

and catalogs, while for other procedures the cost elements

will include programmers, computers, tape files, and com-

munication lines.

The Classes of Error Detection
and Correction Procedures

In order to determine the cost of the error detection

and correction procedures, the necessary resource elements
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used in the procedures need to be described. While it is

not possible to describe the actual cost associated with the

procedures, it is possible to delineate the resource ele-

ments that comprise the procedures. These resource elements
are then the candidates of additional costs to the

organization.

Rather than outlining the elements for each error de-

tection and correction procedure, it seems reasonable to
discuss the procedures through a classification scheme. The

classification scheme that seems most appropriate is one

that separates the procedures by the major kinds of resource
elements used in the procedures.

The classes that will be used are:

I. System-manual Procedure Class

These are procedures primarily instituted
through system manuals. This class is con-
cerned with the development and up-grading of
more precise methods and procedural techniques
at all levels of the operating system. In
general, the greatest effort is placed at the
lowest level of the system where the data are
generated.

2. Manual-visual Procedure Class

This class is composed of data checkers
and similar personnel for manual-sight
verification of the data relying on system
knowledge. In addition, the use of catalogs
and reference material would be available
for detecting and correcting errors through
manual techniques.

3. Manual-EAM Procedure Class
Included in these procedures are internal

audit procedures at different locations with-
in the systems such as at the keypunch loca-
tion. In general, these procedures involve
the use of the source form and machine read-
able data as a check on the accuracy of the
data being forwarded. The results of the
audit procedures are used to develop new or
re-emphasize current error detection and cor-

C)• rection procedures. In addition, there are
procedures that involve the capability of the
EAM equipment in data admissibility and
validation checking.
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4. Computer-aided Validation/Admissibility
Procedures

This class of procedures uses a computer
program, internal decision rules and the
machine readable records. That is, relation-
ships between data elements of the same rec-
ord, and simple independent checks about the
data elements such as structure and composi-
tion are of prime importance.

5. Computer-aided Statistical Procedures

This class of procedures uses either sta-
tistical inference or probability techniques
for estimating the presence of errors. Cor-
rection is also accomplished by statistical
procedures where the errors were detected by
these or other procedures.

6. Computer-aided Table Look-up Procedures

These procedures require table look-up
files for use in making comparisons. Here
the files are maintained within the program
and updated through changes in the program
and its internal decision rule logic.
7. Computer-aided Master File and Cross-

Reference Table Procedures

These procedures use master files and
cross-reference files maintained by the in-
formation system in the error detection and
correction function.

a. Single relationship master file look-
up procedures --

These are procedures that require the
use of master and cross-reference files.
However, the depth of detection and correc-
tion is limited to independent and simple
joint code set relationships.
b. Multiple relationship master file

procedures --

These are procedures that require the
use of master and ancillary files to de-
tect or correct complex multiple data
element relationships.

Resource Elements
I

Not all elements associated with the error detection

and correction procedures are easy to quantify. In many

I cases the elements include such resources as training,

__________ ____
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adaptability and desire on the part of the system personnel.

For these cases, the explicit identification of the elements

will be useful to the system designers and managers. Where

the elements can be quantified, the system designers and

managers will be able to associate the cost of that resource

element to the system environment in which he is working.

Elements of System-Manual Procedures

The resource elements of this class of procedures are
mainly one-time costs associated with implementation, or for

on-going systems a revision effort to the system manuals.

While the procedures are simple, they do require formal

documentation and testing before implementation. The re-

source elements associated with this class of procedures

include:
1. Training -- This concerns the training of data

generators and supervisors in the formal procedures that are

to be implemented. While any information system will require

training, the introduction of formal error detection and

correction procedures will increase the initial training re-

quirements as well as periodic refresher and modification
training.M

2. Procedural integration -- Integration at the data

generation locations includes the actual procedure writing,
examples or actual forms or displays for detecting the
errors, the procedures for correcting the detectable errors,

and manual preparation. The one time cost of providing ex-

plicit, yet simple procedures, will provide the basic build-

ing block for the formal error detection and correction

procedures throughout the system.

3. Error detection and correction aids -- Of prime

importance in providing adequate training and indoctrination

is the development of aids. While the aids could be dis-

cussed under training, they are more in the nature of inde-

[) pendent aids that each location should develop for improving

their detection and correction capability. Since the aids

are tailored to specific locations, basic guidelines should
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be established by the system designer or system manager to

insure consistency and coverage.

4. Communication resources -- The basic requirements

for communications are within a data generation location.

The more compact each location is, the less resources re- |

quired to implement and perform the error detection and cor-

rection function. When the system procedures involve source

data recording on data collection forms, the communications
requirements will include the necessary devices to collect

the data within a data generation location.
In system applications where automatic source

data collection is used, there is an additional requirement
for communication back to the data generators. This feed-

back from the supervisor will provide the means of informing

the data generator of errors detected and corrected by the
supervisor.

5. Equipment resources -- Equipment resources, like

communication resources, depend bn system complexity. For
data collected through source data forms, the equipment re- V
quirements are minimal. The resources that are available
for system operation will, in general, be sufficient to pro-

vide the additional capability need for the detection and

correction procedures. The use of automatic source data
collection procedures will, however, increase the equipment

requirements. The increase will be through devices that
will enable the recorder as well as the supervisor to enact

the required procedures.

Manual-Visual Procedures

Manual-visual procedures overlap tnose of the system-
manual procedures through the role of the supervisor and

data checker. The resource elements associated with these

procedures would include:

1. Training -- Providing the necessary training pro-

gram for the data checkers. In general, this could be

approached as a two-phase training plan, conducted at the ( }
data checker work area. The first phase would include sys-
tem training as to the objectives and importance of the

_________ ________________ _____________________
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system and the specific job of error detection and correc-

I Ition. The second phase of on-the-job training would con-

tinue until a required level of competence was reached.

This resource element would be a continuous cost to the

j system. The cost would vary in relation to the data

checker turnover rate and increased system workload.

2. Procedural integration -- The cost of procedural

integration for this class requires the preparation of de-
tailed instructions to the data checkers as to the proper

use of each procedure. Such instructions would include the
detection and correction methods to be performed within the

data checker location. Similarly, detailed instructions on
the interface with the data checkers in returning detected

errors for correction to the data generators are necessary.

Since the system is dynamic, the procedures as well as the

instructions concerning the procedures will be changing.

S ) This will cause a continuous cost in maintaining and updating

the procedures at the data checker location.

3. Detection and correction aids -- Resource re-

quirements for aids to be used with this class of procedures

involve such visual aids as check lists, table look-ups,

tailored tables, reference documents and catalog files. In

addition, the use of hardware aids such as templates, desk

adding machines, and calculators would be needed. The

initial distribution of aids would be part of the fixed

costs; catalog material would be a continuous cost to system

operation.

4. Communication resources -- The communication re-

sources are related to the geographic location of the data

checkers to the data generators since the greatest interac-

tion is between these two locations. The number of docu-

ments returned to the data generators and the degree of

corrections provided by the data checkers will affect the

size of the communication network. Response time will be

affected by the distance between the two locations and the

specific communication equipment used.

_______________ ______________________________ _________________________________
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5. Equipment resources -- The basic equipment re-

quirements are those of office and administrative space nec-

essary for the function. The amount of such equipment will

vary with the volume of input, the number of data checker A
stations at each location and the number of locations.

6. Personnel -- The need for data checkers is solely

a requirement of the error detection and correction procedures

and a variable cost to the system. The required number of

checkers at each location depends on the depth of detection
and correction required as well as the volume of data re-

ceived. The number of documents that can be processed per

day, divided into total expected documents to be received per

day, plus allowances for administrative functions will pro-

vide an estimate of the daily number of data checkers.

Manual-EAM Procedures

Resources for the procedures of this class are gener-
ated through two basic requirements. The first requirement

is the resources needed to perform part of the error detec-

tion and correction audit function. The second are resources

needed to perform error detection and correction at the inter-

face of the data collection form and machine readable pro-

cessing equipment.

1. Personnel requirements -- The personnel needed for

the procedures of this class are of two major kinds: those

technically skilled in data analysis techniques to perform I

the audit function, and the personnel capable of operating

and implementing the procedures requiring the use of EAM
equipment. In the latter case, most of the personnel may be

available and all that is required is training and a small

augmentation of that force. The same availability may not be

true for the data analysts. The analysts' cost would be

charged to the detection and correction function.
2. Equipment requirements -- System equipment require-

ments are determined by the volume of data records that are

processed by these techniques. In general, the use of EAM •
equipment for such detection and correction is faster
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than manual procedures, but many times slower than computer
techniques that would perform the same function. For this

reason alone it would seem profitable to use the excess

capacity of the system equipment already on hand, and limit

the depth of error detection and correction to that capacity.
However, if current EAM capacity is not adequate, the addi-

tional cost is charged to the detection and correction

function.

3. Procedural development -- Resources will be re-

quired for the initial development and implementation of the

procedures. A continuing cost will be associated with main-

taining and updating the various procedures. In connection

with the audit procedures, additional resources will be re-

quired to develop, test, evaluate, and implement new metho-

dology and audit procedures into the system.

Computer-Aided Validation/Admissibility Procedures.

This class of procedures providesthe initial computer-

aided programs to the detection and correction process. The

resources required for this class of procedures include:
1. Personnel -- The personnel resources include pro-

grammers, data analysts, system analysts and operating per-
sonnel. The initial cost of programming perso aiel will be

in writing, testing and debugging of the basic admissibility

relationships. Continuous costs will include the computer
operating personnel to run the programs and programmers to

maintain and update the program in accordance with system

changes. Additional continuous costs would include the data
and system analysts'functions.

2. Equipment resources -- The major cost associated

with equipment resources required by these procedures is the

computer and its components. The computer hours required to

perform the basic admissibility checks of the data depend

on the detection and correction that have preceeded this

) class as well as on the volume of data that is being

processed.

I __ ---- --J
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3. Communication resources -- There are two major

kinds of communication resources expended in this class of

procedures. The first is communication in the fr:rm of feed-

back to the data generators concerning the kinds of error

they are committing. This will be a continuous cost and

vary with the detail and amount of the error feedback re-

ports, The cost of preparing these reports would include

all of the functions concerned with the printing and distri-

bution of the reports.

The second major cost L, associated with the

actual transfer of the data to the computer. If remote

terminals transfer data to a central computer, there will

be an increased capacity requirement for the feedback of

message traffic between the ,computer and the terminal loca-

tions. The feedback traffic will be determined by the depth

of the validation and admissibility checks, and the decision

logic concerning the kinds of errors returned to the termiaol

for correction by the data generator. 4

Computer-Aided Statistical Procedures

This class of procedures involves the use of statis-
tical techniques for detecting errors as well as the use of

statistical techniques for correcting detected errors. The

resource elements of this class of procedures include:
1. Personnel resources -- The personnel resources

include such skills as programmers, system analysts, data
analysts, analytical statisticians, computer operating per-
sonnel and statistical clerks. The programmers required for
these procedures should be knowledgeable in mathematics to
the extent tl,.t they are able to communicate with the sta-

tisticians who are preparing the specific procedures. To
some extent, the same is true for the system and data
analysts. That is, they should understand the meaning of

the results, and be able to implement changes to the pro-
grams when the results indicate such a need.

2. Equipment requirements -- The basic requirement

is for the necessary computer capacity and configuration to

_ _ _
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provide the degree of logic and computational power to carry

out the necessary procedures.
3. Communications requirements -- This requirement

is similar to the requirements and conditions described for

the validation/admissibility procedures, with the added re-
quirement of a possible further distribution of feedback re-

ports. The additional requirement of the feedback reports

would provide to lower level error detection and correction

locations, the new values of the variables to use in their

detection and correction procedures.

4. Procedural development and integration -- The

successful execution of these procedures requires test and
evaluation before implementation. While the resources re-

quired to perform these functions are covered by the person-

nel and equipment costs, there is a need to delineate the

importance of the integration of these procedures.
The importance of the statistical correction pro-

cedure, as a tool for use when detection was provided by a

more exact method, should not be overlooked. It is very

possible that certain kinds of errors would be detected at

a lower level in the system, which could not make the cor-

rection. In such cases the statistical correction proce-
dures may be the only way of obtaining an acceptable value

for the erroneous data element. It is for this reason that

in-depth analysis of the various procedures should be under-

taken to insure the best possible integration of the proce-
dures to be used by the system. 1

5. Data requirement -- Data requirements include

both the data needed by the procedures as well as the data

generated by the procedures. The use of many statistical as
well as probabilistic models requireshistorical data as a

basis from which to generate future values or average cumula-

tive current values. To implement the procedures such data

1 This is not only true for these procedures, but for

procedures of all classes. The statement appears here since
this is the first complex class of procedures that can pro-
vide corrections to elements that were detected earlier by
other means.
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constitute an absolute requirement for the system. The
amount of data required depends on the past records as welt1

as the depth and range of use of these procedures. Once the

procedures are implemented, the data requirements are self-

generated as output of the procedures. The resources re-

quired for the output involve a data handling system ior the
storage and retrieval functions. Such a data handling sys-

tem should be part of the overall data management structure

of the information system.

Computer-Aided Table Look-Up Procedures

These procedures are used to provide depth to the
error detection and correction function. The depth is pro-

vided by tables contained in the computer program that com-

pare new data entering the system to known correct data
contained in the tables. The resource elements for this
class of procedures are similar to those of the other

computer-aided procedures, but Vary in the skills of the
personnel and data requirements.

1. Personnel requirements -- The skills required for

some of the programmers, data analysts and system analysts

must reflect a knowledge of program list techniques and
table sequencing.

2. Data requirements -- The data requirements for

these procedures are of two kinds. The first is the data

associated with the data element code sets that are included

in the tables. The second are the data generated by the
system and data analysts to provide joint relations between
the data elements. In the former case, the data are avail-

able and need only be sequenced according to the program re-

quirements. However, in the latter case, the data will need
to be generated and tested for consistency before it is in-

corporated into the procedures.

L __
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Computer-Aided Master File and Cross-Reference
Procedures

This class of procedures is by far the most complex

4 •and will require the greatest utilization of resources. As

with many of the procedures, this class can be implemented

in phases. The planning for these phases should be well de-
veloped so to minimize the possibility of inefficiencies
through programming, data handling and computer operation.

The procedures will require similar resources to those of

the other computer-aided methods previously described. In

addition, these procedures will require:
1. Personnel requirements -- Additional technical

personnel familiar with the structure, availability, loca-

tion and content of data files obtained from outside the

information system.

2. Computer requirements -- The increased computer

time required to perform these procedures depends on the

Sdata volume and the degree to which such procedures are de-

11 veloped. In very large information systems, one pass of a

amaster file may account for several hours of computer time.

Attempts should be made to be as accurate as possible on the

size, use and organization of such files to insure optimal

use of available computer resources.

3. Communication requirements -- Since the proce-

dures of this class are concerned with computer-aided

methods, the amount of communication required is related to
the degree of centralization of the system. The more cen-

tralized the system, the greaterwillbethekequirement for com-

munications between all of the lower activities and the

central computing facility. This is especially true in a

real-time on-line system where each data generator may be

connected to the central computer.
In the conventional batch processing information

system, the communication requirements would be less for the

-The Social Security computer facility has one master
file that is 2,400 tape reels. This is passed once a month.
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batch processing than for real-time on-line. This is true

as long as all of the master files were located at the cen-

tral facility. However, if the master files were decen-

tralized, with updating responsibility still located at the

central facility, the communications requirement would in-

crease. The increase would be in proportion to: (1) the

number of locations where the files are located; (2) the

frequency of updating the files; and (3) the volume of data

transferred between these locations and the central facility.

4. Data requirements -- The use of master files

places a large requirement on obtaining and maintaining the

data base. In addition to the requirements of organizing

the data in the master files, there can be large resource

requirements for file conversion and file maintenance. Ex-

perience has shown that conversion and maintenance of master

files can be extremely costly.

Many of the files needed for the detection and

correction function are dynamic.' In dynamic files there isl

a constant problem of updating, historical retention and

audit. That is,')novingwhat file changes were made and when the

changes occurred. The need for good data base management

cannot be over-stressed. For this class of procedures, the

two largest costs are contained in the files and the com-

puter, both of which are continuous costs.

There is a large variation in the degree to which

this class of procedures can be used. In the case of a gen-

eral batch processing system which receives the data by way

of source forms, other procedures should be attempted before

a large commitment is made in these procedures. However, in

an on-line real-time system with remote terminal data input,

there is little choice but to allow the computer to perform

all the necessary error detection and correction procedures.

There is one advantage to the on-line real-time system which

helps to minimize the cost of detection and correction.

Most of the detection is provided by the computer, but the

correction is performed by the generator at the terminal.

L In this manner, the computer-aided programs are mainly
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interested in providing or maintaining the detection process

which is somewhat easier to perform.

The Economics of Detection and Correction

It has been shown that error detection and correction

procedures can range from the very simple to the most com-

plex. The degree to which detection and correction proce-
dures are employed is determined by the system's requirement

for accuracy and the resources available to develop and im-

plement the required procedures.

There are various trades-off between the requirements
for accuracy and the costs of providing the accuracy. It

seems reasonable to assume that these relationships would

be similar to that displayed by Figure V.
Figure V has two unique features. The first is that

the left tail cuts the abscissa before it reaches zero.
This means that not all data collected will be in error, and
that without spending any resources for detection and cor-

rection, some part of the data will be accurate.

It is not possible to determine the value where the

cut actually occurs, but one would doubt that the accuracy

of the data would approach the system requirements. In
addition, it should be noted that good system design would

include error prevention procedures which could move the

intercept further to the right.
The second point is that, as the system attempts to

reach 100 percent accurate data, the cost of such accuracy

rises very quicily. That is, one additional unit of accuracy

costs more as the system approaches 100 percent accurate data

than the one additional unit of accuracy costs at the lower

end of the curve. Such a curve suggests that system data
accuracy should be set somewhere between these two extremes.

In addition, the shape of the total cost curve of
Figure V suggests that there are increasing as well as de-

Screasing returns to scale. Again, at the lower end of the

curve, each additional unit of increased accuracy adds less
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Figure V

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ACCURACY AND COST

Total
Cost

Total Cost

I

e
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Accuracy

iThis curve as *ell as the following curve are con-
ceptual in nature, but seem to reflect current literature
concerning the economics of information, i.e., a polynomial
as opposed to a straight linear relationship.
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to total cost than the previous unit. This is due to the
fact that each unit of the resource adds more to the accu-
racy than does the previous unit of resource.

In the upper end of the curve the opposite is truel
here each additional unit of resource adds less to total

accuracy than the previous unit. One reason for this is
that an input resource may be fixed, limited, and

indivisible.
The middle section of the cost curve suggests that

there may be some range where there are constant returns.
That is, an additional unit of the resource adds the same
amount to total cost as the previous unit of resource over

some range of accuracy.
The decision as to the amount of data accuracy to

provide should be based on the economic pricing of the fac-
tors required for obtaining that accuracy. A major factor
is the demand for such accuracy by the system users re-
flected through the worth of the data. That is, what price
per unit of accuracy are the users willing to pay for accu-
rate data? Such a costing procedure suggests that the sys-

tem accuracy requirements should be set at a level equal in
price to the value the users place on the accuracy of the

d; .a in their decision process.
Figure VI displays a curve that may reflect the rela-

tionship between the value and accuracy of data. In Figure
VI the value of data to the user and the accuracy of data
are positively related. This means that the higher the

value of the data, the more accurate the decision maker
wants the data for use in his decision process. The shape
of the curve in Figure VI tends to become asymptotic at a
high value. This suggests that as the data approaches a
maximum value, data accuracy increases rapidly for a small
change in data value.

In addition, the curve may not be continuous as de-

picted by Figure VI. The curve may be similar to a step
function, although still monotonically increasing, with a
value range for each level of data accuracy. If the latter

_ -- -- _ _ 2
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Figure VI

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN VALUE

AND ACCURACY OF DATA1

Data
Accuracy
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ValueofData

1See footnote for Figure V.
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is the case, the users may specify their value requirementsI through such generic terms as bad, fair, good and excellent.
In either case, the relationship between the value of the

data to the users and data accuracy needs to be established.

As an example, consider the situation where inven-

tories are stocked according to a technical estimate as

opposed to actual demand requirements of a reporting system.

For one system the difference between the technician's esti-

mates and the requirements derived from the demand data re-

porting system differed in favor of the demand data system

by a factor of two.

The value of accurate data was determined by the dif-

ference between the amount stocked by the two methods to meet

the system's inventory demands. By using the demand data

system as opposed to the technical estimates, the dollar

amount approximated three-million dollars per inventory loca-

tion. In this specific case, there were forty-one inventory

Assuming that a relationship between valu-.- and accu-

racy of data can be established with the information users,

the relationship between accuracy and cost could be developed

by the system designers. With these two relationships, the

link between what is needed by the users and the costs of

adequately providing that accuracy can be obtained. The rela-

tionships will show the cost of providing the desired degree

of accuracy required by the users, as well as the complete

range of the costs associated with all levels of accuracy.

Given the complete range of costs, the system designer can

provide to the users the cost of any accuracy level. In

fact, when constrained by resources, the designer can provide -

to the users the resulting accuracy levels obtainable from

the available resources.

There are several alternative ways to provide any

given level of accuracy. The problem is to obtain the de-

) sired accuracy at a minimum cost. This means that the pro-

cedures used to obtain the accuracy are either combinations

of several classes of procedures or a single class of
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procedures. The least expensive alternative obviously de-

pends upon the prices of the inputs, and their quantity

needed to obtain the desired accuracy. In fact, the least

cost alternative is given by the rule: a dollars worth of

any resource should add as much to the accuracy as a dollars

worth of any other resource.

The production of accurate data requires various in-

puts to the information system. These inputs as described

earlier in the chapter can be considered as factors of pro-

duction, and are the resources already available or obtain-

able to the organization. If the resources are already

available to the organization, their quantity may not be

adequate to meet the system requirements and more will be

required.

This may also be the case where some of the available

resources are fixed in nature, at least for the short run,

and additional units are not available. Such a constraint

places a limit on the output level of accuracy that can be "

provided through the least cost combination of all the iri-

puts. Independently of whether the resources are currently

available or procured, their use in the detection and cor-

rection process is a cost chargeable to the procedures.

Consider two of the aggregate resources: those of

personnel and computers and/or EAM equipment which were de-

scribed earlier. In this case these are two basic re-

sources associated with the detection and correction proce-

dures of the system. Figure VII displays a set of equal

accuracy curves (isoquants) which states that for each curve

a given level of accuracy can be obtained using various com-

binations of personnel and equipment at each accuracy level.

As one progresses from Curve 1 to Curve 3, the accuracy in-

creases, but with a higher requirement for equipment and

personnel.

While Figure VII gives the relationship between the

units of personnel and equipment needed to obtain a given A•

level of accuracy, there is a need to know the costs of the'

resources. If it is assumed that the ratio of the costs is
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Figure VII

THE ACCURACY PRODUCTION FUNCTION
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two personnel units to one equipment unit, then a total out-

lay curve (isocost) can be drawn at that ratio for the two

resources. The point of tangency between the outlay curve

and the desired accuracy will be the minimum cost point for

the combination of resources to meet that accuracy level. 1

Figure VIII repeats Figure VII with such an outlay

curve superimposed over the isoquants.

The outlay curves of Figure VIII are parallel lines

that give the ratio of prices between personnel and equip-

ment. Line AB is tangent to Curve 2 at point 0 . Such a

tangency then states that the amount P1 , and E1 are the

units of personnel and equipment, respectively, that should

be used to meet the accuracy requirements of Curve 2.

The Effect of Constraints on the Cost of
Accuracy

A previous discussion describes the justification for

the relationship between the resources, the accuracy levels

and, by example, a method for determining the value of accu-

rate data to the user. However, the question of how much

error detection and correction can be performed is based on

the cost of doing the detection and correction. The more

efficient the information system and the fewer constraints A

placed on the system by the users, the better the system can

meet the accuracy requirements at lower costs. That is, the

available resources and the procedures can be integrated in

a manner that is less costly when the constraints imposed by

the users'are general, rather than when the constraints are

specific.

An example of such a specific constraint would be the

order in which output reports are to be generated. It is

quite possible that the order chosen by the users places re-

struction on the system manager that requires duplication of

several detection and correction procedures. Such duplica-

tions increase the cost of providing a given level of

ijames M. Henderson and Richard E. Quandt. Microeco-
nomic Theory - A Mathematical Approach (New York: McGraw-
Hill Book Company, 1958), p. 14. The mathematical proof is
developed.
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Figure VIII
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accuracy and actually cause the accuracy level to be less

than optimal for the resources that are being spent.

While the need for such a specific ordering of the

output may be required by the user, the system designer

should make the user aware of the cost of such a require-

ment. From a cost-effectiveness point of view, the user can
determine whether the requirement is justified in light of

the additional cost.

In general, the system designer should provide the

various alternatives to the system users. The users should
not be expected to suggest alternatives but should become

aware of the cost of the specific requirements and possible

alternatives that are less costly. However, the alterna-

tives must still meet the users'information requirements in

a timely fashion.
In most cases the value of data to users changes from

data element to data element as well as from user to user.

This is more the rule than the exception. The system de-

signer therefore, must decide what level of accuracy should

prevail for each of the data elements. It is quite possible
and reasonable to assume that some data elements are easier

to bring to a given level of accuracy than other elements. 4
This may require the system designer to perform the cost

analysis at the data element level rather than the system
level. If this is the case, the previous analysis will

still hold for obtaining the relationships between the user,

the value of the data and data accuracy.

Estimating the Cost-Output Relation

In the development of an integrated information sys- I
tem within an organization, some of the resources will be

shared by the different components of the system. The

sharing of these resources provide additional constraints on
the system, especially for those resources that are costly

such as the computer. If the present computer capacity is
not adequate to meet desired accuracy, the costs of obtain-

ing the additional capacity may be more per unit than
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the current capacity. This is true mainly because the re-

source cannot be obtained in the exact kind or number of

units needed for the desired accuracy. Such a case is quite

possible when new procedures are incorporated into any on-

going systems.

A Currently Operating Information System

To implement additional error detection and correc-

tion procedures in a current operating system forces con-

straints on the kind of procedures that can be implemented.

In the short run most of the resources are fixed and the

system can only increase the accuracy of the data by varying

the amounts of the variable resources that can be obtained.

The fixed resources are in the area of equipment that has

already been rented or purch-ased, programmed, and allocated
to the various locations within the organization. Since
such equipment has already been allocated, and since the

system is in operation, the current availability of both

computer capacity and programming talent for developing

computer-aided detection and correction procedures could be

quite limited.

Consider the case where the computer capability
throughout the information system is at capacity. However,

other personnel (non-programming) can be obtained to perform
error detection and correction of less complexity than the

computer-aided procedures.
In this case the computer is a fixed cost to the

organization. As a fixed cost, the average fixed cost (AFC)

per unit of output decreases as the capacity of the computer

is reached. Figure IX displays this relationship.
The computer is but one of the resources that is

fixed during the short run. In addition, programmers, sys-
tem analysts and data analysts are also fixed to a certain

extent. This is especially true if the requirement for ob-

taining the resources specifies the need for knowledge con-

cerning the current system operation, procedures and programs.
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Figure IX

COMPUTER COSTS PER UNIT OF OUTPUT
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Since a majority of the costs are fixed, there are

fewer alternatives open to the system manager for improving
the accuracy of the information system. Assuming the com-

puter is operating at capacity, the amount of error detec-
tion and correction that can be implemented must be obtained

by:

1. Some reallocation of current resources, or

2. By increasing the efficiency of the cur-
rent operations, or

3. Obtaining additional units of the variable

resources.

In any case, the majority of the procedures that will

be implemented during the short run will be those that re-

quire very little of the fixed, already fully committed re-
sources. Since such resources are not available to the

system manager, the short term implementation must use the

detection and correction procedures that are comprised of

variable costs. These include system procedural changes,

and the procedures associated with the data generator, the

data checker, and the keypunch locations.

Figure X displays the situation where a constraint is
placed on the amount of equi7. rnt that is available for use

in the detection and correction process. Assume that the
equipment is being operated with "perfect efficiency" and no

increase in efficiency is possible. To increase the accu-

racy level from Curve 2 to Curve 3, additional personnel
resources on the amount of AB would be required.

Since the curves of Figure X are isoquants, the cost
of providing the accuracy of Curve 3 is greater than would

be necessary if the proper amount of equipment resources

were available. The additional cost can be measured by the
difference between the total outlay curve (isocost) that is
tangent to accuracy level 3 and a total outlay curve asso-

ciated with point D . When this difference is known, the

users must then determine if these variable costs associated
with the increased accuracy are acceptable when equated to
the value of data for their decision process.
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Figure X
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If the fixed equipment capability is greater than that

allocated to the detection and correction process, the in-

creased cost of obtaining the variable resources may require
the system management to reevaluate their priorities concern-

ing the allocation of equipment. The new allocation could

come about if the increased costs were unacceptable to the

information users, while the minimum cost of producing the

required accuracy by the optimal combination was acceptable
to the users.

Up to this point the equipment (mainly the computer

complex and communications network) has been considered a

fixed cost to the information system. However, the equipment

could be considered as a variable cost to the information

system, although owned by the organization. In this case the

information system is but one user of the computer complex.

Keeping to the short run, the system manager would use the

same analysis, except the constraint on the equipment would

be removed. The information system manager would purchase

the additional capacity equal to the isocost line associated

with the given accuracy level required. In fact, using Fig-

ure X, the system manager will expand from one accuracy level
to the next along a line connecting the points of tangency of

the isoquants and the isocost lines.

Such an analysis assumes that the total requirements

for error detection and correction does not exceed the equip-

ment calc 4 ty of the total organization. In addition, the

price of the computer to the error detection and correction

process does not increase as full capacity is reached and

the resource becomes a scarce input.

The Design of a New Information System

In the previous section the cost of error detection

and correction were determined by the current configuration

of the information system. Most of the resources were fixed

and fully committed. The system manager was required to use

procedures that did not minimize the cost of the detection
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and correction process. Furthermore, the depth and range of

the error detection and correction were not sufficient to

meet the system requirements for accuracy.
However, in the case of planning, designing and imple-

menting detection and ccrrection procedures into a new system,

the constraints on fixed resources are removed and the re-

sources are considered variable. That is, the new system can

select the proper size facility to meet the accuracy require-

ment at the minimum cost. Such an analysis is different from

the previous case where the system was required to operate

within a set of facility constraints. In this type of analy-

sis the designer is attempting to find that level of accuracy

(output) that is minima) for all possible accuracy levels of

interest to the organization.

New technology is one of the major causes for the eco-

nomics of increasing returns to scale. The responsibility of

evaluating the different sizes of the operation to find the

most economical size for the system requirement belongs to

the system designer.

Figure XI displays the relationship between required

accuracy (output) cost. The long-run average cost (LAC) de-

picts the path for the system designer to follow in his

planning. The IAC curve shows the minimum cost for any out-

put. For this reason the IAC is often referred to as the

"planning curve" of the organization.
In Figure XI, the LAC is tangent to the lower portions

of the short-run average cost curves (SAC) and the LAC forms

an envelope of the SAC curves. Clearly, the proper system to

acquire depends on the accuracy requirement (output).

For example, if the accuracy requirements can be met

from a system with a short run cost reflected by SAC, then

that system should be installed. However, if the accuracy

requirements approach point C , then the system reflected

by SAC should be installed.

The objective is to reach the system which will pro-

vide the optimal output which includes the required accuracy.f-1
That is, the capacity of the optimal system (minimum point of-lI

ro
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Figure XI
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the LAC), may be greater than the actual accuracy require- 1

ritents. Yet the costs of the system reflected through the

short-run costs of the optimal LAC system are less than the

short-run costs for any other system that could be installed.

Summary

The chapter has described in general economic terms

the costs associated with error detection and correction.

Two main points were made. First, there is a need to obtain

a relationship between accuracy and data worth or value from

the system users. The level of the accuracy determines the i
amount of resources that will be required. The consumption

of resources incurs costs to the system. The cost incurred

by the system can be considered a fixed cost or a variable

cost. Using equipment cost as an example, two situations
were described. That is, the computer cost was first con-

sidered as a fixed cost, and then considered as a variable I
cost.

The second main point is that the detection and cor-

rection procedures can be classified by their complexity and

resource requirements. In describing the various classes of

procedures, three main resources were considered. The re-
sources included the kind of personnel needed, the effect of
the procedures on equipment and communications, and the data

requirements of the procedures. In discussing these three

aggregated resources, the attempt was made to include both

quantitative as well as non-quantitative aspects of the re-

sources. In this manner it was hoped that the cost informa-

tion on the non-quantitative elements would be of some

importance to the reader.
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i CHAPTER VII

DATA AGGREGATION FOR MANAGEMENT REPORTS

Introduction

The collection of data in itself does not produce

useful information to management for decision making. To

be useful, the data must be organized into arrays that have

meaning to the users in their decision process. Early in

the design of an information system, when the requirements

for data elements to be collected are formulated, preliminary

displays for the data should be developed. Important to the

development of the displays is an understanding of the inter-

action and aggregation of the data in the decision process.
This chapter will discuss some of the problems associated
with data aggregation in management reports, with specific

attention given to the accuracy of the data and its effect

on management reports.

The Effect of Data Aggregation

In the aggregation of any data, some information is

lost. The amount of the information lost can be attributed

to several factors. These include the accuracy of the data

themselves, the computational methods used in the aggrega-

tion process and the amount of data aggregated.

To understand how such factors affect aggregation,

consider an example from the maintenance environment. Here
the concern is on the mean time between failures (MTBF), as

an estimate of reliability for a given piece of equipment.

The first factor affecting the aggregation is the
population of the equipment. More specifically, the number

-173-
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of units that failed for which the data were collected

affects the aggregation. A small sample of such equipment

failures may provide incorrect estimates. More seriously,

several of the observations may be on the same unique piece

of equipment which would suggest that the sample is biased

towar&^ c:. highly sporadic piece of equipment.

The second factor, computational methods, enters when

the mathematical formula are applied to the observations.

As the observations are divided and multiplied, additional

digits are generated. These digits are dropped off the

computation, thereby creating a rounding error. If each

obsesvation from the example were rounded by as much as one

unit of time, the resulting solution could be quite

inaccurate.

The third factor, data accuracy, enters as the basic

element in the computation. If errors in the recorded data

are not corrected or at least detected and marked as errors,

the solution could bL quite inac6urate. Consider an incor-

rect data entry of 100 hours for equipment operating time
4i when the actual number was 10.0 hours. Such a large error,

depending on the sample size, would bias the solution.

While this example is specific in the maintenance world, the

errors that can be generated by these factors are common to

all information systems.

The process of eliminating the effect of data in-

accuracies as well as minimizing the effects of the other

factors involved in aggregation is to understand their in-

teractive relationships. As a result, knowledge is gained

concerning tho direction as well as the amount of bias

associatod with the various aggregations.

Pgo Acctgracy in Management Reports

Iii idosvilaping data displays for management there is

ititt-wIt lpit-ry little attempt made to include some statement

i iti wh i it v,' Lraefy of the report. It is generally

'i1• i I l•n ,' rmport in 100 percent accurate, and in many4"P

I1111 I ,i0p the derision maker or 'his analysts
, 0 ,• , titil 91 M|IL~~r~i flr t arrror.
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Generally the error is due to da..a inaccuracy rather

than an inaccuracy in computation, especially if the computa-

tions are not complex. The severity of the error will

affect the future usefulness of the report to the decision

maker and his decision process. The more severe the error,

the less faith the decision maker has in the information

presented in the report. Finally, a point is reached where
the report is completely ignored by the decision maker.

Since it is impossible to eliminate all errors from

the report, there is a need to communicate to the decision

maker or his analysts information concerning the direction
and degree of these inaccuracies. In report aggregations,

the data elements will generally fall into two classes:

independent and dependent elements.

Independent Data Elements

Independent data elements are defined as those ele-

ments that are context free, where the context is described
as a general category of the information system. Examples

include a ship name, equipment name, location, and major

organization divisions, etc. These are the data elements
that are considered the major characteristics on which data

are aggregated. It is these data elements that provide the

user with the first insight of report accuracy.

What can be done to increase this report accuracy?

In general, two approaches are required. The first is a

substantial error detection and correction routine to elimi-

nate as many as possible of the errors. In general, the

errors associated with these data elements can be both de-

tected and corrected. This is possible since most indepen-

dent data elements are known in advance and files can be

orga.,'zed to check on their accuracy.
The second method of providing for more accurate data

in this class is to provide each detectable error with an

error "flag". Such a "flag" would eliminate the record from

any management report where that data element was a param-

eter of the report. In this manner detected but not corrected

errors would be eliminated from the reports.
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In order to inform management of the fact that not
all records were used, a method of presenting such statistics"WI0i
should be available in the report. One such method would be

to include in the report the number of records scanned, those

records eliminated because of a detected error and those rec-

ords that were in error, but corrected. Such statistics would

give the decision maker some indication of the completeness

associated with the data contained in the report. Other

methods could be developed in a similar fashion to inform

the decision maker of record counts or percent of coverage
that is displayed in the report.

Since these data elements are independent and are, in

general, the major categories by which the reports are organ-

ized, they function as control data elements and, in turn,

should be controlled. The procedures used in the aggrega-

tion, therefore, require that the highest control be the most

accurate, since aggregations below it will not require the

same degree of accuracy. This is illustrated by the fact

that the further up a hierarchical structure one moves, the

less detail that is needed by that level.

Consider the following hierarchical example; the major

control is the plant, of which there are four; within each

plant there are fourteen departments; within each department

there is equipment. This equipment consumes maintenance re-

sources, man-hours and spare parts, both of which can be
transformed into dollars. The report as to display the

maintenance costs by department, by plant and by the organi-

zation. Further, assume that the data are collected against

the equipment. In order to produce the report, all equip-

ment which consumed resources are organized by department

for each of the plants.
Consider the situation where an equipment code is in

error, yet the department and plant are easily identified

and known to be correct. The question of concern is whether

the record should be eliminated since the resources consumed

cannot be tied to the specific equipment. It would seem 4

that the record is both valid and of concern to the decision
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maker since it represents a cost to the organization even
if it cannot be attached to a specific equipment. Incorpor-

ating all the valid costs requires that records which have
errors in specific combination be accepted by the decision

rules, while other records containing errors are not accepted.
The major point of the above example is that data rec-

ords known to be in error contain information that is useful
and important. These records should not automatically be

eliminated from the system if a uncorrectable error is con-

tained within the record.

Dependent Data Elements

Dependent data elements differ from independent data

elements in the sense that the dependent elements are usually

the object of the report. That is, they are the elements

that the decision maker is interested in controlling within

and between the independent elements. Since the major
separation or divisions are on the independent elements, the

aggregation of the dependent elements becomesa function of

the hierarchy of the report. While the same factors that

affect the aggregation of independent elements affect the

dependent elements, the aggregation of an uncorrectable error

is not accepted in the same manner.
Consider the example that was described earlier con-

cerning plants, departments and resources consumed on equip-

ment. In that example it was suggested that records should

not be eliminated from the data file if one of the indepen-

dent elements of the record was in error. In the case of
the dependent data elements, the element must be correct, in-

dependent of the level to which the report is aggregated.

This means that errors in the dependent data elements are

more important to management than the independent elements.
As such, these elements should receive more importance in

the error detection and correction procedures.

The error detection and correction procedures used

for dependent data elements tend to be statistical in nature

for both the detection and the correction. Being statistical
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procedures, the detection methods allow for some variation i

the recorded data elements, while the correction methods pro-

vide an expected or average value for the data element.

The Use of Uncorrected Data Elements

In aggregating data for management reports, the gener-

al theme has been to use the procedures of the accountant.

That is, the report is composed of the sum of lower levels of

data. If this process is used, the resulting report contains

totals and sub-totals that balance. Such a procedure elimi-

nates data and information that could be important to the

decision maker, since it requires all of the data to be accu-

rate at all the levels of the report.

Most management information systems are organized to

maintain both historical and current data. The data are

maintained in a record format for ease in data retrieval.

That is, the entries on one record contain all the data about

a specific operation. These records are then maintained in "

file by either a subject or time ordering. When this proce-

dure is followed and the acco ntant's method is used, the

data selected from the file for a report contain only those

records that are error free. In fact, the file itself may

contain only records that are 100 percent correct. The other

records are discarded because of the known errors. Such a

procedure does not provide management with all the informa-

tion available to the organization from the data collected.

Consider the example discussed earlier concerning the

four plants. Assume each record contained the independent

data elements: plant, department and equipment and several

dependent elements. Assume one of the dependent data ele-

ments pertained to the resources consumed by the lowest inde-

pendent element which is the equipment. If each of the data

elements could be considered correct or incorrect, there

would be sixteen possible combinations of the four data ele-
ments, the plants, the departments, the equipment, and the "

resources consumed.
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Table III displays the sixteen possible combinations.

If the accountant's procedure was used, then only the first

combination would be acceptable. There are, however, other

combinations that are acceptable depending on the level of

aggregation.

There are comoinations that are not acceptable and

these are the ones which contain an error in the resource
data element. If these errors are not correctable, the com-

binations are not acceptable. Yet management should be told,

as part of the report, something about the magnitude of these

errors. When these combinations are eliminated, the remain-

ing combinations all contain information that is important to

management.

Consider a series of reports, the lowest report di-

rected to the department heads, a second report to the plant

heads, and a third report sent to the d..vision heads, a

fourth report sent to the executive office of the organiza-

tion. The reports would consist of the following

combinations:

For the department heads -- combinations one, four,

five, and eleven; for the plant heads -- combinations one,

three, five, and ten; for the division head -- combinations

one, three, four, and nine. Finally for the executive
officer of the organization, combination fifteen would be

added to the other seven of the three other levels.

To implement such an aggregation procedure requires

that the detection and correction methods include a means of

indicating when a detected uncorrected error exists in the

data file. With this knowledge report, generation programs

can be written which will incorporate the maximum amount of

data in the report.

Data Precision in Uncorrected Data

In the previous section an aggregation procedure was

described which used correct data that were contained in a

record where some of the required independent data elements

were in error. The intent was to show that data aggregation

may depend on a record concept to obtain and describe the
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Table III

TRUE-FALSE TABLE FOR DATA AGGREGATIONS

Depart- Equip-
Plants ments ments Resource

T T T T

2. T T T F

3. T T F T

4. T F T T

5. F T T T

6. T T F F

7. T F T F

8. F T T F

9. T F F T

10. F T F T

11. F F T T

12. T F T F

13. F F T F

14. F T F F

15. F F F T

16. F F F F

4•

I Ii
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information. However, all of the data elements of the rec-

ord need not be error free for each level of the report.
The procedure increases the information made avail-

able to the decision maker, as well as the utilization of

the correct data in the data bank. Nevertheless, there re-

mains a question concerning the individual recorded data

elements that are uncorrectable. In the case of the inde-

pendent data elements, after all correction procedures have

been exhausted, there is little that can be accomplished.

For those cases it would be best to discard the uncorrected

data element. in discarding the data element from the rec-

ord, a code should be placed in that data field of the rec-

ord. The code is used to indicate that the element recorded

was in error. It could not be corrected and was discarded.

In the case of dependent data elements, the problem

is of a different nature. Here the statistical methods used

for detection and correction can have a wide variation in

what can be considered acceptable to the data base. There-

fore, the narrower the limits placed on the detection pro-

cess, the fewer the number of extreme values that will be

admitted. In turn, these extreme values will be considered

in error and, where possible, will be corrected to either

an expected value or an average.

In determining the range of values that will be

accepted through the statistical procedures, the limits of

the range may be too large for the required aggregation.

Consider a data element that, through historical data and a

majority of the users, accepts a range of plus and minus

three standard deviations. Assuming normality, the range

would contain 99 percent of the observitions if the true

mean were, in fact, equal to the historical mean used in

developing the range. For particular aggregations, specific

decision makers may require only two standard deviations, or

at least some number less than three standard deviations.

The development of range3 and limits is required

since the dependent data elements are not'corrected by an

exact procedure. In these cases there is a need for an
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indicator or file of data descriptions and declarations to

be maintained separately within the system. In this manner

the necessary information concerning the requirements for

data correction via a detection logic would be available.

The statistical data needed to change the limits on the data

element now accepted as correct would be included. Such a

separate file would allow the decision maker to request data

at any level of precision he desired, remembering that the

precision is based on a statistical average and variance.

For dependent data elements that are uncorrectable,

there is little value in retaining them for use in manage-

ment reports. Such uncorrectable errors should be separated

from the basic data file and used by the data system analysts

to develop new detection and correction methods.

Report Reliability

Earlier discussions alluded to a method of providing

an estimate of report reliability to the user. Such a method

suggested the use of ratios of records or data elements that

were in error to the total of the records scanned to make the

report. The main objective is, however, to convey to the

user a feeling of security or accuracy in using the report

in his decision process.

The procedure by which such a method is presented to

the user depends on the kind of report being received by the

user. There are, in general, three kinds of reports that

will be generated by the system: 1) the periodical report,

2) the time series or cumulative report, and 3) the excep-
tion report. A fourth kind of report which would follow one

of the three basic formats is an on-request report, which is
a special case of the exception report. That is, the on-re-

quest report is initiated by the user, while the exception

report is generated by actions that occur within the infor-

mation system.
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The Periodical Report

The periodical report is based on a common set of

data elements and a fixed time period. Since the sa-Me Cdta

elements are presented in each report, the report user zdn

quickly become familiar with the meaning and use of relia-

bility statistics. The statistics would provide the kinds

of data that enable the decision maker to evaluate the

appropriateness of the report to his decision process. The

statistics would include such data as:

(1) The beginning and ending dates of the
report.

(2) The coverage of the data -- a measure of
the population that the report tends to
include,

(3) The depth of the coverage -- a measure
of the variation between the objectives
in the population.

(4) Individual data element reliability--

a measure of the accuracy of each data
element contained in the report. A sim-
ple procedure would be total number of
observations less error observations re-
jected divided by total number of
observations.

(5) Total report reliability -- an overall
measure of the accuracy of the repo't as
a function of coverage and data element
reliability. This measure could be as
simple as the product of the individual
data element reliabilities and a weighted
average of the coverage of the report.
Other more complex methods could be de-
veloped using such relationships as in-
dependent and dependent data element
joint error distributions derived from
the possible data error combinations
that were suggested by Table III.

The Time Series on Cumulative Reports

The aggregation of data for these reports should re-

ceive the same attention given report statistics in the

periodical reports. In addition, there is a facet of cumu-

lative reports which tends to alarm the users, yet it is the

main objective for obtaining cumulative reports.
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In some classes of periodical reports, attention is

given to "the ten high" trouble items. In a month to month

report there is likely a shifting of the items that are in-

cluded in such a "top ten" list. Decision makers tend to

look at each month separately, especially when the next

monthly report shows that the top critical item of the pre-

vious month has dropped to a lower place in the list. How-

ever, a cumulative report tends to focus on the items that

are always near the top of the list month after month. In

this manner the decision maker can see much more clearly

wnere his energies should be placed with respect to con-

tinuous problem areas illuminated by this kind of report.

Exception Reports

Exception reports are by nature cause and effect

situations, and they require careful computational procedures

for describing an exceptional condition. The report is only

generated when certain limits or bounds are exceeded by the

program decision rules. Therefore, specific attention to

the error detection and correction procedures used in data

aggregation and internal program decision rules are impor-

tant. If the decision logic is complex, in that several

variables are interrelated and one or more are able to cause

an exception report, data statistics are mandatory. Such

statistics will be required by the decision maker in locat-

ing the particular variables that caused the exception.

In order to analyze the exception and reach a course

of action, the decision maker will require additional in-

formation. While the basic information will be contained in

the body of the exception report, the data statistics con-

cerning the report will provide additional information.

Finally the decision maker has the option of returning to

the information system for a more detailed report concerning

the object of the exception report.

In obtaining additional reports from the informatior*
44ý

system, the volume of such reports may be too great for

serious analysis. If this is the case, the data statistics

t, it
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contained in the exception report provide a means by which

the decision maker can select a subset of detailed reports

available to him. To provide this insight, the data sta-

tistics needed include those described under the periodic

reports. In addition, some statistics such as the range and

variance of the dependent data elements should be provided.
Specific bounds and limits of the decision logic that were

exceeded and some measure of the degree to which the limits

were exceeded should also be included. With these additional

data the decision maker can intelligently select the proper

subset of the reports needed to reach a decision.

Error Probabilities

In the generation of each report, the level of aggre-

gation along with the individual data element reliabilities

provide a loss of information to the information system

user. Each data element has an error distribution associated

with it. The error distribution is composed of two parts.

The known part of the distribution is described by the

errors that are detected through the error detection proce-

dures. The unknown part of the error distribution is de-
scribed by the undetected errors that are not detected by
the procedures. This can be defined as the undetected error

rate of the data element.
The known error rate can be separated into two parts.

that part detected and corrected and the part detected but

not corrected. As a measure of the effectiveness of the

error detection and correction procedures, ratios between

the various subsets of the error distribution can be per-

formed and maintained.

The ratio of detected errors to total data validated

will provide a basic indication of data element reliability.
The ratio of corrected errors to detected errors will give L

measure of correction effectiveness. Monitoring of these

ratios over time will provide a continuous means of evalu-

ating system accuracy performance.
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The part of the error distribution associated with

the undetected error rate is harder to estimate. Since this [

part of the distribution belongs to the errors that have not

been detected, there is no known measure of the error.

There is, however, a method of estimating the magni-

tude of the true data element error rate. The method is

based on the errors that are detected and an estimate of the

undetected errors through the code set density factor. Con-

sider the relationship between the data element code set and

the total possible combinations of codes that could be gen-

erated by that length of code and characters composing each
position of the code. That is:

Code set
Total possible number of codes

This ratio defined as the code set density factor I
gives two insights into the detedtion process. The first

insight into the detection process is concerned with the :

density of the code set; as the ratio approaches one, the

code set becomes more dense. The more dense the code set,
the harder it is to detect erroneous codes by inspection

alone, thereby requiring more elaborate detection procedures.

The second insight is related to the first in that

under some general assumptions, the density ratio can be

used to estimate the "true" error rate of the data element.

This is accomplished by subtracting the code set density
factor from unity. The result, defined as the coefficient

of detectability becomes a indicator of the complexity

needed in performing the detection process, as well as a
basic component in determining the "true" error rate.

In the simplest case the "true" error rate can be

considered as the percent of errors that are not detected
by inspection alone. However, such an error rate can be

owsowitz and Sweetland, Factors Affecting Errors,
p. 26. The authors refer to this ratio as an error-
discernability factor.
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expanded to include more of the detection procedures than
inspection. As an example, consider the case where the data

element is a two-digit numeric code. The code set is only

20 codes of the possible 100 codes that could be generated

by all combinations of the numerics. In addition, assume

that 500 detected errors were observed by the inspection

procedures, where 10,000 records containing the data element
were processed.

The coefficient of detectability is calculated as

1 - (20/100) = .8 ; while the ratio of detected error ele-

ments to total elements processed is 500/10,000 which is

five percent. The error means that the data generators re-

corded a code they thougbt was a member of the code set five

percent of the time.

Since the coefficient of detectability is 80 percent,
there are additional errors of transposition which resulted

in one code being transferred into another code which is un-

detectable by inspection alone. Therefore, the "true" error

rate for this case must be above the five percent detected,

and can be estimated by:

I _•tDetected- errors -I"- fdtcaii~-

Total records pr- ssel oefficient of 17

In this example,

[.05] • I = .0625 or 6.25 percent

as an estimated "true" error rate for this data element when

the inspection procedures alone are used.

It should be pointed out that the calculated "true"
error rate as described in the example assumes that the

error rate for the undetected errors is proportional to that

of the detected errors. It seems reasonable to make this

I)} assumption if the records processed are representative of
all situations present in the system.
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Earlier it was stated that the "true" error rate --

could be expanded from one of detection by inspection to •
more elaborate procedures. This can be accomplished in
the same manner as described above, where the number of

errors detected would be a value in the procedure for es-
timating the "true" error rate. If each procedure was used
in sequence, and each could be considered as independent,
then the "true" error rate would be the sum of the indi-
vidual ratios for each function. That is:

Tretected errors of Procedure ATrue error rate = Total records processed

Detected errors of Procedure B
Total records processed by Procedure B +"'

Detected errors of Procedure N+ Total records processed by Procedure N
m1

-Coefficient of detectabi'litX-

or

True error rate

= I-- Detected errors by Procedure i
il Total records processed by Procedure i

•Coefficient of detectabilityl

The coefficient of detectability is assumed to be
constant for all the procedures. The assumption may be con-
servative in view of the complex computer-aided detection

procedures since the coefficient of detectability is a func-
tion of code set density alone. However, it seems reason-
able to assume that the more dense a code set is, the more

complex the procedures needed to detect errors, and the
higher the possibility of erroneous data not being detecte'"
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The above procedure described a method for estimating

the "true" error rate of a data element as far as detection
is concerned. However, it is necessary to define a method
for presenting the detected errors that have been corrected.
One method that is easily obtainable from the data presented
is the ratio of errors not corrected to errors detected.
Another method would be to subtract from the number of errors
detected the number corrected and use the resulting ratio as
a measure of error probability for each of the procedures.

Either method would produce the same result and would be an
estimate of the actual error rate as opposed to the "true"
error rate. The difference between the two rates would be

a measure of correction procedure effectiveness.

Summary

The chapter attempted to describe several important

problems concerning the aggregation of data into management

information reports. The problem of presenting data statis-

tics for use by the information users was described, includ-
ing the identification of relationships between independent
and dependent data elements in a report. The kinds of re- K
ports generated by an information system were discribed as
was the use of data records that contain errors in aggre- N

gating management reports.
In presenting data error statistics, several methods

were described for estimating the data element error rate.I'
These methods were based on the assumption that the error
rate could be described in two ways.

The first method described the error rate in terms of
the detection procedures, and reflected the errors that
entered the system. This was divided into two parts, the
knvmn error rate derived from ratios of detected errors to
total number of data elements processed. The unknown rate
was derived from the coefficient of detectability and the

known error rate percentage.

__.
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The second approach was to der', • the error rate as

the rate at which data left the system. That is, to con-

sider how well it was corrected by the system procedures

and to question what was presented in the reports to the

system users. Again, the methods discussed were similar to

those for detection. However, the number of errors detected

was replaced by either a percentage reflecting the corrected

portions or as a difference between what was detected and

corrected. For both methods it was shown that the final

error rate could take account of different detection or

correction procedures to obtain an overa.1 error rate for

the data element.

The two error rates are defined as the "true" error

rate of the system. The first is a description of the error

rate of the data entering the system and it is related to

the detection procedures. The second is the error rate of

the data leaving the system after the correction procedures

have been applied. Each rate has a useful purpose, both in,

data aggregation and in system monitoring. The system

manager would be wise to provide and maintain such statis-

tics as one of the measures of system effectiveness.

4.

i •



CHAPTER VIII

MODELS AND PROCEDURES FOR ERROR DETECTION
AND CORRECTION IMPROVEMENT

Introduction

The objective of this chapter is to provide the sys-
tem designer with a means for determining the location, the
range, and the depth of error detection and correction pro-
cedures. The criteria for determining the various proce-
dures and locations will be in accordance with the status of
system :nvironment.

The Decision Array

In deciding the degree of error detection and correc-
tion needed for any particular information system, many al-
ternative strategies must be evaluated by the system de-
signer. More specifically, the data accuracy requirements
must be tailored to the various decision processes being
used as well as to the effect that these decisions have on
the operation of the organization. In particular, a deci-
sion will depend on the analysis, interpretation and evalu-
ation of the information available to the decision maker. A
significant part of that information comes to the decision
maker through the data generated by the information systems
of the organization.

The usefulness of the information presented to the
decision maker depends to a great extent on the accuracy of
the data that produce the information. The total success
of the information system is tied to assessing the proper

* level of data accuracy. If this is the case, then before

decisions are made concerning error procedures, it is

-191-
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important to account for all activities that interface with
the error procedures. Because the system designer does not

have perfect knowledge concerning the final use of the in-
formation, the decisions that are to be made contain some

risk. To reduce the number of decisions which must be made

under risk, the system designer is required to obtain as

much knowledge as possible about the environment in which
the system will operate.

One method of presenting the alternatives in an

orderly manner is through a decision array. The decision

array assocýiated with the detection and correction proce-

dures is organized around variations of the range and the

depth of the procedures as well as the locations at which
the procedures can be performed. These variations become
the actions to be evaluated agains the different states of
system environment. The end result is to determine the cost

of performing the error detection and correction function.
Figure XII displays the complete set of alternatives

available to the system designer. In Figure XII each cell

of the three dimensional array denotes a particular range
and depth of errcx' detection and correct.on that can be

accomplished at a particular location. The range of the
detection and correction procedures is defined as the vari-

ous data element classes contained in the system. The depth

is defined as the various classes of procedures that can be

used at the various detection and correction locatioas.

The Decision Model )I

Assume that there are m locations, n variations of

the range and depth of the detection procedures, and p
variations of the range and depth of the correction proce-

dures, then,

A the ith detection and correction loca-t..on composed of the jth variation of
range and depth of detection and the kth
variation of the range and depth of the
correction procedures.
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In addition define:

R the range of detection, where rl,r 2 ,...,rR
are the data element classes of the system.

S = the depth of detection, where slt 2,'..., S

are the detection procedures, and

T = the range of correction, where
tlt 2 ,..*,tT are the data element classes

of the system.

U the depth of correction, where
U,,...uU are the correction
procedures.

Ir = 1to RFurthermore, let the set D = drs =

be the data element classes and their associated detection
( t = 1 to T aprocedures, and, let the set C = =tu u 1 to UJ

data element classes and their associated detection

procedures.
Then n , the variations of the range and depth of

the detection procedures = 2 RS subsets of the set D ,

similarly, p , the variations of the range and depth of the

correction procedures = 2 TU subsets of the set C
The decision array as defined has m locations,

n = 2 RS variations of the range and depth of detection andp = 2 variations of the range and depth of correction.

Since the number of variations in both the range and depth
of the detection and correction procedures increases by the
power of 2 Z+l for every new data element class or proce-
dure included, care should be used in their selection.

For example, consider the following data classes and

detection and correction procedures.

R = {r1 = dynamic-factual data class; r 2 = dynamic-

judgmental class; r 3 = static-factual class;
r 4 = static-judgmental class}

S = {8I = non-computer-aided detection
82 = computer-aided detection prccedure s32' 19
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T = t= dynamic-factual data class; t 2 =

dynamic-judgmental class; t 3 - static-

factual class; t 4 = static-judgmental.

class3

U = u = non-computer-aided correction proce-

dures; u = computer-aided exact procedures;

Then3= computer-aided approximate procedures3
Then

D = jdll = dynamic-factual class and non-computer-

aided detection procedures; d1 2 = dynamic-
factual class and computer-aided detection
procedures; ... d d4 2  static-

judgmental class and computer-aided detec-
tion procedures]

where

n = all the subsets of the set D = 2 possible
subsets or 256 variations of the range and
depth of error detection.

For the set

C = Cl= dynamic-factual and non-computer-aided

correction procedures; c 1 2 = dynamic-factual

computer-aided exact procedures; ... ctu

c4 = static-judgmental and computer-aided
approximate procedures )

where

p = all the subsets of the set C =212 possible
subsets of 4,096 variations of the range and
depth of error correction.

From the preceding example, it is obvious that the
number of cells in the array can be very large. In fact, the

example described only two dimensions of the array and the
number of cells were 256 x 4,096 = 1,048,576 . The third

dimension, the locations, would increase the number of cells
_) to a still larger number.
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To develop a dccision array for all the data classes

and detection and correction procedures described in the

paper would be an impossible task. The tremendous size of

the decision array does indicate the magnitude of the detec-

tion and correction problem facing the system designer.

However, the various data element classes and the de-

tection and correction procedures can be aggregated to a

higher level, and then "de-aggregated" as the number of al-

ternatives are decreased. For example, using only the two

major data classes, static and dynamic, and two major detec-

tion and correction procedures, non-computer-aided and

computer-aided, produced sixteen variations of the range and

"the depth of detection and correction. Where,

R = {r 1 = static; r 2 = dynamic

S = [sI = non-computer-aided; s2 = computer-aidedji

T = ft 1 = static; t 2 = dynamicl

U= U1 = non-computer-aided; u2 = computer-aided3

and

D = {dll, d 1 2 , d 2 1  d

C = ilcn c12  c2 1  c22 3

Where

n = 4 = 16 variations for the range and depth of
detection procedures, and

p = 2= 16 variations for the range and depth of

correction procedures.

Table IV displays the variations for either the detec-

tion procedures or the correction procedures since both are
the same in thia example. Included in Table IV are the null

set and the universal set. The null set is the empty set
which means that none of the data element classes are sub-

jected to any detection or correction. The universal set
means that all the data classes are subjected to all the

procedures.

Vf I
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Table IV

THE SUBSETS OF THE SETS D AND C

1. Null set.

2. Static non-computer-aided.

3. Static computer-aided.

4. Dynamic non-computer-aided.

5. Dynamic computer-aided.

6. Static non-computer-aided and static computer-aided.

7. Static non-computer-aided and dynamic non-computer-
aided.

8. Static non-computer-aided and dynamic computer-aided.

9. Static computer-aided and dynamic non-computer-aided.

110. Static computer-aided and dynamic computer-aided.

10. Dynamic non-computer-aided and dynamic computer-aided.

12. Static non-computer-aided and static computer-aided and

dynamic non-computer-aided.

13. Static non-computer-aided and static computer-aided and
dynamic computer-aided.

14. Static computer-aided and dynamic non-computer-aided
and dynamic computer-aided.

15. Static non-computer-aided and dynamic non-computer-
aided and dynamic computer-aided.

16. Universal set.

o:I
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In further discussions, Table IV will be referred to1 using the notation of set theory. In particular, where D

and C are partitioned into unit sets, that is:

[dl, = ICli = static non-computer-aided

Idl2l = {c12 = static computer-aided

d2 = c2 13 = dynamic non-computer-aided

f •d221 c22- = dynamic computer-aided

Then from Table IV for j=6 we have

Sdlj3U~dl 2• = jdll'dl 2j while for j=14

id 1 2 3Ufd2 1IU d 221 = fd 1 2 ,d 2 1 ,d 2 2 . The use of the notation
will minimize the repetition and present a clearer under-

standing of the model to the reader.

Figure XIII displays the ith detection and correc-

tion location as a two-dimension array. The rows and col-

umns of the array reflect the variations of range and depth
of the detection and correction Procedures displayed in

Table IV. For example, the intersection of the third row

and the fourth column; j=3 , X=4 is where computer-aided

detection procedures are applied to static data elements.

In addition, non-computer-aided correction procedures are

applied against the dynamic data class.

Consider the following examples of cells contained

in an array similar to Figure XIII.

(1) A cell located at the data generator location
where the range of detection is over all the dynamic and

static data elements of the system. The depth of detection
will include the non-computer-aided procedures of: visual

scan, internal system procedures, debriefing with co-worker,

short check lists, and system manuals (j=7) . The range of

the correction procedures is also over all the dynamic and

static data elements at that location. The depth of the
correction includes the non-computer-aided procedures asso-

ciated with system manuals, code books, memory recall, de-
briefing, and short look-up tables (k=7) .
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Figure XIII
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(2) The cell is located at the keypunch location

and, in particular, the data checker section of the loca-

tion. The range of detection would include both the static
and dynamic data elements. The depth of detection would

include the non-computer-aided procedures of visual scan,
templates, check lists, bound and limit values (j=7)

The range of correction would include only the static data
elements. The dynamic elements found in error would be

marked and processed at a higher correction location or re-
turned to the data generator, depending on the physical lo-
cation of the generator with respect to the data checker.
The depth of correction on the static data elements would

use such procedures as code books, catalogs, system refer-
ence manuals and tailored look-up tables (k=2) I

(3) The cell is located at the local computing

facility, where the range of detection is over the dynamic

elements and the detection procedures include computer-
aided admissibility checks and simple joint code set rela- .

tionships (j=5) . The range of correction is over the

static elements and the depth of correction includes the

computer-aided procedures of error correcting digits

schemes, joint code set relationships and statistical limits

(k=3)

Model Operation

The system designer is faced with the problem of
eliminating from the array those cells that are not respon-

sive to the particular information system under considera-
tion. The intent of the system designer is to reach a
manageable number of alternatives that can be evaluated as

to cost, efficiency and resulting accuracy.

In order for the system designer to reach this objec-

tive, he must be aware of the various states of system en-
vironment. That is, the system designer must determine the

range and depth of the detection and correction procedures

by evaluating the environment in which the system will be V
operating. Because of the size and complexity associated
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with any large information system, the designer must use a
systematic approach. The decision array described earlier

is intended to be the model from which the designer evalu-

ates and selects the best combination of locations and
procedures.

The model functions as an elimination process through

a set of procedures that are iterated for each new alterna-

tive. The procedures describe the bounds of the alterna-

tives and proceed to eliminate alternatives as more knowledge
is gained concerning the states of system environment. The

procedures are separated into two parts. The first set of

procedures eliminates alternatives from an aggregated deci-

sion array; the second set of procedures separates the re-

maining aggregated cells of the decision array -.nto finer

variations of the detection and correction procedures. The

point of transfer from the first set of procedures to the
second is subjective and depends on the system designer's
judgment as to the number of alternatives which can be

easily managed.

The model operates in the following manner.

1. Define the initial bounds on the size of the
decision array.

(a) Determine from the system definition/
objectives the data element classes for the
system. The classes define the elements of
the sets R and T . These sets will be
used to determine the variations in the
range and depth of the detection and cor-
rection procedures.

(b) Determine from the system objectives
the detection and correction procedures
available to the system. These procedures
define the set S for detection procedures
and the set U for correction procedures.
These sets will be used in determining the
variations in the range and depth of the
detection and correction procedures.

(c) Determine the number of detection and
correction locations available within the
system. The number of locations will vary
between two, for an on-line real-time sys-
tem, to seven or more for a general batch
processing system.
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(d) Formulate the sets D and C . These
sets determine the variations of the range I
and depth of the detection and correction
procedures.

(e) Prepare a two-dimensicn array dis-
playing the subsets derived from the sets
D and C . This two-dimensional array
will be the same for each location, and
will be similar to that of Figure XIII.
The array will be used as a model for each
location and as a guide to eliminating
alternatives from the location.

At this point the decision array is defined
and includes all the alternatives open to
the system designer, as defined by the data
classes and procedures.

2. Using the two-dimension array prepared above,
determine, for each location, the data classes
that are not available at the location. Elim-
inate all variations of the range and depth of
the detection and correction procedures that
include those data classes.

3. Using the modified array resulting from (2)
above, determine for each location the classes "9-

of procedures that are not available at the
location. Eliminate all variations of the
range and depth of the detection and correc-
tion procedures that include those classes of
procedures.

4. The elimination process of steps (3) and (4)
reduce the number of rows and columns for each
location. TI rows represent the elimination
of variations in the detection procedures,
while the columns represent the elimination
of variations in the correction procedures.

5. Correction procedures cannot be employed to
data classes until errors have been detected
in the data classes. The constraint requircs
that detection procedures precede correccion
procedures. In the elimination of rows and
columns in steps (2) and (3), inconsistencies
may have resulted. These inconsistencies are
corrected by eliminating the particular cell
causing the inconsistency. The detection need
not be performed at the location where correc-
tion is anticipated. However, the detection
must be performed at some location previous to
the correction.i4

_ _ _ I\
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6. After any inconsistencies are corrected,
the resulting two-dimensional arrays rep-
resent the alternatives available to the
system designer after the first iteration.

7. The second and future iterations depend on
the knowledge available to the system de-
signer which is obtained from the questions
concerning the state of system environment.
That is, starting with step (2) above, the
system designer evaluates the remaining
variations at each location. However,
starting with the second iteration, the
emphasis is on the elimination of particu-
lar cel's of the array rather than the
complete elimination of a row or column.
Yet both can be eliminated during any
iteration when an unacceptable alterna-
tive is discovered.

8. When the alternatives for a location reach
a point where further elimination is not
possible due to the level of aggregation of
the variations, a more detailed decision
array is possible. That is, within the re-
"maining variations, identification of par-
ticular sub-classes of data elements and
particular detection and correction proce-
dures can replace the aggregated alternatives. f
For example, consider the case where the data Z
element classes were originally defined as
either static or dynamic. If the final al-
ternative at a location is concerned with
only the static data class, a more detailed
evaluation could be made by separating
static into factual and judgmental. At the
same time the specific detection and correc-
tion procedures for these more detailed data
classes would be identified.

To move from a higher level of aggregation
to a lower level within the model assumes
that consistency between the levels will be
maintained. That is, the new data classes
and procedures are part of a hierarchical
scheme contained within the higher levels t
originally used in the model.

For any location the procedure for defining
the new decision array is the same as de-

•_) scribed in step (1) above. After the dimen-
sions of the array for each location are
defined, the remaining steps of the proce-
dure described previously are used. Through
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the iteration process the system designer
will reach a subset of the cells that are
best for each location.

The remaining alternatives, which cannot
be further evaluated from the system en-
vironment view, must be evaluated from a
cost perspective. That is, all the alter-
natives are equally acceptable from a sys-
tem feasibility view, but the cost of per-
forming the alternatives are not equal.

While the first cost estimates may be only subjec-
tive estimates that provide an ordinal ranking of the al-

ternatives, several of the less attractive alternatives

will be eliminated and further refinements in the cost

estimates of the remaining alternatives will be required.
In general, the cost estimates will become available as the
preliminary system feasibility develops and an iteration

process takes place between the overall system design, the
states of system environment and the accuracy requirements

of the system.
The states of system environment describe for the •

system designer the constraints placed on the system. These

constraints affect not only the error detection and correc-
tion function, but the total information system organization
and operation. In order to evaluate the effect of these
constraints and system operations on the error detection and
correction function, a check list of questions which, when

answered, will determine the state of system environment.

The Check List

The check list will provide the necessary information

to determine the location, range and depth of the error de-

tection and correction procedures. While far from complete,
the check list is intended to provide some of the necessary

key questions that need to be answered before an intelligent

decision can be made concerning the range, depth and location
of the error detection and correction function.

The check list is composed of the major areas of the

information system that relate to the error detection and

____________________________
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correction function. The major areas selected for this

check list are (1) the organizational environment of the

system, (2) the goals and objectives of the system, (3)

the system hardware environment, (4) the data collection

and data availability environment, and (5) the system user

environment.

The Organizational Environment of the

System

The organizational structure, as a state of system

environment, is defined to include those aspects of manage-

ment which plan, direct, control, organize and staff the

organization in which the system is to operate. A sample

of the important questions would contain:

1. Is the parent organization centralized or
decentralized?

2. What is the extent of centralization or
decentz lization?

(a) Functional areas

(b) Geographic areas

(c) Cciplete central authority

3. What is the geographic spread of the
organization?

4. Is the information to support all levels
of management?

(a) Does the lowest level of management
include day-to-day operations?

(b) Does the system act as a process
control system as well as an infor-
mation system?

!I
JI
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(c) How many levels of management are
there in the organization?

(d) What is the degree of decision making
power at each of the management levels?

5. Is the system to support all the functions
of the organization?

(a) How are the functions that are to be
supported, dispersed throughout the
organization?

(b) Is this the only information system
supporting these functions?

6. Are there any anticipated organizational
changes that will affect the system?

(a) Will the location of detection and
correction procedures change?

(b) Will the range and depth of the pro-
cedures change?

(c) Will the resources required for de-
tection and correction change?

System Objectives and Goals

The system objectives and goals affect the error de-
tection and correction function through system operation.
The following sample questions reflect the goals and purpose

of the system.

1. Is this system development for a new sys-
tem or a modification of an existing system?

(a) What prompted the requirement?

(b) Who is the sponsor of the system and
what are his interests?

(c) Has a limit been placed on the re-
sources for system or3ration?

2. Determine the precise purpose of the system
for

(a) The functional areas to be incorporated;

(b) The expected improvement to be obtained.
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3. Determine the relationships with other
systems of the organization as to:

(a) Authority concerning data sharing
and data validation;

(b) Schedules of interfaces between in-
puts and outputs.

4. Determine the. relationships between the
system and systems outside the organization:

(a) Which systems feed information (data)
to this system and to which system does

it provide output (data/information)?

(b) What procedures are now in existence
between the organization and the out-
side systems? How will these proce-
dures be affected by the new system,
including the method of data transfer,
period of transfer, machine

compatibility.

5. Do the goals define the management func-
tions that are to be supported?

(a) Have the goals been approved by
management?

(b) What future growth in the functions
is envisioned?

6. What is the expected life of the system?

7. What degree of system flexibility is
required?

8. Is the system to be designed through
modular subsystems?

9. Is there a time-phased plan for implementation?

10. What is the system response time?

(a) Are there specified response times
for different actions?

(b) Are there specified response times
for different management levels?

11. What security measures are required, and

how have they been formulated?

I'
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12. What is the requirement for system feed-

back to lower management levels?

13. What is the requirement for system per-
formance indices?

14. What are the requirements for maintaining
data permanency?

15. What reliability has been placed on sys-
tem operations?

16. What backup system is anticipated?

17. Determine what standards are necessary
for uniformity in subsystems, procedures,
formatting, and system documentation.

System Hardware Environment

For the error detection and correction procedure, the
system hardware configuration, its location and mode of op-
eration are of prime importance. In addition, the final
selection of the specific hardwa~re will determine the exact

programming techniques that will be used to develop the
computer-aided programs.

1. What is the hardware system in functional
elements?

2. Where will the hardware be located?

3. Describe the functional elements that
will be available at each location.

4. Is the hard-ware currently within the
organizational structure?

5. Will new hardware be obtained?

6. What are the current computerized func-

tions being performed by the organization?

7. What will be the mode of system operation?

8. What communications are anticipated for
system operation?

9. What constraints on computer usage are
assigned to the information system?
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S) 10. Will other organizational functions
share the same hardware used by the in-
formation system?

11. Do the hardware plans anticipate future
growth in the organization?

12. What are the time-phased plans for hard-
ware implementation?

13. Is the hardware configuration modular and
compatible over all levels of management?

14. What are thre hardware interfaces within
the organization?

15. Can software be standardized for all
hardware locations?

16. What is the traffic volume between the
different hardware locations?

17. Is there a requirement for vertical
search from the highest level of manage-
ment to the lowest level of management?

18. What are the hardware interfaces outside
the organization?

19. What output display devices are being
considered?

Data Collection and Data Availability Environment

In performing the error detection and correction
function, the factors associated with data collection are
one of the more important states of system environment. In-
cluded in the definition of data collection are the areas of
data base organization and maintenance, data file updating,
and data aggregation.

1. Have the system data elements been
identified?

(a) Do the data elements meet all of the
user element requirements?

(b) Have the data element sources been
defined?

(c) Have the data elements been defined
at each data collection point?



(d) What is the expected volume at each
collection point?

(e) What is the expected number of data
collection points?

(f) Can the data collection points be
grouped into geographic or functional
areas?

2. What are the plans for data collection?

(a) What data collection procedures
have been defined?

(b) What data collection forms have
been developed?

(c) What automatic source data collec-
tion devices are contemplated?

(d) What training is required for the data
collection locations?

(e) What is the expected time required
to complete the data collection form?

(f) What is the frequency of source form
generation per data collection
location?

(g) How many copies of the form are com-
pleted by the data generator for
each action?

(h) What is the disposition of the copies?

(i) What are the procedures for external
data collection?

(j) In what form will external data enter
the system?

(M) At what levels will external data
enter the system?

(C) What is the validity (accuracy) of
external data when it enters the
system?

(W) What procedures were used to validate
the external data?

3. What data files have been anticipated? I
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(a) What are the existing data files?

(b) What is the form of the existing
files?

(c) What file conversion is required?

(d) What data validation of existing
files are required?

(e) Determine the expected volume of the
existing files.

(f) What data is contained in each ex-
isting file?

(g) What data is redundant in the ex-
isting file?

(h) Are the files integrated by having
common central information?

(i) What additional data is required to
update existing files?

) (j) What new files are anticipated?

(k) What is the primary function of the
new files'

(1) Have the sources of data for the new
files been established?

(m) In what form will the new files be
maintained?

(n) What system requirements dictated
the form of the files?

(o) What data of the new files will be
obtained outside the system? The
organization?

(p) What are the formats for the data
files?

(q) What are the file maintenance re-
quirements?

(r) What is the frequency of file
updating?

(s) Who has authority for updating the
files?
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(t) Who has responsibility for updating

the files? St

(u) Where are the data files located?

4. What procedures are defined for data
aggregation?

(a) Where will data aggregation be
performed?

(b) Are the data aggregation require-
ments known for each level of

management?
(c) Are the aggregations at each level I

consistent with the decision pro-

cess at that level?
(d) Are aggregated files to be maintained?

For how long?

(e) Who determines the format for the
aggregated files?

(f) Who determines the location of the
aggregated files? :

System User Environment

An important state of system environment is that of

the system user. In fact, the development and operation of

the system is directed by their information needs. In order

to establish the necessary error detection and correction

procedures to meet the user requirements, the following ac-

tions require solution.

1. Define within the current and anticipated
organizational functional areas, the
system users.

(a) Specify the information requirement
in terms of system data elements;
in terms of external data elements.

(b) Specify for each user a ranking of the
data elements in order of accuracy re-
quirements.

co Identify the important data elementS~combinations for each class of users.
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(d) Identify the interfaces between the
information users.

(e) Define the important variables in
the decision process of the informa-
tion users.

2. What is the required output to the users?

(a) Have the outputs been defined for
each user?

(b) Have the output formats been defined?

(c) Have the modes of output been defined?

(d) What response time is required by the
users?

Ce) Is there a requirement fox hierarchi-
cal reports?

(f) Identify operational procedures rele-
vant to the detection and correction
function.

(g) What is the frequency of reports to
each user?

(h) What is the requirement for timeli-
ness between the occurrqnce of an
action and its inclusion in a manage-
ment report?

(i) What are the procedures for adding,
changing or deleting an output pvoduct
by any system user?

3. What are the required outputs for information
system evaluation?

4. What system performance indices or periodical
evaluation is required?

Estimating the AccSuragy Losa

Accurate answers to the previous questions should
provide the system designer with a fairly detailed descrip-.
tion of where the detection and correction function can be
performed and what procedures to use at the various loca-
tions. In making the final selection of locations and pro-

cedures, the system designer will rely on the cost estimates
derived from the final decision array.
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For example, once the data collection locations are

defined as to the data collection method, the volume of
data, the expected number of actions per location and pro-

cedures to be used, the cost for each location can be

formulated. In a similar manner, estimates of the other
locations can be performed using the guidelines of the re-

quired resources described in Chapter VI.

In providing for the final selection, care must be

maintained to meet the accuracy requirements of the various

system users. The process is one of iteration, where the
system designer and the information users reestablish the

actual requirements for data accuracy. After each iteration
the system designer provides to the users the loss of detec-

tion and correction capability for various resource limita-

tions directed at the detection and correction function.

Such trade-of fs will show the loss of detection and correc-

tion capability by location which can be transferred into

loss of data accuracy at the locations. In addition, reduc-

tions in the requirements for data accuracy at various sys- ,,

tern levels would reduce the cost of the detection and

correction function.

':tne ability to maintain the means for describing the

loss of detection and correction capability is through the
decision array. As the decision array becomes more precise

through the iteration process, the system designer can

evaluate the detection and correction losses at each

location.

Wh:.le the system designer can providie an evaluation
of the loE.s capability, and translate this loss to data

a(ccuratcy, it is the information user who must translate the

loss of accuracy to their decision processes. This latter
loss function between the data accuracy and the users deci-

sion process can only be estimated subjectively and only I
estimated by the information user. The information user may
have some quantitative data concerning the dollar value of

his decisions and dollar losses if wrong decisions are made O
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using erroneous data in his decision process. However, the
final decision on the value of the accuracy loss is
subjective.

' The successful. implementation of a totally intagrated

set of detection and correction procedures will provide a
significant improvement in the degree of accurate data sub-
mitted at the source. That is, one of the best methods of
error prevention is a good set of error detection and cor-
rection procedures. Such procedures let the generators know
someone is auditing the input and that erroneous data may be
returned to the generator. The form of returning erroneous
data may cause either embarrassment to the organization or
a personnel penalty to the generator. Probably the greatest
user of such a technique is the Internal Revenue Service.

In this case the question of subjective loss to the gener-
ator is quite real to those who are convicted of intention-
ally submitting erroneous data.

+/

/
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CHAPTER IX

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Summary of the Results! of the Study

The problems and decisions facing the information

system designer are many. The area of error detection and

correction is but one of the many problems. However, in
many system designs, error detection and correction is one
of the areas that does not receive its due attention. A

great amount of resources are consumed on selecting the
proper system hardware, system software, with elaborate
mathematical models being employed to perform calculations

on the data. However, little effort is expended for proper -.

data control. Even when total costs are considered, the -
cost of data collection represents from one-third to one-
half of the outlay for all costs other than hardware costs.
In addition, this cost is not a one time cost but a cost
that will continue throughout the life of the system.

Such large costs, in themselves, suggest that addi-

tional resources should be expended in the area of data con-

trol. The intent of this paper has been to focus attention

on the problem of data control. In particular, to focus
attention on the problem of detecting and correcting input

errors introduced by the human observer in recording the
original data and in transferring that data into machine

readable form.

'William'B. Moore, The Input Problem. Lecture in
WORC/TIMS Seminat Series at the Civil Service Building,
Washington, D.C., (October, 1967).

iL
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The problems of erroneous data are not new to the r
users of information systems or to those associated with the

actual computer operations. Yet, there is little formal

communication between these two groups as to methods for

solving these problems.

For others involved in information system develop-

ment, there is little formal information on either the deri-

vation or definition of errors. As a result of the lack of

communications and any formal documentation describing the

input error problem, a complete conceptual framework was de-

veloped in this paper for the error detection and correction

process.

The results of this study are presented in two parts.

The first set of results describe the framework that was

developed as a necessary step to the formalization of the

detection and correction procedures. The first set describes

the framework through the development of the procedures for
detection and correction, independent of where the procedures

are performed. The second set of results describes the

framework from the detection and correction procedures
through a model for determining the range, depth and loca-

tion of the detection and correction procedures.

The results of the first set include (1) a descrip-

tion and model of how errors are created, (2) definitions
and necessary conditions required to detect and correct

errors, (3) a formal description of the system locations

where errors can be detected and corrected, and (4) the
development of detection and correction procedures.

(1) The creation of errors
Each time data are transferred from one point to

another, a sequence of events occurs. The events can be de-

scribed by a decision tree, where the results of each event

leave the data either correct or incorrect. For any such

transfer, there are seven outcomes to the decision tree,

only one of which is the correct path through the sequence.

The remaining six outcomes result in input errors which are

subjected to detection and correction procedures. Each 3
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outcome of the decision tree is defined as belonging to a

code set or not belonging to the code set. The code set is V

composed of all the acceptable variations of the event under

consideration. The code set concept is used as the basis

for developing the detection and correction procedures.

The development of the decision tree model is
based on the sensor and how he observca and records the

event. The sensor, as defined for this paper, is a human
observer who either initially records the data or who trans-

fers the data from one recording medium to other media. The
same decision tree model could be used for any type of sen-

sor. The resulting detection and correcting pr ,cedures,

however, may be different.
The six error outcomes from the decision tree

were classified as one of two kinds: a Type I or a Type II

error. The Type I errors are limited, by definition, to

errors in recording, while the Type II errors result from an

initial error of observation. However, the Type II errors
could result in a compound error, through an additional

error in recording.

(2) Definitions and conditions for detecting
and correcting errors
Before errors can be corrected, they must be

detectqd. To detect errors, decision rules must be estab-
lished defining what constitutes an error. In providing a

definition for errors, certain properties were required of

the data elements. These properties defined necessary, but
not sufficient, conditions for errors to be detected in data

elements. These properties described in the paper are re-
peated here. For an error to be detectable:

(a) it must not be a member of its
code set. or

(b) it is not a member of the subset
of other data element code sets
when taken in specific combination.

Once an error has been detected, five conditions

were described which enable the detected error to be corrected.

S.,
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'I0 These conditions are:

(a) The code set contains error correct-
ing digits that enable unique
identification.

(b) The code, when connected to other
code sets, establishes unique code
set combinations that, throughlogical progression, are error
correcting.

(c) The data element is of such a na-
ture that bounds can be placed on
detectable errors.

(d) The coded data element can be re-
turned to the sensor for correction.

(e) The coded data element is of such a
nature that statistical techniques
(such as past probability estimates)

can be used to determine the most
likely correct code.

Two points are significant. First, even with

these five conditions, not all detectable errors are cor-

rectable. Second, the complexity and cost needed to cor-

rect some detectable errors may render the effort inadvis-

able. The latter case is especially true for low valued
data elements which require complex statistical procedures.

(3) Locations for detection and correction

This result has the unique interest of separat-

ing the information system into functional locations where
error detection and correction can be performed. The loca-

tions extend from the generation of the data (the data gener-

ator location) to the final disposition of the information

reports (information user location). While all the loca-
• tions described may not appear in every information system,

those locations that do appear will be a subset of the loca-

tions described. The primary consideration for location

selection was where data was transferred in the system. The

9 transfer was defined to include initial recording, refor-

matting, the transfer from one medium to another, and the

aggregation of data into reports.
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(4) Detection and correction procedures

A concept of detecting and correcting input data

errors was formulated. The concept consists of: (1) the

development of data element classes, (2) the criteria for

selecting detection and correction procedures at various lo-

cations, and (3) the development of the detection and cor-

rection procedures.

The development of data element classes provided

for homogenous data elements to be considered by the same set

of detection or correction procedures. A significant result

was the ability to separate both exact and approximate de-

tection procedures into the data element classes consistent

with the data element class description. The data classes

provided a convenient method for approaching the detection

and correction procedures, since it allowed for a more gen-

eral description than could be provided if specific data

elements were cited.

The criteria for selecting detection and correc-•

tion procedures at the various locations proved significant:"

The criteria allowed for the procedures to be separated into

non-computer-aided procedures and computer-aided procedures.

This dichotomy reduced the number of variations to be con-
sidered at the locations, and provided a hierarchy for order-

ing the various procedures.

The developed detection and correction procedures

provides for a wide range of available procedures and tech-
niques. The significant points are that the procedures (1)
are sequencial and (2) range from simple sight detection to

computer-aided statistical and probabilistic correction

procedures.
For the procedures to be sequential means that

all of the procedures are not necessarily found or needed in

any one information system. There may be several procedures
for detecting the same kind of error; each procedure being

more complex than the previous one. However, if the systen• 4
under consideration does not require the degree of detectioi
provided by the complex, the procedure can be eliminated
from consideration.
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To provide a meaningful concept of detection and

correction, the procedures must reach each level of the in-
formation system. The procedures then form an audit of the

input with checks and balances at the various locations.

While the procedures were developed independent of the de-

tection and correction locations, consideration was given

to the resources needed to perform the procedures. Such
consideration for resources resulted in classes of proce-

dures some of which were quite simple and could be performed

by the individual who actually recorded the data. Other pro-

cedures resulted in the need for elaborate data files and

equipment which could not be performed efficiently by an in-

dividual. These latter procedures resulted in the complex

computer-aided detection and correction procedures.

The second set of results are focused on (1) the con-

cept of error priority, (2) the data report statistics, (3)

the cost of detection and correction, and (4) a model for

determining the range, depth and location of the detection

and correction procedures.

(1) Error priority

The concept of error priority is defined as a

ranking scheme, either ordinal or cardinal, which orders or

ranks the data elements as to their importance. The higher

the importance of a data element, the higher the priority
of errors concerning that data element. To develop a work-

ing error priority scheme requires a great deal of interac-

tion between the system designer and the users of the in-

formation. Therefore, this paper describes the underlying

concept with attention focused on the need and use of error

priority in the detection and correction procedures,

(2) Data report statistics

The users, in most computerized information sys-

tems, are removed from the actual location of report genera-
"tion. To provide the user with as much information as pos-

sible, statistics concerning the data presented in the

report can be very significant to the user's decision pro-

cess. The paper describes several statistics that should

be included in the reports at the time of generation.

.........
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Such statistics would include results of the error detection

and correction procedures related to the data of the report.

In addition, uncorrectable detected errors were

described. These uncorrectable detected errors are contain-

ed in data records, and consideration must be given to the

disposition and use of these records. To evaluate the use-

fulness of these records, a truth table was developed. The

truth table defined the various combinations of correct and

erroneous data elements that could be used in preparing a

series of reports. This concept allowed data records con-

taining errors to be included in output reports. The con-

cept increases the data available for reports, giving the

users more complete information on which to evaluate their

decisions.

The development of report statistics perform

another significant role. They are used to evaluate the

effectiveness of the detection and correction procedures.

The evaluation is performed by monitoring selected ratios

from the detection and correction process. The ratios,

maintained over time, will indicate the effectiveness of the

procedures. However, these ratios only consider errors that
were detected and possibly corrected. As an attempt to

estimate the "true" error rate, a concept of a "coefficient

of detectability" was developed. The coefficient, when used

in conjunction with the ratios of detected errors to total

recordsprocessed would provide an estimate of the "true"

error rate.

(3) The cost of error detection and correction

The cost of error detection and correction can
be attributed to three basic resources: (1) personnel, (2)

equipment, and (3) data collection requirement. These three

resources can be used in various combinations to obtain the

* desired level of accuracy from the information system. In

describing the relationships between these three resources,

two factors are to be considered. These two factors are the

data worth to accuracy relationship, and the accuracy to
cost relationship.

Li

____________ _____ I
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Before meaningful cost analysis can be performed,
it is necessary to obtain, from the users, a measure of the

data worth associated with different levels of accuracy. The
assumption behind the relationship is that all data does not
have th6 sane worth and that all data above a certain accu-
racy level has the same worth to the user. In fact, the
user may only be able to describe his accuracy requirements
in general terms. The paper focuses attention on this prob-
lem, and describes a procedure for obtaining judgments from
the users.

The accuracy to cost relationship is needed to
describe the range of cost that will be incurred if the accu-

racy levels requested are met. However, when the system has
a dollar constraint, an accurate relationship will enable

the system designer to better allocate the limited detection
and correction resources to the higher worth data.

In describing the cost associated with the de-
tection and correction procedures, the three major resources
were discussed for seven classes of procedures. The analysis

provided a description of the kind of subresource needed and
in some cases a method for estimating the amount of the
resource.

(4) Determining the range, depth and location
of the detection and correction procedures

A model was developed for aiding the system de-
signer in determining the range, depth and location of the

procedures. The model took the form of a three-dimensional

array. The location was one dimension of the array, while
the range and depth of detection, and the range and depth of

correction constituted the other two dimensions. The range
of detection and correction is defined as the number of data
element classes under investigation at a location. The

depth of detection and correction is defined as the complex-
ity of procedures used to detect or correct the data element

~ •classes.

The model is used to eliminate non-responsive
variations of the range, depth and location through an
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iteration process. After each iteration and elimination,

the remaining alternatives are reevaluated. The reevalua-
tion is performed in conjunction with a check list describ-

ing the states of system environment. The states of system

environment describe the major functional components of the

information system and the intended procedures for system
operation. In particular, the states of system environment

can be considered an extension of the system feasibility
study.

As alternatives are eliminated from the array,

a manageable and responsive subset will be reached. The

subset which cannot be reduced any further by the check
list, will be evaluated as to cost. The nost cost-

effective alternative from the subset would be selected and

implemented as the system detection and correction

procedures.

Conclusions

The resources being consumed in the information
technology explosion have been estimated as a 40 percent

share of the gross national product in 1967.1 Yet there is

a lack of information available to the users and developers
of information systems on how to control errors in these

systems. The knowledge concerning error content in most
systems is limited to the hardware components of the system,

with little regard for the error content of the input data.
Most information system users either assume that all the in-

formation presented to them is error free, and use the in-
formation as presented, or have a complete lack of faith in

the information and bypass the system.

ISee Jacob Marschak, "Economics of Inquiring, Com-
municating, Deciding," Working Paper No. 134, University of
California, Los Angeles, Western Management Science Insti-
tute (January, 1968). Included in this percent is all of
the information knowledge including radio, television, news-
papers,v and management information systems. j
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The users are divided with regard to be value that

they place in their information systems. At one extreme

dre managers whose security and perhaps sanity is maintained

by avoiding challenges to the validity of their data bases.
At the other extreme, are managers who, having found many
errors within their information, are totally cynical about

their automated files. Missing, both from current informa-
tion system procedures and from the literature, is a rationale

which provides a basis for intelligent, confident movements
toward some middle ground. The provisions of that rationale,1 the development of a structure or philosophy of the error
phenomenon is a major concern of this paper.

The middle ground, a mature attitude about input

errors, can only come about through an understanding of the

error generation, error detection, and error correction pro-

cess. Further, management maturity in this area is very much

related to the achievement of insights on the cost-effective-

ness aspects of the error picture. Errors are not uniformly

bad or serious. In fact there is a wide variation across the

classes and types of errors in terms of their effects on the
decision process. Rejection of this idea or failure to appre-

ciate it leads, for those who assume the worst, to costly
over-concern and over-investment in error protection. For

those who <.Annot afford the insurance policy cost associated

with the proper error procedures, the acceptance of errors

and the occasional unfortunate decision becomes a normal

characteristic of the information system.

This research has attempted to remove some of the

mystery which continues to plcgue the input error question.

A system for classifying errors by type has been developed.

Attention has been paid to the kinds of errors which can be

made or introduced at various levels in the data generation-

data processing chain. More important, these levels and

their potential use to managers and researchers alike pro-

vide a conceptual framework in which intelligent discussions

concerning the error process can be formulated. The concept
of data worth alone, provides a significant step forward in
building an intelligent detection and correction process.
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The basic means of justifying and evaluating auto-

mated information systems has been a cost displacement cri-

terion -- mainly through reduction of clerical costs. This

criterion is no longer valid. New criteria are being sug-

gested. The basis for the new criteria are associated with

the value as worth of the data in the decision process of

the organization. This task of determining the value of the

data cannot be left to the system analysts or senior program-

mers, but must be performed by the decision maker. The

basic concepts needed by the decision maker for evaluating

the worth of his data are covered in the paper. Not only
the basic concept of data worth, but the necessary relation-

ships between data worth, accuracy and cost.

The relationship between data worth and accuracy de-

fine the range and depth of the detection and correction

procedures for the system. Attention was given to the kinds
of procedures that could be employed at the locations. The

locations, the range and depth of the procedures provide the

user with the accuracy needed in his decision process.
To present the information user with all the possible

alternative error detection and correction plans would be

confusing and frustrating. Concern for this problem led to

the development of a systematic procedure -- a model -- for

evaluating all feasible plans. The model while preparing

the information user for the complexity of solving the error

problem, it gives the researcher and designer a tool for

communicating between the major participants of the system.

The final evaluation of the procedures to be used in the
system is based on cost. Not the cost of displacement, but

the cost associated with improved operations through more

accurate information. Trades-off are between the cost of

desired accuracy and the cost of wrong decisions from in-

accurate information.

The study outlines a conceptual framework on which to

build. Increased interest in information system development

will require that more research be placed on the problems

associated with data input. Current technolcgy is hardware
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oriented. The objective is to put the data in machine read-
able form as soon as possible. However, the basic problem
still exists -- detecting and correcting the errors of the

humar observer or sensor who initially records that data.
The new :riteria for justifying the implementation of infor-
matic, systems will be based, to a large extent, on the value
of the information to the decision process. The value of in-
formation is the worth of the data and the worth of the data
is the data accuracy problem. The major contributor to data
accuracy is formal procedures fox input error detection and

correction.

iII
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Abstract cont'd

I The basic means of justifying and evaluating automated information sys-
tems has been a cost displacement criterion--mainly through reduction of
clerical costs. New criteria are being suggested. The basis for the new
criteria is associated with the value or worth of the dataln the decision
process; The basic concepts needed'by the decision maker for evaluating the• /

worth "of his data are covered iq" the study. The necesary relationships be-

t!ween'data worth, accuracy, anti cost are also covere
N -- The study develops a systematic procedure--a model--for evaluating the

NI'ýarious detection and correction alternatives. The final evaluation of the
detection and correction procedures to be used in the system is based on cost.
This is not displacement cost, but cost associated with improved operations
through more accurate information.

The value of information is the worth of the data, and the worth of the
data is the data accuracy problem. The major contributor to data accuracy is
formal procedures for input error detection and correction. This study has
devc]opcd these formal procedures..( .)
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